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The history of the development of semiconductor heterostructures and their applications in
various electron devices is presented, along with a brief historical survey of the physics, production
technology, and applications of quantum wells and superlattices. Advances in recent years
in the fabrication of structures utilizing quantum wires and especially quantum dots are discussed.
An outline of future trends and prospects for the development and application of these latest
types of heterostructures is presented. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00101-X#

1. INTRODUCTION heterostructures.1 In the same year A. F. Ioffe and Ya.
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It would be very difficult today to imagine solid stat
physics without semiconductor heterostructures. Semic
ductor heterostructures and especially double heteros
tures, including quantum wells, quantum wires, and quan
dots, currently comprise the object of investigation of tw
thirds of all research groups in the physics of semicond
tors.

While the feasibility of controlling the type of conduc
tivity of a semiconductor by doping it with various impur
ties and the concept of nonequilibrium carrier injection a
the seeds from which semiconductor electronics has spr
heterostructures provide the potential means for solving
far more general problem of controlling fundamental para
eters in semiconductor crystals and devices, such as
width of the bandgap, the effective masses and mobilitie
charge carriers, the refractive index, and the electron en
spectrum.

The development of the physics and technology of se
conductor heterostructures has brought about tremen
changes in our everyday lives. Heterostructure-based e
tron devices are widely used in many areas of human ac
ity. Life without telecommunication systems utilizin
double-heterostructure~DH! lasers, without heterostructur
light-emitting diodes~LEDs! and bipolar transistors, or with
out the low-noise, high-electron-mobility transisto
~HEMTs! used in high-frequency devices, including satell
television systems, is scarcely conceivable. The DH lase
now found in virtually every home as part of the compa
disk ~CD! player. Solar cells incorporating heterostructur
are used extensively in both space and terrestrial progra
for almost a decade now the Mir space station has been
lizing solar cells based on AlGaAs heterostructures.

Our interest in semiconductor heterostructures
not come about by accident. A systematic investigation
semiconductor heterostructures was launched in the
early thirties at the Physicotechnical Institute~FTI! under
the direct supervision of its founder, Abram Fedorovi
Ioffe. In 1932, V. P. Zhuze and B. V. Kurchatov studied t
intrinsic and impurity conductivities of semiconduct
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Frenkel’ formulated the theory of current rectification at
metal-semiconductor interface, based on the tunne
effect.2 In 1931 and in 1936 Frenkel’ published his ce
ebrated papers,3 in which he predicted excitonic phenomen
and, naming them as such, developed the theory of exci
in semiconductor heterostructures. Excitons were eventu
detected experimentally by Gross in 1951.4 The first diffu-
sion theory of a rectifyingp–n heterojunction, laying the
foundation for W. Shockley’s theory of thep–n junction,
was published by B. I. Davydov in 1939.5 Research on in-
termetallic compounds commenced at the Physicotechn
Institute at the end of the forties on the initiative of Ioff
The theoretical prediction and experimental discovery of
properties of III–V semiconductor compounds we
achieved independently by N. H. Welker6 and by N. A.
Goryunova and A. R. Regel’ at the Physicotechnic
Institute.7 We have drawn very heavily from the high the
retical, technological, and experimental level of the resea
conducted at the Physicotechnical Institute in that era.

2. CLASSICAL HETEROSTRUCTURES

The idea of using heterostructures in semiconduc
electronics emerged at the very dawn of electronics. Alre
in the first patent associated withp–n junction transistors
W. Shockley8 proposed the application of a wide-gap emitt
to achieve one-way injection. At our Institute A. I. Gubano
first analyzed theoretically the current-voltage (I –V) curves
of isotypic and anisotypic heterojunctions9; however, some
of the most important theoretical explorations in this ea
stage of heterostructure research were carried out by H. K
emer, who introduced the concept of quasielectric and qu
magnetic fields in a smooth heterojunction and hypothesi
that heterojunctions could possess extremely high injec
efficiencies in comparison with homojunctions.10 Various
notions concerning the application of semiconductor hete
structures in solar cells evolved in that same time period

The next important step was taken several years la
when we and Kroemer11 independently formulated the con
cept of DH–based lasers. In our patent we noted the fe
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bility of attaining a high density of injected-carriers and
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population inversion by ‘‘double’’ injection. We specificall
mentioned that homojunction lasers ‘‘do not provide co
tinuous lasing at elevated temperatures,’’ and to demons
an added benefit of DH lasers, we explored the possibility
‘‘increasing the emitting surface and utilizing new materia
to achieve emission in different regions of the spectrum.

In his article Kroemer proposed that DHs be used
confine carriers to the active zone. He postulated that a
of heterojunction injectors could be used to achieve lasin
many indirect-gap semiconductors and to improve it in
direct-gap kind.

In the beginning theoretical research significantly o
paced its experimental implementation. In 1966,
predicted12 that the injected-carrier density could well b
several orders of magnitude greater than the carrier den
in a wide-gap emitter~the ‘‘superinjection’’ phenomenon!.
That same year, in a paper13 submitted to the new Sovie
journal Fizika i Tekhnika Poluprovodnikov@in translation:
Soviet Physics Semiconductors#, I generalized our concep
tion of the principal advantages of DHs for various devic
particularly for lasers and high-power rectifiers:

‘‘The regions of recombination, light emission, an
population inversion coincide and are concentrated enti
in the middle layer. Owing to potential barriers at the boun
ary of semiconductors with different bandgap widths, ev
for large displacements in the direction of transmission, th
is absolutely no indirect passage of electron and hole
rents, and the emitters have zero recombination~in contrast
with p– i –n, p–n–n1, n–p–p1, where recombination
plays a decisive role!.

‘‘Population inversion to generate stimulated emiss
can be achieved by pure injection means~double injection!
and does not require a high doping level of the middle reg
and especially does not require degeneracy. Because o
appreciable difference in the dielectric constants, light
concentrated entirely in the middle layer, which functions
a high-Q waveguide, and optical losses in the passive
gions ~emitters! are therefore nonexistent.’’

Following are the most important advantages discer
by us on the part of semiconductor heterostructures at
time:

• superinjection of carriers;
• optical confinement;
• electron confinement.

All that now remained was to find a heterostructure
which these effects could be implemented.

At the time there was widespread skepticism regard
the feasibility of fabricating an ‘‘ideal’’ heterojunction with
a defect-free boundary and especially one that exhibited
theoretically predicted injection properties. Even the pione
ing work of R. L. Anderson14 on the first epitaxial single-
crystal heterojunction with exactly identical Ge–GeAs latt
constants failed to give any proof of nonequilibrium carr
injection in heterostructures. The actual construction of e
cient, wide-gap emitters was regarded as a sheer imposs
ity, and many viewed the patent for a DH laser as a ‘‘pa
patent.’’
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only a few research groups were attempting to find
‘‘ideal’’ pair, and indeed the task was a formidable on
Many conditions had to be met to find the right compatibil
between the thermal, electrical, and crystal-chemical prop
ties of the interfaced materials, not to mention their crys
and band structures.

At that time an auspicious combination of seve
properties—specifically low effective masses and a w
bandgap, effective radiative recombination and a sharp o
cal absorption edge due to the ‘‘direct’’ band structure, hi
electron mobility at the absolute minimum of the conducti
band and a drastic reduction in mobility at the nearest m
mum at the~100! point—had already garnered gallium ar
enide a reputable place in semiconductor physics and e
tronics. Since the maximum effect is attainable
interposing a heterojunction between a semiconductor fu
tioning as the active zone of a device and a material havin
wider bandgap, the most promising systems studied at
time were GaP–GaAs and AlAs–GaAs. For ‘‘compatib
ity’’ the materials of the pair had to satisfy the first and mo
important condition: closest proximity of the lattice co
stants. Heterojunctions in the system AlAs–GaAs were
preferred choice for this reason. However, a certain psyc
logical barrier had to be overcome before work could be
on the preparation and investigation of the properties of th
heterojunctions. By that time AlAs had already long been
production,15 but many properties of this compound had y
to be studied, because AlAs was known to be chemica
unstable and to decompose in a humid atmosphere. The
sibility of obtaining a stable heterojunction suitable for pra
tical applications held little promise in this system.

Our attempts to construct a double heterostructure
tially focused on the incompatible-lattice system GaAsP. W
successfully fabricated the first lasers using DHs in this s
tem by vapor-phase epitaxy~VPE!. However, owing to the
incompatibility of the lattice parameters, lasing could
achieved, as in homojunction lasers, only at liquid-nitrog
temperatures.16 It is interesting to note, however, that th
was the first practical result for an incompatible-lattice a
even partially relaxing structure.

Our experience acquired in studying the system GaA
was of utmost importance toward understanding many s
cific physical properties of heterojunctions and the fund
mentals of heteroepitaxy. The development of multicham
VPE for the system GaAsP enabled us in 1970 to build
perlattice structures with a period of 200 Å and to demo
strate the splitting of the conduction band into minibands17

By the end of 1966, however, we had concluded t
even a small discrepancy between the lattice paramete
GaP0.15As0.85–GaAs heterostructures stood in the way
achieving the potential advantages of DHs. At that time
colleague in my group, D. N. Tret’yakov, gave me a sta
report on small crystals that had been prepared fr
Al xGa12xAs solid solutions two years earlier and placed in
desk drawer by A. S. Borshchevski�: Nothing happened with
them during that period. At that moment it immediately b
came clear that AlxGa12xAs solutions were chemically
stable and were suitable candidates for the preparation
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long-lived heterostructures and devices. An investigation of
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the phase diagrams and growth kinetics in this system, a
with the development of a modification of the liquid-pha
epitaxy~LPE! method in adaptation to the growth of heter
structures, promptly resulted in the fabrication of the fi
compatible-lattice AlGaAs heterostructure. When we pu
lished the first paper on this topic, we were elated to kn
that we had been the first to observe the unique and, in
ideal heterostructure—a compatible-lattice system for Ga
but as so often happens, the same results were achieve
multaneously and independently by H. Rupprecht, J. Wo
all, and G. Pettit at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Resea
Center.18

Subsequent progress in the area of semiconductor
erostructures was swift. First and foremost, we confirm
experimentally the unique injection properties of wide-g
emitters and the superinjection phenomenon,19 demonstrated
stimulated emission in AlGaAs double-heterostructures,20 es-
tablished the band diagram of an AlxGa12xAs–GaAs hetero-
junction, and conducted a meticulous investigation of
luminescence properties and carrier diffusion in a smo
heterojunction, along with the extremely interesting char
teristics of the current flowing through a heterojunction,
example, diagonal tunnel-recombination transitions direc
between holes from the narrow-gap component and elect
from the wide-gap component of a heterojunction.21

In that same time period we fabricated the majority
the most important devices exploiting the principal adva
tages of heterostructures:

• low-threshold, room-temperature DH lasers22 ~Fig. 1!;
• high-efficiency LEDs operating on single and doub

heterostructures23;
• heterostructure solar cells24;
• bipolar transistors utilizing heterostructures25;
• thyristor p–n–p–n switches utilizing

heterostructures.26

Most of these results were reproduced in other labora
ries in the next year or two, in some cases even later
1970, however, international competition became v
heated. One of our major competitors in the years to follo
I. Hayashi, who worked with M. Panish at Bell Telepho
Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey, wrote27: ‘‘In Sep-
tember of 1969, Zhores Alferov of the Ioffe Institute in Le
ingrad visited our laboratory. We learned that he had
tained Jth

~300!54.3 kA/cm2 using a double heterostructur
Until that time, we had not been aware that the competit
was so intense, and we redoubled our efforts...’’ In a pa
submitted in May of 197028 we reported the achievement o
a continuous lasing regime in lasers with a stripe geome
formed by photolithography and mounted on silver-coa
copper heat conduits~Fig. 2!. The lowest threshold curren
density Jth at 300 K was 940 A/cm2 for wide lasers and
2.7 kA/cm2 for stripe lasers. A continuous lasing regime
DH lasers was reported independently by Izuyo Hayashi
Morton Panish29 ~for wide lasers with a diamond heat co
duit! in a paper submitted one month later than our own. T
achievement of continuous lasing at room temperature t
gered an explosion of interest in the physics and technol
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of semiconductor heterostructures. In 1969, AlGaAs hete
structures had been studied in a scant few laborator
mainly in the USSR~at the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical In
stitute and in the Polyus and Kvant Industrial Laboratori
where we introduced our technologies for applications p
grams! and in the United States~at Bell Telephone Labora
tories, the RCA David Sarnoff Research Center, and the I
Thomas J. Watson Research Center!, whereas in the begin
ning of 1971 many universities, industrial laboratories in t
USA, the USSR, Great Britain, Japan, and also in Brazil a
Poland were launching investigations of heterostructures
devices utilizing them on the basis of III-V compounds.

FIG. 1. Emission spectrum of the first low-threshold AlxGa12xAs DH laser
operating at room temperature~300 K!, Jth54300 A/cm2. The current rises
from 1! 0.7 A to 2! 8.3 A and then to 3! 13.6 A ~Ref. 22!.

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the structure of the first injection DH las
operating in the CW regime at room temperature.
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It was soon clear in this early stage of development of
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the physics and technology of heterostructures that
needed to look for new compatible-lattice heterostructure
we were to extend the spectral range. The first important
was taken in our laboratory in 1970. At that time, w
reported30 the feasibility of obtaining different compatible
lattice heterojunctions by using four III-V solid solution
which permit the lattice constant and the width of the ba
gap to be varied independently. Antipaset al.31 later arrived
at the same conclusion. As a practical example utilizing t
idea, we investigated various InGaAsP compositions, wh
soon emerged as one of the most important materials f
number of applied problems: photocathodes32 and especially
lasers operating in the infrared range for fiber-op
communications33 and also in the visible range.34

We formulated the basic concepts of the distribute
feedback ~DFB! laser in a 1971 Soviet inventor’
certificate.35 That same year H. Kogelnik and C. Shank e
plored the possibility of replacing Fabry-Perot or simil
cavities in dye lasers by periodic bulk inhomogeneities.36 It
should be noted that their approach is not applicable to se
conductor lasers, and all investigators of semiconductor
sers with DFB or distributed Bragg reflectors~DBRs! use the
ideas formulated by Alferovet al.:35

1! The diffraction grating is formed not in the bulk, bu
on the surface of the waveguide layer.

2! The interaction of waveguide modes with the surfa
diffraction grating produces not only distributed feedba
but also well-collimated radiation at the output.

A detailed theoretical analysis of the operation of
semiconductor laser with a surface grating was publishe
1972.37 In that study the authors confirmed the feasibility
single-mode lasing. The first semiconductor lasers with
surface grating and DFB were obtained nearly simu
neously at the Physicotechnical Institute,38 Caltech in
Pasadena,39 and Xerox Laboratory in Palo Alto.40

In the early eighties, H. Kroemer and G. Griffiths pu
lished a paper41 that heightened interest in heterostructu
having a stepped band structure~type-II heterojunctions!.
The spatial separation of electrons and holes at such he
interfaces means that their optical properties can be regul
between wide limits.21c,42The stepped band structure affor
the possibility of obtaining optical radiation with photon e
ergies much smaller than the width of the bandgap of e
semiconductor forming the heterojunction. The creation
an injection laser on the basis of type-II heterojunctions
the system GaInAsSb–GaSb~Ref. 42! has opened up exce
lent opportunities for the construction of efficient cohere
light sources in the infrared optical range. Emission ta
place in structures of this type as a result of the recomb
tion of electrons and holes localized in self-consistent pot
tial wells situated on opposite sides of a heterojuncti
Type-II heterostructures have thus generated new poss
ties, both in fundamental research and for device applicat
otherwise impossible to fulfill using type-I heterostructur
in the system of III–V compounds. So far, however, t
practical application of type-II heterostructures has been
stricted by inadequate comprehension of their fundame
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physical properties and the limited number of experimenta
investigated systems.

We now present a brief summary of the most importa
results in the development of classical heterostructures, c
sifying them by what we think should be a sensible schem

Classical heterostructures

I. Fundamental physical phenomena~Fig. 3!:

• one-way injection;
• superinjection;
• diffusion in the imbedded quasielectric field;
• electron confinement;
• optical confinement;
• the wide-gap window effect;
• diagonal tunneling through the heterojunction.

II. Major implications for applications in semiconducto
devices:

• low-threshold semiconductor lasers operating in
continuous-wave ~CW! regime at room temperature
distributed-feedback lasers, lasers with distributed Bragg
flectors, surface-emitting lasers, and infrared lasers utiliz
type-II heterostructures;

• high-efficiency light-emitting diodes;
• solar cells and photodetectors based on the wide-

window effect;
• semiconductor integrated optics based on DFB a

DBR semiconductor lasers;
• heterobipolar transistors with a wide-gap emitter;
• transistors, thyristors, and dynistors with light-sign

transmission;
• high-power diodes and thyristors;
• infrared and visible-range light converters;
• efficient cold cathodes.

FIG. 3. Main physical phenomena in classical heterostructures. a! One-way
injection and superinjection; b! diffusion in an imbedded quasielectric field
c! electron and optical confinement; d! wide-gap window effect; e! diagonal
tunneling through a heterojunction.
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III. Important technological considerations
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• fundamental need for structures with well-matched l
tice parameters;

• the use of multicomponent solid solutions to match
lattice parameters;

• fundamental need for epitaxial growth technologies

This brief survey of the early development of ‘‘bulk
heterostructures is aptly concluded with the statement
the fabrication of an ‘‘ideal’’ heterojunction and the intro
duction of the heterostructure concept in semiconduc
physics and technology has resulted in the discovery of n
physical phenomena, dramatic improvement in the charac
istics of essentially all known semiconductor devices, a
the construction of new types of the latter.

3. HETEROSTRUCTURES WITH QUANTUM WELLS AND
SUPERLATTICES

Because of electron confinement in double heterost
tures, DH lasers have essentially become the direct pre
sors to quantum-well structures, which have a narrow-
middle layer with a thickness of a few hundred angstroms
element that has the effect of splitting the electron levels a
result of quantum-well effects. However, high-quality DH
with ultrathin layers could not be attained until new metho
were developed for the growth of heterostructures. Two p
cipal modern-day epitaxial growth techniques with precis
monitoring of thickness, planarity, composition, etc., we
developed in the seventies. Today molecular-beam epi
~MBE! has grown into one of the most important techno
gies for the growth of heterostructures using III–V com
pounds, primarily through the pioneering work of A. Cho43

The basic concepts of metal-organic vapor-phase epi
~MOVPE! were set forth in the early work of H. Manasevit44

and have enjoyed widespread application for the growth
heterostructures from III–V compounds, particularly in t
wake of a paper by R. Dupuis and P. Dapkus reporting
successful use of this technique to create a room-tempera
injection DH laser in the system AlGaAs.45

The distinct manifestation of quantum-well effects in t
optical spectra of GaAs–AlGaAs semiconductor heterostr
tures with an ultrathin GaAs layer~quantum well! was dem-
onstrated by R. Dingleet al. in 1974.46 The authors observe
a characteristic step structure in the absorption spectra a
systematic shift of the characteristic energies as the thick
of the quantum well was decreased.

The experimental investigation of superlattices co
menced in 1970 with L. Esaki and R. Tsu’s work47 on elec-
tron transport in a superlattice, i.e., in a structure with
auxiliary periodic potential generated by doping or by va
ing the composition of semiconductor materials with a p
riod greater than, but still comparable with the lattice co
stant. In this crystal, what Leo Esaki called a ‘‘man-ma
crystal,’’ the parabolic bands split into minibands, whi
were separated by small bandgaps and had a Brillouin z
dictated by the period of the superlattice. Similar ideas h
been formulated by L. V. Keldysh back in 1962 in a study48

of a periodic potential generated on the surface of a se
conductor by a high-intensity ultrasonic wave. At the Phy
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Suris conducted a theoretical investigation of current tra
mission in superlattice structures.49 They showed that the
passage of current is governed by tunneling through poten
barriers separating the wells. The authors also predicted
portant physical effects: carrier tunneling under the influen
of an electric field when the ground state of one well co
cides with an excited state of the next well, and stimula
emission produced when optically excited carriers tun
from the ground state of one well to an excited state o
neighbor at a lower energy level due to an applied elec
field. Independently and at essentially the same time L. Es
and R. Tsu investigated resonance tunneling effects in su
lattice structures.50

The first experimental studies of structures with sup
lattices were carried out by L. Esaki and R. Tsu on super
tices formed by VPE in the system GaPxAs12x– GaAs. In
our laboratory at that time we developed the first multicha
ber device and, as mentioned before, prepared structures
GaP0.3As0.7–GaAs superstructures incorporating a total
200 layers, each with a thickness of 100 Å~Ref. 17!. The
observed prominent features of theI –V curves, their tem-
perature dependences, and the photoconduction effect
attributed to splitting of the conduction band under the infl
ence of the one-dimensional periodic potential of the sup
lattice. These first superlattices appeared concurrently w
the first strained-layer superlattices. In the mid-seventies
E. Blakeslee and J. Matthews, working in collaboration w
Easki and Tsu at IBM, achieved remarkable advances in
growth of strained superlattices exhibiting a very low defe
density. However, not until a much later date, following t
theoretical work of G. Osbourn51 of Sandia National Labo-
ratories and the growth of the first high-quali
GaAs–In0.2Ga0.8As strained-layer superlattice by M. Ludow
ise at Varian Associates, was N. Holonyak of the Univers
of Illinois successful in using these structures to build a C
laser capable of operating at room temperature.52 It came to
light that the stress of the lattice in strained-layer super
tices constitutes an additional degree of freedom, and s
fundamental parameters as the width of the bandgap,
lattice constant, etc., can be varied continuously and in
pendently of each other by varying the thickness and co
position of the layers.

In the early seventies, L. Esakiet al. applied MBE tech-
nology to the system AlGaAs~Ref. 53!, and in March of
1974 they published a paper on resonance tunneling.54 This
was the first experimental demonstration of the new phys
properties of quantum-well heterostructures. They measu
the variations of the tunneling current and conductivity
functions of the applied stress in a double-barrier GaA
GaAlAs heterostructure~Fig. 4! and observed curren
maxima associated with resonance tunneling. Later in
same year Esaki and Chang observed the resonance tu
ing phenomenon in a superlattice.55 The heightened preoccu
pation with resonance tunneling was obviously also attrib
able to the potential applications of this phenomenon in hi
speed electronics. Toward the end of the eighties, picosec
switching times were attained for a double resonan
tunneling diode, and oscillations at a frequency of 420 G

5Zh. I. Alferov
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were obtained at room temperature in GaAs resonan
tunneling diodes.

The transition to two-dimensional electron motion
field-effect transducers had been confirmed quite some
ago and in 1966 was first verified for electrons trapped in
inversion layer by A. B. Fowleret al.57 in magnetoconduc-
tivity experiments. Spectral effects associated with spa
quantization were also observed in bismuth thin films by
N. Lutskii and L. A. Kulik in 1968.58

The first study of modulation-doped superlattices,59 in
which the enhancement of mobility in comparison with bu
crystals was demonstrated, stimulated the developmen
research on the use of a two-dimensional electron gas
high mobility for microwave amplification. Almost simulta
neously in France and Japan new types of transistors w
designed using a single modulation-dop
n-AlGaAs–n-GaAs heterostructure, acquiring the nam
TEGFET ~two-dimensional electron-gas field-effect trans
tor! in France60 and HEMT ~high-electron mobility transis-
tor! in Japan.61

Lasing by means of quantum wells was first acco
plished by J. P. van der Zielet al.,62 but the lasing param
eters fell short of average DH lasers. It was 1978 before
Dupuis and P. Dapkus in collaboration with N. Holony
reported the first construction of a quantum-well~QW! laser
with parameters to match those of standard DH lasers.63 The
term ‘‘quantum well’’ first surfaced in this paper. The re
advantage of QW lasers was demonstrated much later by
T. Tsang of Bell Telephone Laboratories. Through a ma
improvement in MBE growth technology and the synthe
of an optimized structure in the form of a separa
confinement~double! heterostructure with a smooth variatio
of the refractive index in the waveguide region~graded-

FIG. 4. I –V curve and conductance-voltage curve of a two-barrier GaA
GaAlAs structure. Resonance~a, c! and nonresonance~b! conditions are
indicated by arrows in the inset~according to Chang, Esaki, and Tsu54!.
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was possible to lower the threshold current density
160 A/cm2 ~Ref. 64!.

Not until the end of the seventies did MBE and MOVP
techniques for the growth of III–V heterostructures begin
be developed at the Physicotechnical Institute. Our prim
efforts were directed toward the development and const
tion of the first Soviet MBE device in our electronics indu
try. Several years were spent in the development of th
generations of MBE devices; the last of the three, cal
Tsna~after a picturesque river flowing near the city of Ry
zan, home of the Scientific-Research and Technological
stitute of the Electronics Industry—NITI—where the MB
devices were developed!, was good enough for the imple
mentation of scientific programs. Very soon thereafter
launched the parallel development of MBE systems at
Scientific-Technical Branch of the Academy of Sciences
Leningrad. Several systems of this class were produced
the Physicotechnical Institute in the mid-eighties. Both typ
of MBE systems are still in operation at the Physicotechni
Institute and in other Russian laboratories.

We developed MOVPE systems at our Institute and la
in the eighties, with our active participation, the Epiqu
Company in Sweden specially designed a pair of systems
our Institute, which have continued to be used in scient
research up to the present time.

Considerable interest in the study of low-dimension
structures and the lack of equipment for MBE and MOVP
growth technologies motivated us to work on the develo
ment of a liquid-phase epitaxy technique suitable for
growth of QW heterostructures.

Until the end of the seventies, however, it appeared to
impossible to grow III–V heterostructures with an acti
zone of thickness less than 500 Å by LPE, owing to t
existence of extended transition regions of variable chem
composition near the heterojunctions.

The situation changed thanks to the work of N. Hol
nyak et al.,65 who proposed that a LPE system with rotatin
‘‘boats’’ be used to grow superlattices based on InGaA
compounds. In our laboratory we developed a modified L
method with conventional sequential displacement of
substrate in a standard horizontal ‘‘boat’’ geometry f
InGaAsP heterostructures66 and a low-temperature LPE
method for AlGaAs heterostructures.67 These methods en
abled us to grow QW heterostructures of exceptional qua
in essentially any form with active zones having thicknes
as small as 20 Å and with transition zones comparable in
with the lattice constant~Fig. 5!. An important practical asse
was the attainment, using LPE, of unprecedented thres
current densities in lasers utilizing separate confinement
a single quantum well based on InGaAsP/InP heterost
tures ~l51.3mm and 1.55mm! and InGaAsP/GaAs
(l50.6520.9mm). In the case of high-power InGaAsP
GaAs lasers (l50.8mm) ~Fig. 6! constructed in a stripe
geometry, 66% efficiency and a radiated power of 5 W for a
stripe of width 100mm were attained in CW operation.69

These lasers were the first to implement the effective coo
of a high-power semiconductor device through recombi
tion radiation, as predicted earlier in Ref. 13. Another imp

–
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tant feature of InGaAsP heterostructures was their fairly h
resistance to the onset and growth of dislocations and de
~Fig. 7!.70 The cited investigations marked the beginning
the widespread application of aluminum-free heterostr
tures.

The most complex QW laser structure, consolidating
single quantum well and short-period superlattices~SPSs! to
form a GRINSCH ~by far the preferred configuration fo
minimizing threshold currents!, was grown in our laboratory
in 1988~Ref. 71, Fig. 8!. Using SPSs, we succeeded not on
in obtaining the desired index profile in the waveguide
gion and creating a barrier against the motion of dislocati

FIG. 5. Thin InGaAsP layer in an InGaP/InGaAsP/InGaP/GaAs struc
with a quantum well grown by MBE. The image was produced by end
TEM.

FIG. 6. Power-current (P– I ) curves of InGaAsP-GaAs laser diodes with
single quantum well in the CW regime.1! Diode with strongly and weakly
reflecting surfaces;2! diode with strongly reflecting surfaces only. Th
NE(I ) curve represents the dependence of the energy conversion effic
on the current.
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into the active zone, but also in acquiring the capability
growing different parts of the structure at significantly d
ferent temperatures. We therefore achieved excellent sur
morphology simultaneously with a high internal quantum
ficiency on a planar GaAs~100! surface. We obtained thresh
old current densitiesJth552 A/cm2 and, after a certain opti-
mization, Jth540 A/cm2, which still stands as the world

e
n

cy

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the luminescence pattern from the active zon
AlGaAs–GaAs~a! and InGaAsP–GaAs~b! separate-confinement DHs with
a single quantum well at a high photoexcitation level. Diameter of the
citation spot of the Kr1 laser;40mm. Excitation levels: a! 104 W/cm2; b!
105 W/cm2.

FIG. 8. Structure of a separate-confinement double-heterostructure
with a quantum well bounded by an MBE-grown short-period superlatti

7Zh. I. Alferov
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record for semiconductor injection lasers and affords a g
demonstration of the effective use of quantum wells and
perlattices in electron devices.

The concept of stimulated emission in superlattices,
forth by R. Kazarinov and R. Suris,49 was made a reality by
F. Capassoet al.72 almost a quarter-century later. The prev
ously proposed structure was substantially optimized,
the cascade laser developed by Capasso gave birth to a
generation of unipolar lasers operating in the mid-IR ran

From a certain standpoint, the history of semiconduc
lasers is the history of the campaign to lower the thresh
current, as graphically illustrated in Fig. 9. The most sign
cant changes in this endeavor did not take place until
concept of DH lasers had been introduced. The applica
of SPS quantum wells actually brought us to the theoret
limit of this most important parameter. Subsequent possib
ties associated with the use of new structures utilizing qu
tum wires and quantum dots will be discussed in the n
section of the article.

Quite possibly the most significant discovery associa
with the study of quantum wells was the quantum H
effect.73 This discovery and its comprehensive investigat
in AlGaAs–GaAs heterostructures, quickly culminating
the discovery of the fractional quantum Hall effect,74 had a
fundamental influence on all of solid state physics. The d
closure of this effect, which involves only fundamental qua
tities and does not depend on the specific characteristic
the band structure or the carrier mobility and density in
semiconductor, showed that heterostructures can also
used to model certain fundamental physical phenomena
large portion of the research in this area has recently b
focused on gaining insight into the electron condensa
mechanism and looking for Wigner crystallization.

We now briefly generalize the basic tenets of this sect
by a scheme similar to that used in the preceding section
classical heterostructures.

FIG. 9. Evolution of the threshold current of semiconductor lasers.
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I. Fundamental physical phenomena in quantum-w
and superlattice heterostructures:

• two-dimensional electron gas;
• step function describing the density of states;
• quantum Hall effect;
• fractional quantum Hall effect;
• existence of excitons at room temperature;
• resonance tunneling in double-barrier and superlat

structures;
• carrier energy spectrum in superlattices determined

the choice of potential and elastic stresses;
• stimulated emission by resonance tunneling in sup

lattices;
• pseudomorph growth of strained structures.

II. Major implications for applications in semiconducto
devices:

• shorter emission wavelengths, lower threshold curre
higher differential gain, and weaker temperature depende
of the threshold current in semiconductor lasers;

• infrared quantum cascade lasers;
• lasers with quantum wells bounded by short-period

perlattices;
• optimization of electron and optical confinement and

the waveguide characteristics in semiconductor lasers;
• two-dimensional, electron-gas, field-effect transisto

~TEGFETs!;
• resonance-tunneling diodes;
• high-current resistance standards;
• devices based on the electroabsorption effect and e

trooptical modulators;
• infrared photodetectors based on absorption betw

quantum-well levels.

III. Important technological considerations

• no need to match lattice parameters;
• fundamental need to use slow-growth technolog

~MBE and MOVPE!;
• submonolayer growth method;
• suppression of the propagation of mismatch dislo

tions during epitaxial growth;
• radical diversification of materials available for heter

structure components.

4. QUANTUM-WIRE AND QUANTUM-DOT
HETEROSTRUCTURES

During the eighties progress in the physics of tw
dimensional quantum-well heterostructures and their pra
cal applications lured many scientists to the study of syste
of even lower dimensionality: quantum wires and quant
dots. In contrast with quantum wells, where carriers are
strained in the direction perpendicular to the layers and
move freely in the plane of the layer, the carriers in quant
wires are restrained in two directions and are free to m
only along the axis of the wire. In quantum ‘‘dots’’ we hav
in effect ‘‘artificial atoms,’’ where the charge carriers a
now restrained in all three directions and have a comple

8Zh. I. Alferov
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discrete energy spectrum. Figure 10 shows a schematic
gram of the density of states function for QWs, quantu
wires ~QWs!, and quantum dots~QDs!.

Experimental work on the construction and investigat
of QW structures began more than a decade ago.75 At the
same time, theoretical investigations were addressing p
lems associated with one of the most interesting applicatio
QW lasers.76 Y. Arakawa and H. Sakaki76 suggested the pos
sibility of abating the temperature dependence of the thre
old current density for a QW laser and postulated the to
temperature stability of QD lasers~Fig. 11!. A vast number
of papers, both theoretical and experimental, have been
lished to date in this area. The transport and capacita
properties of QWs have been investigated, along with ve
cal and transverse tunneling in QW and QD structures
QW laser structures photoluminescence measurements
been carried out in the far-IR region of the spectrum,
Raman spectra have been studied, optical gains have
measured, and the anomalies of the optical properties h
been investigated with special attention to polarization
fects. The greatest success in the construction of QW la
has probably been achieved by S. Simhonyet al.77 So far,
however progress in this field has been very slow, and
most interesting applications of structures utilizing quant
wires have yet to be implemented sometime in the future

The first superconducting dots—microcrystals of II–
compounds formed in a glass matrix—were proposed
created by A. I. Ekimov and A. A. Onushchenko.78 Their
work was an outgrowth of important theoretical QD resea
begun by Al. I. Éfros and A. L. Éfros at the Physicotechnica
Institute.79 However, the imbedding of the semiconduct
QDs in an insulating glass matrix and the poor quality of
heterojunction between the glass and the superconduc

FIG. 10. Schematic diagrams of the density of states function for struct
with quantum wells~a!, quantum wires~b!, and quantum dots~c!.
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dot imposed definite limitations both on fundamental inve
tigations and on device applications. The most intrigui
possibilities emerged with the formation of thre
dimensional QDs coherent with the superconductive ma
surrounding them.80

Several methods have been proposed for the prepara
of these structures. Indirect methods, which include
preparation of QDs by transverse etching out from SW str
tures, often suffer from inadequate resolution and damag
the heterojunction during the etching process. The outloo
better for the application of direct methods of preparat
such as growth in V-grooves and on corrugated surfac
resulting in the formation of QWs and QDs. The laborator
of the Physicotechnical Institute and the Technical Univ
sity of Berlin—lately engaged in close collaboration r
searching the subject–have made considerable strides in
cisely this direction.

We have now concluded that the most promising meth
for the formation of ordered arrays of QWs and QDs is o
that utilizes the phenomenon of self-organization, or se
assembly, on crystal surfaces. Stress relaxation at the e
of steps or facets can lead to the formation of ordered arr
of QWs and QDs in the growth of materials, regardless
whether the lattice parameters match or mismatch. The sp
taneous formation of various ordered structures on cry
surfaces with a periodicity much greater than the lattice
rameter has been the subject of vigorous theoret
investigations.81,82 Our ultimate aim is to produce an idea
semiconductor quantum dot, whose energy spectrum,
that of an atom, would be described by ad-function. To
exploit the advantages of this approach to the fullest, i

es

FIG. 11. Normalized temperature dependence of the threshold curren
various DH lasers. a! Bulk; b! with QWs; c! with QWs; d! with QDs.
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dots, otherwise nonuniform broadening can totally negate
advantages of reduced dimensionality. Such nanostruct
must have dimensions confined to a few nanometers to
sure energy gaps equal to a few timeskT between the elec
tron and hole sublevels at room temperature. They must
be free of dislocations and defects.

One mechanism for the formation of ordered nanostr
tures is faceting, where the flat crystal surface is reorgan
into a periodic ‘‘hills-and-valleys’’ structure to diminish th
free energy on the surface.81,82

Another class of self-organized structures suitable
the preparation of QWs and QDs comprises ordered array
highly strained ‘‘islands’’ of monolayer height, which form
spontaneously during the submonolayer deposition of
material on another with a stark mismatch between the
lattice parameters.85,86

Very uniform arrays of three-dimensional QDs, al
with transverse ordering, have been produced recently in
system InAs–GaAs by the deposition of InAs coatings wit
thickness greater than one monolayer using both MBE
MOVPE growth techniques.87,88

The mechanism driving the formation of an array of h
mogeneous strained islands on the crystal surface is s
relaxation at the facet edges and interaction of the isla
through the stresses generated by them in the substrate89 In
most cases experiments show that the islands have a f
narrow size distribution87 and, in addition, that the coheren
InAs islands under certain conditions form a quasiperio
square grid. The shape of the QDs can be significantly
tered during the formative growth period, during postgrow
annealing, or by means of complex growth manipulatio
The alternate short-period deposition of different stres
materials results in splitting of the QDs and the formation
superlattices from planes of vertically coupled QDs~Figs. 12
and 13!.90–94 It has been observed that the emission ene
from the ground state of a QD coincides with the absorpt
edge and the lasing energy.87 The observation of ultranarrow
(,0.15 meV) luminescence lines from solitary QDs87 ~Fig.
14!, which do not exhibit any tendency to broaden as
temperature rises~Fig. 15!,91 is proof of the formation of
QDs with an energy spectrum described by ad-function.

It is anticipated that QD lasers will have higher chara
teristics than standard quantum-well lasers. They are
pected to simultaneously exhibit such unique attributes
high differential gain, ultralow current density threshold
and high temperature stability of the threshold curr
density.76 In addition, ordered arrays of QDs formed in th
optical waveguide region can induce distributed feedb
and ~or! stabilize single-mode laser emission. Quantum-
structures buriedin situ in a semiconductor spatially localiz
carriers and prevent their nonradiative recombination at
mirrors of a cavity. This technique avoids overheating of
cavity mirrors, which is one of the most serious problems
high-power and high-efficiency AlGaAs–GaAs an
AlGaAs–InGaAs lasers.

In our first publication on InGaAs QD lasers92 we have
shown that: 1! the threshold current density is extreme
stable, with a characteristic temperature (T0) of approxi-
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mately 350–400 K in the temperature range 30–150 K, a
a low threshold current density (120 A/cm2) is obtained in
the temperature range 70–150 K; 2! single-mode lasing in a
longitudinal mode is observed at both low and high tempe

FIG. 12. Vertical and transverse ordering of coupled QDs in the sys
InAs–GaAs.

FIG. 13. High-resolution end-on TEM image of a single quantum dot in
deposition of three InAs monolayers. The facets are indicated by arrow
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tures ~300 K!. The characteristic temperature (T05350 K)
far exceeds the theoretical limit for a QW laser.

The relatively small energy difference between the ex
ton ground states in a QD and the wetting layer (;100 meV)
and between the exciton state in the QD and the exciton s
in the GaAs barrier (;200 meV) leads to the highly effec
tive delocalization of excitons and carriers from QDs at h
temperatures (.170 K). As a result, T0 is lowered
(T0;60 K), the lasing energy shifts closer to the excit
energy in the wetting layer, and the threshold current den
increases to 950 A/cm2 at 300 K to compensate the resultin
drop in gain.

FIG. 14. High-resolution cathodoluminescence~CL! spectrum of InAs–
GaAs QD structures.

FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of the full width at half-maxim
~FWHM! of the cathodoluminescence peak.
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Emission via the ground state has been observed at
K in lasers whose active zone is obtained by the growth
vertically coupled QD arrays~VCQDAs! ~Ref. 90, Fig. 16!
through the alternate short-period deposition of GaA
~InGa!As layers. Despite a subsequent increase inT0

(T05430 K in the temperature range 70–150 K! and lower-
ing of the threshold current density~Jth540 A/cm2 at 80 K!,
the room-temperature value ofJth was still high
(660 A/cm2), andT0 remained equal to 60 K. The InGaA
QDs in these lasers were grown within a single GaAs QW
part of the composition of the above-mentioned SPS la
structure.71

Extremely high temperature stability~T05530 K in the
temperature range 70–220 K! has been demonstrated for la
sers utilizing MOVPE-grown QDs. Up to 220 K the thres
old current density was approximately 50 A/cm2 and was
essentially independent of the temperature. Further optim
tion of the growth parameters and geometry of the struct
made it possible to extend the range of extremely high te
perature stability of the threshold current (T05385 K) to
50 °C ~Ref. 92!.

We have recently investigated94,95 the influence of the
number of InGaAs QD sheets (N) on the structural and op
tical properties and on the lasing parameters in structu
with InGaAs–GaAs VCQDAs grown by MBE on
GaAs~100! substrates and introduced into the active zone
AlGaAs–GaAs SPS QW lasers. We found that the coup
dots are formed by virtue of self-organized reconfiguratio
where InGaAs material is transferred from a lower to

FIG. 16. Lasers utilizing vertically coupled quantum-dot arrays. a! Sche-
matic diagram of three vertically coupled sheets of InAs–GaAs dots!
end-on TEM image of vertically coupled QDs; c! schematic diagram of a
laser structure.
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higher QD and is replaced by GaAs. The transverse w
and volume of the upper QDs constantly increase asN is
increased. A QD superlattice is formed in the vertical dire
tion for largeN ~Fig. 17!.

An increase inN produces a substantial drop inJth at
300 K, owing to the increase in the optical confinement f
tor ~from 900 A/cm2 at N51 to 260 A/cm2 at N56 and to
90 A/cm2 at N510!. At room temperature, on the othe
hand, the emission wavlength increases withN, attaining the
photoluminescence wavelength at low excitation densi
~1.05 mm, 300 K, N510!, and T0 in the vicinity of room
temperature increases from 60 K atN51 to 150 K atN510.
However, the high-T0 region at low temperatures becom
narrower, indicating the formation of minibands due to t
formation of a vertical SPS in the case of largeN.

Another reason for my including this somewhat mo
detailed portrayal of the evolution of QD laser structures
to demonstrate the circuitous and sophisticated route lea
to fulfillment of the hypothetical advantages of quantu
dots. Again we wish to summarize this section, following t
same outline as before.

Quantum-wire and quantum-dot heterostructures

I. Fundamental physical phenomena in QW and QD h
erostructures:

• one-dimensional electron gas~QWs!;

FIG. 17. Plan-view~a! and end-on~b! TEM images of a structure with six
sheets of vertically coupled QDs; c! dependence of the threshold curre
density on the number of QD sheets in the active zone of a QD laser.
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~QWs!;
• zero-dimensional electron gas~QDs!;
• d-function density of states~QDs!;
• increased exciton binding energy.

II. Major implications for applications in semiconducto
devices:

• reduced lasing threshold current together with
creased differential gain, diminished temperature
pendence of the threshold current~QWs!, temperature
stability of the threshold current~QDs!, discrete ampli-
fication spectrum, and the possibility of obtaining pe
formance characteristics similar to those of solid-st
or gas lasers~QDs!;

• higher modulation factor in electrooptical modulator
• the capability of fabricating ‘‘single-electron’’ devices
• a new opportunity for the development of field-effe

transistors.

III. Important technological considerations:

• the application of self-organization effects for growt
• epitaxial growth in V-grooves;
• high-resolution lithography and etching of quantum

well structures.

FUTURE TRENDS

Impressive results have been obtained recently for sh
wavelength emission sources using II–VI selenides a
III–N nitrides. The application of heterostructure concep
and growth methods developed for quantum wells and su
lattices based on III–V compounds is responsible in la
part for the success of these investigations. The natural
most predictable trend will be the application of heterostr
ture concepts and technological methods to new mater
The variety of recently developed III–V, II–VI, and IV–V
heterostructures provides good examples of this assertio

From a more general and incisive point of view, hete
structures~with regard to all: classical, QW and superlattic
QW, and QD! represent a technique for the synthesis of n
types of materials: heterosemiconductors. To echo o
again the words of Leo Easki, instead of ‘‘crystals made
God’’ we ourselves are creating ‘‘man-made crystals.’’

Classical heterostructures, quantum wells, and supe
tices are already highly sophisticated, and we are put
many of their unique properties to use. Quantum-wire a
quantum-dot structures, on the other hand, are still in th
infancy; awaiting us down this road are intriguing discove
ies as well as new and unexpected applications. At his v
moment, we can state that ordered equilibrium arrays
quantum dots are ready to be used in many devices: las
optical modulators, detectors and emitters in the IR ran
etc. Resonance tunneling through semiconductor atoms
jected into wider-gap layers can significantly improve dev
characteristics. In a broader sense, QD structures will be
veloped in breadth and in depth. ‘‘In breadth’’ refers to ne
material systems capable of spanning new ranges of the
ergy spectrum. The most highly developed system, InGaA
GaAs, has already found use for substantially refining

12Zh. I. Alferov



characteristics of semiconductor lasers. Type-II GaSb–GaAs
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quantum dots have recently been formed on a GaAs~100!
surface.96 A similar concept of forming QDs also works i
the system InSb–GaSb, making quantum dots potentially
luring for applications in mid-IR lasers. It is highly probab
that problems associated with the service life of semicond
tor green and blue lasers and even the more general prob
of building defect-free structures on the basis of wide-g
II–VI semiconductors and III–N nitrides can be solved
using QD structures in these systems.

The ‘‘in-depth’’ approach means that the degree of or
depends to a large extent on the very complex growth c
ditions, the constants of the and the specific values of
surface free energy. The way to resonance-tunneling
single-electron devices and equipment is by the deep-roo
careful study and assessment of these parameters with a
toward maximizing the possible degree of order. On
whole, it will be necessary to find more powerful se
organizing mechanisms for the formation of order
quantum-dot arrays. Coupled arrays of self-organized Q
and QDs are very promising for Esaki-Tsu transverse su
lattices. Vertically coupled dots can be conceived as a o
dimensional superlattice—an entirely new object of inve
gation.

It is scarcely possible in one article to reflect the su
total of even the main directions of the present-day phys
and technology of semiconductor heterostructures. They
far greater in number than indicated. Many scientists h
contributed to this remarkable progress, which not only
termines in large measure the future prospects of solid s
physics, but in a certain sense affects the future of hum
society as well. I would also like to emphasize most es
cially the role of previous generations of scientists, who ha
paved the way for us. I am fortunate to have had the opp
tunity to work in this field from its first inception. I am
fortunate to be able to continue the work today.

I am deeply indebted to P. S. Kop’ev and N. N. L
dentsov for rewarding discussions, and also to A. V. Gor
eva and N. E. Sergeeva for technical assistance in the pr
ration of the article.
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Relaxation of light-induced metastable state of boron-doped p -type a-Si:H

A. G. Kazanski * and E. V. Larina

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted February 20, 1997; accepted for publication June 3, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 117–120~January 1998!

Relaxation of the dark conductivity of boron-dopeda-Si : H films after illumination in the
temperature range 360–470 K has been studied. It is shown that the measuring conductivity
relaxation after illumination under different conditions~illumination time and temperature!
makes it possible to separately investigate relaxation of the concentration of light-induced
metastable defects of the ‘‘dangling-bonds’’ type and relaxation of the concentration of
metastable states associated with impurity atoms. In both cases the relaxation obeys a stretched-
exponential law. The main parameters of both relaxations and their temperature dependence
have been measured. The experimental results can be explained within the framework of a model
of the annealing activation energy distribution for light-induced metastable states. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!01012-0#

It is known that illumination ofa-Si : H films leads to
1

substrate temperature of 250 °C.~The substrate was quartz!
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the appearance of a metastable state.Annealing at tempera
tures of 1002200 K ~depending on the level and type o
doping! restores the original parameters of the films. Mo
studies of the metastable state have examined undo
a-Si : H films. It is taken for granted that the appearance a
relaxation of the metastable state in undoped films are c
nected with monotonic variation of the concentration of d
fects of dangling-bond type, where the kinetics of this var
tion are characterized by a stretched-exponential law.2,3

The metastable state caused by illumination of dop
a-Si : H films has been studied to a significantly lesser
tent. The presence of dopant impurities substantially com
cates the processes of formation of the metastable stat
particular, variations of the conductivity that are nonmon
tonic in the illumination have been associated with the c
tribution of possible processes associated with the impu
atoms ~variation of the concentration of electrically activ
impurities,4,5 and variation of the concentration of defec
correlated with the impurities6!. The relaxation of the con
ductivity after termination of illumination associated wi
relaxation of the metastable state of phosphorus-dop7

boron-doped,4 and compensateda-Si : H6 also has a non-
monotonic character. This indicates that relaxation of
metastable state of dopeda-Si : H is, in general, governed b
at least two processes.

To secure a proper account of the indicated processe
would be advantageous to perform measurements under
ditions in which one of them is suppressed. As was note
Ref. 8, this can be done by measuring relaxation of the c
ductivity of dopeda-Si : H after illuminating it at different
temperatures for different lengths of time. In the pres
study, measurements were made on boron-doped,p-type
a-Si : H films.

The investigateda-Si : H films were roughly 1mm thick
and were obtained by decomposition of a mixture of mono
lane~SiH4) and diborane~B2H6) in an rf glow discharge at a
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The volume ratio of B2H6 to SiH4 was 10 ~sample
10 ppm! and 331025 ~sample 30 ppm!. The films were illu-
minated by light from an incandescent lamp through a th
mal filter with an intensity of 60 mW/cm2. The films were
illuminated at temperatures in the interval 3602470 K. Re-
laxation was measured at the illumination temperatures
was recorded with the help of an S 9-8 digital storage os
loscope. Before the measurements the films were anneal
vacuum at 190 °C for 30 min.

Figure 1 plots the dependence on illumination time (t ill )
of the relative variation at different temperatures of the d
conductivity (sB/sA) of the 10-ppm film, wheresA andsB

are the dark conductivity before and after illumination, r
spectively. The measurements were made 3 s after tur
off the illumination. As can be seen from the figure, f
T,400 K the dependencesB/sA(t ill ) has a nonmonotonic
character, falling at short illumination times and growing
longer ones. Similar behavior ofsB/sA was observed for the
30-ppm film. Increasing the doping level led only to a sh
of the minimum ofsB/sA to shorter illumination times. The
observed dependence ofsB/sA(t ill ) indicates that the varia
tion of sB/sA is controlled by a competition of two pro
cesses caused by illumination. The one leading to a decr
of sB/sA at short illumination times can be linked with th
appearance of donor-like states~DS! lying above the Fermi
level (Ef). It is believed4,9 that these states may be danglin
bond states. The second process, the one responsible fo
growth of sB/sA at longer illumination times, can be linke
with the appearance of acceptor-like states~AS! below the
Fermi level. In the opinion of the authors of Ref. 4, this is
consequence of an increase in the concentration of ele
cally active boron atoms caused by illumination. As the te
perature is increased, the position of the minimum (tmin) of
sB/sA(t ill ) shifts toward shorter illumination times. This in
dicates a growth of the role of the second process in

1050105-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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variation of the conductivity with increase of the tempe
ture.

Let us consider the high-temperature region. As can
seen from Fig. 1, monotonic growth ofsB/sA is observed at
T5440 K. Such variation ofsB/sA testifies to the prevalen
role of the second process in the high-temperature reg
According to Ref. 8, this is connected with a difference
the characteristic annealing temperatures of the chan
caused by the first process~360–380 K! and the second pro
cess~460–480 K!.

The above results point to the possibility of separate
vestigation of relaxation of the light-induced changes ass
ated with the first process~a change in the defect concentr

FIG. 1. Relative dark conductivitysB/sA of a 10 ppm film plotted versus
illumination time t ill for different temperatures:1 — 360, 2 — 380, 3 —
400,4 — 440 K.
-

e

n.

es

-
i-

concentration of electrically active impurities!. In particular,
relaxation of the conductivity after brief illumination
(t,tmin) at T,400 K should be associated with the first pr
cess, while relaxation of conductivity after illumination
high temperatures should be associated with the second
cess.

The change in the concentration of states (DN) brought
about by the first or second process leads to a shift of
Fermi levelDEf5Ef

B2Ef
A>N(Ef)DN, whereN(Ef) is the

density of states in the region of the shift ofEf , and
DEf5kT• ln(sA/sB). Assuming thatN(Ef)5const, we have
DEf;DN. Thus, measurement of relaxation ofDEf(t) al-
lows one to judge relaxation ofDN(t).

Figure 2a shows relaxation ofDEf after illumination of
the 10-ppm film for 1 s atT<400 K. Relaxation ofDEf

under these conditions is governed by relaxation of
changes insB/sA caused by the first process~the process
leading to a decrease of the conductivity upon illuminatio!.
As can be seen from the figure, with the exception of
initial segment, the relaxation ofDEf linked with relaxation
of the metastable states is satisfactorily described b
stretched exponentialDEf;@exp2(t/tr)

b# ~solid curves!. An
analysis of the initial segment of relaxation was performed
Ref. 9. Figure 2b shows relaxation ofDEf after illumination
of the 10-ppm film for 5 min atT<440 K. Under these con
ditions, relaxation ofDEf should be determined mainly b
relaxation of the changes insB/sA caused by the secon
process~the process leading to an increase in the conduc
ity upon illumination!. For T5440 K in the initial stage of
relaxation, some increase in2DEf , which is associated with
the contribution to the relaxation of states created by the
process, is observed. It can be seen from the figure that
FIG. 2. Relaxation of the position of the Fermi levelDEf (2DEf) after illumination of a 10-ppm film for 1 s atT,400 K ~a! and 5 min forT.440 K ~b!.
The solid curves were obtained by nonlinear regression to stretched exponentials.T, K: 1a — 360,2a — 380,3a — 400; 1b — 440,2b — 450,3b — 460,
4b — 470.
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relaxation obtained at higher temperatures, as in the cas
lower temperatures, is satisfactorily described by a stretc
exponential~solid curves!.

If we assume that the first and second processes ar
sociated with the appearance of donor states and acce
states, respectively, then the curves in Figs. 2a and 2b re
relaxation of their concentrations. Figure 3 plots the tempe
ture dependence of the stretched-exponential parameter
relaxation of the donor-state and acceptor-state conce
tions shown in Fig. 2. The effective relaxation timet r for the
donor states has an activation-type temperature depend
t r5t0exp(E/kT) with activation energyE51.02 eV and
t055310212 s. This value ofE is close to the activation
energy of annealing of light-induced dangling bonds
a-Si : H. In the case of the acceptor states in the hi
temperature region,t r also decreases in an activation-lik
way as the temperature is raised, with activation ene
E51.33 eV andt055310214 s. At the same time, as can b
seen from Fig. 3, varying the temperature has a substant
different effect on the parameterb, which characterizes re
laxation of the donor-state and acceptor-state concentrat
In the case of the donor states, the parameterb is essentially
independent of temperature~it tends to increase with tem
perature!. In the case of relaxation of the concentration
acceptor states, on the other hand,b decreases substantial
with increasing temperature. Similar behavior ofb was ob-
served for the 30-ppm sample. Note that a similar tempe
ture dependence ofb and the valueE51.39 eV fort r were
obtained in Ref. 10 for relaxation of conductivity of boro
dopeda-Si : H films after quenching and subsequent anne
ing at various temperatures. It is believed that under th
conditions relaxation~decrease! of the concentration of elec
trically active impurities takes place.11

Let us consider the results. According to Ref. 12, t
relaxation observed upon annealing of the concentration
metastable states according to a stretched-exponential
may be an indication of the activation energy distributi
P(Ea) of annealing of the light-induced metastable states
smaller value ofb corresponds to a wider distribution. At th

FIG. 3. Effect of temperature on the relaxation parameterst r ~1, 2! andb
~3, 4!, determined from an analysis of the data plotted in Fig. 2a~1, 3! and
Fig. 2b ~2, 4!.
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same time, for a given distribution,b should increase with
growth of the annealing temperature. Relaxation was ex
ined at various illumination temperatures under the con
tions of our experiment. Thus, if a change in the illuminati
temperature leads to a change in theP(Ea) for the light-
induced metastable states, this should show up in the
served temperature dependenceb(T). As was shown in Ref.
13, the distributionP(Ea) can be obtained by differentiatin
the relaxation curves of the concentration of photo-induc
metastable statesDN ~which in our case corresponds to r
laxation of DEf), specifically P(Ea);d@DN(t)#/
d@kT• ln(t/t0)#. Values ofP(Ea) inferred from our measure
ments at different temperatures for the donor states and
the acceptor states are shown in Fig. 4. To calculate them
used the above-indicated values oft0. As can be seen from
the figure, the maxima ofP(Ea) correspond to the measure
activation energiest r . In the case of the donor states th
width of P(Ea) is essentially independent of the illuminatio
temperature, while for the acceptor states a substantial br
ening of P(Ea) is observed with growth of the illumination
temperature. This may explain the observed dependenc
b(T) and indicates the substantial difference between
mechanisms driving the first and second process.

In summary, our studies have allowed us to determ
the main parameters characterizing relaxation of the chan
in conductivity associated with the process of defect form
tion leading to a decrease in the conductivity as a resul
illumination of p-typea-Si : H and the process leading to a
increase in the conductivity and apparently associated w
impurities.

We are grateful to Prof. W. Fuhs and Dr. H. Mell fo
preparation of the boron-dopeda-Si : H films, and to I. A.
Kurova for helpful discussions.

This work was carried out with the partial financial su
port of INTAS ~Grant No. 93-1916! and the State Committe
on Higher Education of the Russian Federation~Grant No.
95-0-7.1-153! in the area of fundamental natural science.

FIG. 4. Effect of illumination temperature on the distribution of the activ
tion energy of annealingP(Ea) of metastable states corresponding to t
first process~1! and the second process~2!.
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Relation between the optoelectronic parameters of amorphous hydrogenated silicon

the
films deposited at high temperatures and their microstructure
G. J. Adriaenssens and W. Grevendonk

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3001, Heverlee, Belgium

O. A. Golikova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 12, 1997; accepted for publication May 15, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 121–123~January 1998!

The optical modulation spectra and photoconductivity of a number ofa-Si:H films containing
5–6 at.% hydrogen with different microstructure parameters (R50.2– 0.8) have been
investigated. Information about the defect density in the films, spreading of band edges~tailing!,
the gap width, and the product of the mobility and the lifetime of the electrons has been
obtained. The microstructure is shown to have a substantial effect on the optoelectronic parameters
of films with low hydrogen content. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!01112-5#

In the present paper we report the results of an experi-possible to obtain information about localized states of
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mental study of the opto-electronic properties of amorph
hydrated-silicon films (a-Si : H! deposited by decompositio
of SiH4 at constant current in a magnetic field~magnetically
assisted silicon deposition, MASD!. As was shown
earlier,1–3 this method allows one to vary the microstructu
parameter of films deposited at high substrate temperat
Ts53002400 °C~the microstructure parameterR, as is well
known, characterizes the content of SiH2 complexes relative
to the total content of SiH2-SiH complexes!. As a result of
the high substrate temperatures, wide variations ofR are
achieved simultaneously with low hydrogen content of
films (CH,10 at.%! ~Fig. 1!, which is not possible with
other methods. Therefore, films deposited by MASD are n
objects of study for elucidating the effect of the microstru
ture on the optoelectronic parameters of amorphous hydr
silicon. Such studies are especially interesting since MA
has a number of features that are attractive from the tech
logical point of view.

It should be noted that MASD allows one to obtain u
dopeda-Si : H films of device quality havingCH as high as
3 at.% by using a strongly diluted mixture of SiH4 and Ar.
Doped films can be prepared by sputtering a strongly do
silicon target which is used as a cathode in the magne
chamber,1–3 or by co-sputtering~e.g., by using a Si1 Er
target4!. MASD has been employed successfully to obta
alloys of a-Si : H with germanium.5

The main method used by us was optical modulat
spectroscopy~OMS!.6–10For the experiments we chose film
that have been described earlier.1–3 They have similar values
of CH for R5var and are also characterized by similar valu
of «c2«F , i.e., roughly identical values of the Fermi lev
relative to the edge of the conduction band. This latter fac
important since, as is well known, the density of defe
~dangling Si–Si-bonds! ND and the product of the mobility
and lifetime of the electrons,mt are functions of the equi
librium Fermi level, although with a large spread of the e
perimental data with«c2«F5const~Ref. 11!.

Optical modulation spectroscopy, as a method makin
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mobility gap, Eg , can be described as follows. The
sample is acted upon by two light beams—the monoch
matic probe beam and the pump beam. The excess ch
carriers created as a result of pumping alter the populatio
localized gap states, which affects the transitions betw
them and the band states. The experimentally determ
quantity is 2DT/T, where T is the transmittance of the
probe light beam through the sample in the absence of pu
ing, and 2DT is the change in the transmittance due
pumping. The latter quantity is proportional to the change
the absorption coefficient. As the pump we used an ar
laser~30 mW/cm22). The probe beam was produced by
incandescent lamp and a monochromator, and the op
modulation spectra were taken in the energy inter
E50.522.2 eV at room temperature.

Figure 2 plots the OMS curves for the investigated ser
of samples. Three regions can be distinguished in each cu
The central region is found in the vicinity of the maximum
E51 eV. The value of2DT/T at the maximum is propor-
tional to the defect densityND . Variations of2DT/T in the
low-energy region yield information about smearing of t
band edges~tailing!. However, as a result of technical de
tails, the measurements in this regions are not distinguis
by high accuracy; therefore, the obtained information is o
of a qualitative character.12 Finally, for values ofE near the
fundamental absorption edge an abrupt growth of2DT/T is
observed~this effect is called thermal modulation!. However,
it is possible to estimate the value of the gapEg .

Thus, the OMS method is very informative, and the
formation it reveals about the defect density in the films
especially valuable. As is well known, the constant photoc
rent method~CPM!, which due to its comparative simplicity
is widely used to determineND , has been the subject re
cently of serious criticism.13,14 It should be noted that to
determineND the total absorption associated with the defe
is normalized to the density of unpaired spins, determined
electron paramagnetic resonance.15 This is unquestionably
correct if the defects are found in the neutral state (D°), but

1090109-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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it ceases to be completely correct if the charge state of
defect varies, i.e., when thea-Si : H film is not ‘‘intrinsic.’’ 11

Let us consider how the defect density varies asR varies
~Fig. 2!. The a-Si : H films with the smallest values ofR,
deposited by MASD, are comparable in their value ofND

with a-Si : H films of device quality, deposited by the glow
discharge method, for which the OMS method was used
Ref. 12 to obtain similar data. At the same time, it follow
from Fig. 2 that growth ofR leads to a significant increase i
ND . For the maximum values ofR, in fact, all of the hydro-
gen is found in the form of SiH2 complexes and, although
the total hydrogen contentCH is not large and, consequently
the number of these complexes is also not large, the mic
structure of the films has a great influence both onND and on
the spreading of the band tails~Fig. 2!. The latter is assumed
to be an indicator of inhomogeneity of thea-Si : H structure.
The increase inEg observed for almost all the films depos
ited by MASD should apparently be linked with peculiaritie
of the microstructure. From the estimatesEg51.8– 2.0 eV
~Fig. 2!, which is not characteristic ofa-Si : H deposited by

FIG. 1. Variations of the microstructure parameter ofa-Si : H films depos-
ited by the MASD method forCH5const.

FIG. 2. OMS curves for films1, 2, 3, 4, and5 havingR50.8, 0.8, 0.6, 0.2,
0.3, respectively, andCH5526 at.%.
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the glow-discharge method atTs53002400 °C. Figure 3
plots the product of the mobility by the lifetime of the ele
trons, mt, as a function of the position of the Fermi leve
The straight line is for device qualitya-Si : H ~Ref. 3! and
the points correspond to the films examined in the pres
study. The values ofmt were determined from the photocon
ductivity measured at room temperature for rate of gene
tion ;1019 cm23s21 andhn52 eV. It can be seen that th
films with highR and correspondingly enhancedND are dis-
tinguished by depressed values ofmt for «c2«F5const.

Thus, by using the MASD method of film deposition w
have succeeded in establishing that variations in the mi
structure ofa-Si : H films ~variations in the content of SiH2
complexes relative to the total content of SiH2 and SiH com-
plexes! have a substantial effect on the optoelectronic para
eters ofa-Si : H films with low hydrogen content.

This work was supported by an INTAS Grant~No.
931916! and was carried out within the scope of a progra
of joint study.
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THE PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Ss.
Generation in a microstrip-resonator-stabilized double-barrier resonant tunneling
structure

A. A. Beloushkin, Yu. A. Efimov, A. S. Ignat’ev, A. L. Karuzski ,* V. N. Murzin,
A. V. Perestoronin, G. K. Rasulova, A. M. Tskhovrebov, and E. G. Chizhevski 

P. M. Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted August 21, 1995; accepted for publication August 11, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 124–127~January 1998!

Generation in a microstrip-resonator-stabilized double-barrier resonant tunneling structure based
on GaAs/AlAs heterostructures has been investigated for the first time. The structures
fabricated contain near-contact layers~spacers! that prevent impurities from penetrating into the
active part of the structure and improve the temporal characteristics of the system. AuNiGe
alloy microstrip contacts, which connect the structure with an external rf circuit, were prepared in
a planar implementation, making it possible to minimize theRC delay time in the negative
differential conductance region by decreasing the series resistance and capacitance of the structure.
In structures with spacer layers, the negative differential conductance exhibits a complex
behavior due to the influence of the space charge. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!03001-4#
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Recent theoretical and experimental studies of nega
differential conductance~NDC! in double-barrier resonan
tunneling structures~DBRTSs! have shown that the charac
teristic charge-transport times in such structures are v
short ~less than 100 fs!.1,2 Asymmetric structures consistin
of two or more quantum wells3–6 are even more promising in
this respect because of the sharp decrease in the barrier t
mittance when the resonance conditions for the energy le
in the quantum wells break down. Combining microst
technology with nonlinear millimeter- and submillimete
range devices based on such structures promises progre
advancement of the generation frequency into the terah
frequency range.

The peak-to-valley current ratio on the NDC section
the current-voltage characteristic~IVC! is an indicator of
DBRTS quality and strongly depends on the degree
current-carrier scattering by ionized impurities. To increa
this ratio, nondoped separating layers~spacers! are inserted
into the structure between heavily doped electrodes and
tunneling barriers, thereby preventing impurities from pe
etrating into the active part of the structure during t
epitaxial-growth process.7–11 The introduction of spacers de
creases impurity scattering and improves the frequency c
acteristics of DBRTSs. As shown in the present work,
presence of such layers produces in both the IVCs and
high-frequency behavior of DBRTSs characteristic featu
which are determined by band bending and by the app
ance of quasibound levels in the region of the spacer nea
heavily doped electrode,9,11 as well as by the accumulatio
of space charge in the quantum well and in the region of
spacer. These effects are accompanied by the appearan
bistability and hysteresis in the static and dynamic charac
istics of the system,9,10,12as well as the appearance of cha
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2. TECHNOLOGY OF FABRICATION OF DOUBLE-BARRIER
RESONANT TUNNELING STRUCTURES AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental structures were fabricated
molecular-beam epitaxy using the results of a compu
simulation. A structure was prepared on a semi-insulat
GaAs substrate. This structure contained: 1000
n1-AlGaAs doped with Si to 1018 cm23, 14 nm nondoped
GaAs, 4.5 nm AlAs, 4 nm GaAs, 4.5 nm AlAs, 7 nm no
doped GaAs, 10 nm n2-GaAs doped with Si to
531017 cm23, and 500 nmn1-GaAs doped with Si to
331018 cm23. Mesa structures with a diameter of 0.014
0.028 mm and planar collector contact pads were formed
the photolithographic method on the bottomn1 layer fol-
lowed by etching. SiO2 insulation and the metal alloy Au
GeNi were used to form ohmic contacts. Planar squ
(0.0530.05 mm2) emitter and collector ohmic contacts co
sisting of this alloy formed segments of microstrip lines w
SiO2 insulator that connected the DBRTSs with an exter
microwave circuit.

For use in microwave experiments, the plate on wh
the DBRTSs were prepared was cleaved in
0.2530.2530.1 mm3 crystals. A crystal together with the
mesa structure contained on it were mounted into the mic
trip plate of the holder and the plate was in turn connec
with the microstrip resonator. Aluminum oxide was used
the insulator substrate in the microstrip plate of the hold
The microstrip line on the GaAs crystal was connected w
a gold-plated microstrip line on the holder plate by solder
with gold wires. To study generation processes, the micr
trip holder with the structure was mounted in a microst
resonator for the purpose of performing with a spectrum a
lyzer microwave measurements in the range 0.01–40 GH

1120112-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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for measuring frequency with a frequency meter. The re
nator consisted of a quarter-wave segment~with one end
open and the other end shorted! of a 2-mm-wide and 200-
mm-long microstrip line that was connected with an exter
coaxial line through a resistance divider. The resonator
fabricated by the method of etching out of Cu on one side
a flat 1.5-mm-thick insulating substrate with bilateral met
lization. The metallized layer on the other side of the su
strate played the role of a second, grounded, flat conducto
the microstrip line. The substrate consisted of a 200-m
long and 30-mm-wide rectangle of glass textolite with a p
mittivity of 2. The frequency of the fundamental harmonic
the resonator was equal to 0.29 GHz. The bias voltage on
DBRTS was applied to the collector contact through a re
tance divider. The emitter contact of the structure was c
nected to a strip conductor of the resonator at a point 70
from the short-circuited end of the resonator. The microwa
characteristics of this microstrip circuit, employed for sta
lizing the oscillations of the DBRTS in a frequency range
the order of 1 GHz, were first investigated with a ser
3I101V p–n junction tunnel diode, which was mounted
the microstrip resonator instead of the DBRTS. Genera
with output power of the order of tens of microwatts at 0.
GHz, corresponding to a half-wave resonance mode of
resonator, was obtained with the tunnel diode. Quarter-w
and one-wave harmonics with frequencies of 0.29 and
GHz, respectively, whose output power was two orders
magnitude lower, were also observed.

3. STATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The static current-voltage characteristic~IVC! of the
DBRTS is shown in Fig. 1~line a!. The peak-to-valley ratio
was equal to 4.3 at 77 K~the ratio is somewhat lower a
room temperature9,10! and the peak current density was equ
to 2.23104 A/cm2. The measurements were performed o
0.028-mm-diam mesa structure with a 2.5-V series resistance
of the external circuit. A negative bias voltage was applied
the collector contact. Instability and hysteresis of the IV
were observed experimentally at voltages 0.6–1.0 V co
sponding to the NDC region. These effects could be cau

FIG. 1. Current-voltage characteristic of a 0.028 mm in diameter dou
barrier resonant tunneling structure at 77 K~a!. The dashed line shows th
region of hysteresis where current instability is observed. The genera
frequencyF versus the bias voltageU applied to the structure atT577 K
~b!. The arrows mark the values ofU at which excitation~↑! and breakoff
~↓! of generation occur; the open circles correspond to unstable states
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planar configuration of the contacts, this bistability is inte
sified by the instability of the system.9,10

4. MICROWAVE GENERATION

Microwave generation based on resonance tunneling
DBMTS with spacer layers was observed when a nega
bias voltage between 0.78 and 1.0 V was applied in the N
region. The measurements were performed at 77 K. The
put power in this case was several times lower than the
put power observed in the case of thep–n junction based
tunnel diode. Dynamic hysteresis was observed in the
quency behavior of the structure. Generation appeared
the critical value 0.85 V both with increasing and decreas
voltage. After generation appeared, stable generation
then observed with the bias voltage varying in the inter
0.78V,V,1.0 V. The generation frequency varied, a
shown in Fig. 1~curveb!, and generation stopped at the e
points of this interval. The clear correlation between t
characteristic points of the curve of the dynamic hysteresi
self-excitation of generation and the static IVC suggests
internal bistability due to spatial redistribution of the char
is present in the structure. We note that dynamic hyster
was not observed in the case of thep–n junction tunnel
diode.

The dynamic resistance in the NDC region for t
DBRTS was much larger than for thep–n junction tunnel
diode; this is indicated by the difference of the generat
frequencies between the DBRTS~0.8 GHz! and the tunnel
diode~0.58 GHz!, which were stabilized by the same micro
trip resonator. The generation frequency of the DBRTS c
responds to the~3/4!l-mode of the resonator, for which th
point where the DBRTS and the resonance strip are c
nected corresponds to an antinode of the transverse ele
field of this resonance mode. Since the DBRTS is connec
in the direction of the transverse electric field, the prese
of an antinode of this field at the point where the structure
connected in the resonator circuit indicates that the dyna
resistance of the structure is large. Another important diff
ence of behavior between the DBRTS and the tunnel di
was the observation of a high degree of amplitude modu
tion ~of the order 50%! of the oscillations generated by th
DBRTS. Two characteristic modulation frequencies were
served. For bias voltages in the range from 0.8 to 0.96 V,
modulation frequency was equal to 20 MHz, the degree
modulation was of the order of 50%, and amplitude mod
lation with frequency 1 MHz and degree<10% was ob-
served at the edges of the region of existence of the
damped oscillations near 0.78 and 1.0 V. Since
characteristic nonresonance tunneling times in structu
consisting of several quantum wells with parameters clos
those of the DBRTS studied at 77 K are of the order
several nanoseconds or of the order of 200 ns~long-lived
component!,13 the observed amplitude modulation could
due to oscillations of the space charge accumulated in
DBRTS with spacer layers as a result of nonresonance
neling processes.

-

n
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5. MULTIWELL RESONANT TUNNELING STRUCTURES

The results presented above are for DBRTS-type st
tures. As shown in Refs. 3–6, quantum-well resonant tun
ing structures with several quantum wells, specifically, thr
barrier ~double-well! structures, are more promising. Th
resonance condition in an electric field corresponds to
situation where the Fermi level and the lower quantum-w
levels in both wells are close to one another; i.e., the str
ture must be asymmetric~the well widths are different!. The
smallest splitting between the levels corresponds to the a
crossing region~see the inset in Fig. 2!. Changes in the pa
rameters of an asymmetric quantum-well structure mak
possible to change in an independent manner both the p
to-valley ratio and the peak current, in contrast to t
DBRTS where such a change is precluded in principle. T
makes it possible to achieve with a high electronic transm
tance in a wide voltage range~Fig. 3! and with the same
peak-to-valley ratio much higher peak currents than wit
DBRTS ~Fig. 4!. Scattering of charge carriers by impuritie

FIG. 2. Position of the size-well energy levelsE1 andE2 in an asymmetric
structure consisting of two quantum wells~see inset! plotted as a function of
applied voltageV. V0—Voltage at which the smallest splitting, as dete
mined by barrier transmittance, of the resonance levels in the wells oc
and the electron density distribution in the levels is equalized between
wells.

FIG. 3. TransmittanceT versus current carrier energyE in the case of the
transmittance of an asymmetric double-barrier structure with the follow
thicknesses: 1st barrier—3 nm; 1st well—6 nm; 2nd barrier—5 nm; 2
well—6.5 nm; 3rd barrier–3 nm;DU—barrier height.
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was ignored in the calculations presented.8 However, the
possibility of varying separately the parameters of the s
tem, which arises in this case, opens up, in principle, n
prospects for producing resonant tunneling structures w
optimal characteristics. Estimates show that inserting th
structures in systems with microstrip resonators sho
greatly improve the high-frequency parameters of genera
based on them.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated for the first time th
microstrip-resonator-stabilized microwave generation ba
on DBRTS with spacer layers can be obtained. Dynam
hysteresis and modulation of microwave oscillations w
observed in the system. The results obtained indicate
resonant tunneling structures with several quantum wells
promising from the standpoint of advancing generation in
direction of terahertz frequencies.
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solid-state nanostructures’’~Grant 1-012!, ‘‘Current direc-
tions in the physics of condensed media period. Superc
ductivity’’ ~Grant 93190!, and by the international associa
tion INTAS ~Grant 93-1704!.
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FIG. 4. Computed curves of the peak current densityJp and peak-to-valley
ratio Jp /Jv for the current-voltage characteristic: a—versus the relative b
rier thicknessb/w for a symmetric single-well structure with well thicknes
w545 nm; b—versus temperatureT for a double-well structure with the
following thicknesses: 1st barrier—2.83 nm; 1st well—7.358 nm, 2
barrier—5.66 nm, 2nd well—3.962 nm, 3rd barrier—5.943 nm.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND NON-ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS
Nonequilibrium segregation of phosphorus in the system silicon dioxide-silicon
O. V. Aleksandrov

Svetlana-Poluprovodniki, a Closed Joint-Stock Company, 191156 St. Petersburg, Russia

N. N. Afonin

Voronezh State Pedagogical University, 394043 Voronezh, Russia
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A model of diffusion-segregation impurity redistribution in the system SiO2–Si during the
thermal oxidation of silicon is developed, taking into account the nonequilibrium character of the
segregation process at the moving phase boundary. The temperature dependence of the
mass transfer of phosphorus and its mass-transfer coefficient at the SiO2–Si interface are
determined by the numerical analysis of experimental data. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00301-9#

Impurity redistribution by diffusion and segregation in meq5CSi
eq/Cox

eq5exp@~wox2wSi!/kT#, ~2!
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the system silicon dioxide-silicon plays an important role
the formation of impurity distributions in the skin layer o
silicon during thermal oxidation. Existing theory and mode
of this phenomenon are based on the assumption tha
segregation of impurities at the SiO2–Si interface essentially
takes place in thermal equilibrium.1–3 However, this assump
tion is not justified in a number cases characterized by ra
advancement of the interface. The nonequilibrium chara
of the segregation process is indicated, for example, by
perimental results published in Ref. 4, where the quantity
phosphorus in silicon after oxidation in wet oxygen in t
temperature range 750–900 °C has been observed to
crease significantly, by as much as 20% of the original va
When segregation is an equilibrium process, essentially
the phosphorus impurity should be left in the silicon, havi
been steadily pushed back by the moving interface.

Our objective in this study is to develop a model
nonequilibrium diffusion-segregation impurity redistributio
in the system SiO2–Si with a moving interface and, on th
basis of the model, to describe the prominent characteris
of phosphorus redistribution at high silicon oxidation rate

According to the thermodynamics of heterogeneo
systems,5 the establishment of equilibrium at the interface
accompanied by equalization of the chemical potentials
the impurity at the interface on the dioxide sidemox and on
the silicon sidemSi with the annealing time:

mox5mSi , ~1!

wherem5kT ln(C)1w, C is the impurity concentration,k is
the Boltzmann constant,w is the concentration-independe
part of the chemical potential, andT is the temperature. I
follows from the equilibrium condition~1! that the ratio of
the thermodynamic-equilibrium impurity concentrations
the interface on the silicon sideCSi

eq and on the dioxide side
Cox

eq is a constant, defined as the equilibrium segregation
tor:
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which is a function of the temperature and does not dep
on the oxidation rate.

Since the diffusion coefficients of the principal dopan
in silicon dioxide~B, P, As, and Sb! are very small, the main
factor governing the tendency of the segregation proces
the SiO2–Si interface to establish equilibrium is impurit
diffusion in the silicon. When the diffusion rate of impurit
atoms exceeds the rate of advancement of the interface
the depth of the silicon, the relation~2! continues to hold at
the interface during the entire process. In the nonequilibri
case the impurity atoms, which have a low mobility in com
parison with the velocity of the interface, are trapped by
growing dioxide layer. This process is manifested by a
parture of the ratio of the instantaneous impurity concen
tions on the silicon and dioxide sidesm5CSi /Cox from the
equilibrium segregation factor and, accordingly, in a dev
tion of the chemical potentials of the impurity on oppos
sides of the interface from their equilibrium values. In th
case the equalitym5meq is a criterion of the equilibrium of
the impurity redistribution at the interface.

So far, mechanisms of impurity transport across
SiO2–Si interface have not been developed in detail. Con
quently, the segregation flux, which reflects the transition
impurity atoms across the interface without thermodynam
equilibrium, is described phenomenologically by means o
first-order kinetic model:2

Fs5hs~Cox2CSi /meq!, ~3!

wherehs is the mass-transfer coefficient, which has units
velocity.

The boundary condition for the impurity at the movin
interface is deduced from the following considerations. Le
layer of silicon of thicknessDx be oxidized in the time in-
terval Dt, forming a dioxide layer of thicknessDWox ,
Dx5a•DWox ~a50.44 is the ratio of the thickness of th
oxidized silicon to the thickness of the newly formed dio

150015-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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impurity Q1 , and the quantity of impurity left in the SiO2
layer grown from it isQ2 . During the timeDt the impurity
excess (Q12Q2) must be redistributed beyond the limits
the given element by diffusion and segregation. Diffusi
transport of impurity in the dioxide is small, and we disr
gard it. Now the mass balance at the interface has the fo

Q12Q25~Fd1Fs!Dt, ~4!

where Fd52D¹CSi is the diffusion flux in silicon at the
interface with SiO2, D is the impurity diffusion coefficient in
the silicon, and¹5d/dx is the gradient operator.

Letting Dt→0 and noting thatQ1→adWoxCSi and Q2

→dWoxCox in this case, from Eq.~4! we obtain the equation
of continuity of the flux at the SiO2–Si interface during oxi-
dation

2D¹CSi1hs~Cox2CSi /meq!1Vox~Cox2aCSi!50,
~5!

whereVox5dWox /dt is the SiO2 growth rate.
When segregation takes place under equilibrium con

tions (Fs50), Eq.~5!, with allowance for~2!, reduces to the
well-known relation6

2D¹CSi1Vox~1/meq2a!CSi50. ~6!

In a coordinate system rigidly attached to the position
the silicon surface at the initial timet50 the impurity flux in
the bulk of the dioxide is proportional to the oxidation rat

Fox52~12a!VoxCox . ~7!

Diffusion-segregation dopant redistribution in the sy
tem SiO2-Si with moving gas-SiO2 and SiO2–Si interfaces at
x1(t) and x2(t), respectively, is described by the Stef
boundary-value problem for the equations

Ċox52div~Fox!5¹~~12a!VoxCox!, x1,x,x2 , ~8!

ĊSi52div~Fd!5¹~D~CSi!¹CSi!, x2,x, l , ~9!

wherex is the coordinate measured from the positionx2(0)
of the SiO2–Si interface at the initial time in the depth of th
silicon, l is the depth of the region of solution in silicon
which is chosen so as to maintain a constant impurity c
centration at this depth during the entire anneal, and
overdot signifies the derivative with respect to the timet.

Problem~5!, ~8!, ~9! is solved numerically by reducing
it, with a change of variables, to a problem with fixed boun
aries, which is solved on a computer by factorization us
homogeneous, implicit, conservative differencing scheme7

The experimental data of Ref. 4, in which~111!- and
~100!-oriented silicon with phosphorus ion-doped layers~ion
energy 38 keV, dose 131016 cm22! was subjected to isoch
ronous~1 h! wet-oxygen annealing in the temperature ran
700–1000 °C, are analyzed on the basis of our mode
nonequilibrium diffusion-segregation redistribution. Th
temperature dependence of the quantity of phosphorusQSi

remaining in the silicon after annealing is shown in Fig.
~points!.

For the initial impurity concentration distribution we us
the distribution of the impurity formed directly after ion im
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plantation. We model the ion implantation process by a ty
4 Pearson function, using the values of its moments give
Ref. 8.

We calculate the diffusion coefficients from a concent
tion dependence of the form1,9

D5he@Di
01Di

2~n/ni !1Di
5~n/ni !

2#, ~10!

wherehe is a coefficient characterizing the acceleration
diffusion by the internal electric field,D0, D2, andDi

5 are
the intrinsic partial diffusion coefficients via native point d
fects existing in the neutral, negative, and double nega
charge state, andn andni are the densities of majority an
intrinsic charge carriers at the diffusion temperature, resp
tively.

The concentration of electrically active impurityn is de-
termined from the known total phosphorus concentrationCSi

using the previously derived10 functional relation

CSi5nF11(
j >2

S n

Cm
D j 21G , ~11!

whereCm denotes approximation factors having the units
concentration.

The oxidation kinetics is described by the linea
parabolic relation

t5Wox
2 /Kp1Wox /Kl , ~12!

whereKl andKp are the linear and parabolic dioxide grow
rate constants, respectively.

The values ofKl andKp are determined from the exper
mentally measured4 dioxide thicknesses; here the concent
tion dependence ofKl is given in the form

Kl5Kl i
~110.01~Vt21!!, ~13!

where Kl i
is the value ofKl in the oxidation of native Si

~Ref. 11!, and Vt is the normalized total concentration o
vacancies in the doped Si~Ref. 12!.

FIG. 1. Quantity of residual phosphorus in Si versus wet-O2 oxidation,
experimental~points! and calculated~solid curves!. 1! Si~111!; 2! Si~100!.
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The equilibrium phosphorus segregation factor in
system SiO2–Si is assumed to have the valuemeq51000
~Ref. 13!.

In numerical analysis based on the model of the d
from Ref. 4, for each experimental point of the temperat
range 700–1000 °C we determine the values of the m
transfer coefficienths, for which the results of calculating
the quantity of impurityQSi left in the silicon after isochro-
nous annealing match the experimental data~see Fig. 1!. It is
evident from Fig. 2, which shows the results of the analy
~points 1 and 2!, that the coefficienths is essentially inde-
pendent of the silicon orientation and is a function only
the temperature. The temperature dependence of the m
transfer coefficient can be approximated by a function of
form

hs55.7 exp~21.78 eV/kT! cm/s. ~14!

The results of calculations of the quantityQSi of phos-
phorus left in the silicon after oxidation during isochrono
oxidative annealing for the temperature dependence~14! are
represented by the solid curve in Fig. 1 in comparison w
the experimental data.4 If segregation were an equilibrium
process here, form@1 essentially all the phosphorus wou
be pushed back by the moving interface, irrespective of
time and temperature, and the residual quantity in the sili
would be constant. However, as the oxidation temperatur
lowered, the process deviates more and more from equ
rium; the leading edge of the interface advances into
depth of the Si far more rapidly than the impurity atom
migrating away from it. The latter are therefore trapped

FIG. 2. Mass-transfer coefficient versus temperature.1! ~111!-oriented Si
wafer, wet-O2 oxidation medium, present study;2! ~100!, wet O2, our study;
3! ~100!, dry O2, Ref. 13.
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the dioxide, andQSi decreases. Beginning with a certain tem
perature, the thickness of the growing dioxide layer becom
increasingly smaller and, even though the level of noneq
librium is high, ever-increasing amounts of impurity are le
after oxidation. Consequently, theQSi(T) should have a
minimum at a certain temperature, as is indeed observe
Fig. 1.

The modeling results suggest a practical criterion
equilibrium of the segregation process:r 5hs /Vox.10, by
which, even thoughm does not attain its equilibrium value
most of the phosphorus is left in the silicon after oxidatio

Figure 3 shows the calculated dependence of the im
rity concentration ratio at the silicon dioxide-silicon interfa
on the anneal timem(t) for ~111!-oriented samples at vari
ous oxidation temperatures. The shape of them(t) curve at
high temperatures (T>900 °C) is explained bym tending to
its equilibrium value. At low anneal temperature
(T<800 °C) the behavior of the curves is influenced by t
concentration dependence of the oxidation rate; this dep
dence causesr and, hence,m to decrease as the oxidatio
front approaches the maximum of the ion-implanted ph
phorus distribution.

Under the experimental conditions of Ref. 4 the oxid
tion of ~111!-oriented silicon is characterized by a high
oxidation rate than~100!-oriented silicon. The difference is
attributable to the orientation dependence of the linear o
dation rate constantKl i

~Ref. 11! and is most conspicuous i
the temperature interval 700–850 °C, where the oxidat
kinetics is dominated by the linear component. As a res
~111!-oriented samples have a greater thickness of the gr
ing dioxide in isochronous annealing, so that in the prese

FIG. 3. Concentration ratiom versus oxidation time for various tempera
tures.1! 700 °C;2! 750 °C;3! 800 °C;4! 850 °C;5! 900 °C;6! 1000 °C.
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of nonequilibrium segregation they have greater impu
losses in the silicon than~100!-oriented samples, as illus
trated in Fig. 1. Oxidation in the temperature range ab
850 °C is characterized by an ever-increasing trend of
segregation process toward equilibrium, manifested
gradual leveling-off of the orientation dependence ofQSi as
the anneal temperature is raised.

The quantityhs has been determined previously13 by nu-
merical analysis of the concentration distributions of ph
phorus in silicon dioxide, which were obtained b
secondary-ion mass spectrometry, within the framework o
model based on the assumption that the impurity concen
tion at the interface on the silicon side is constant, and
diffusion can be disregarded both in the dioxide and in
silicon:

Cox5CSi~meq•a•Vox1hs!@12exp~2hs /Vox!#/~meq•hs!.
~15!

The values ofhs obtained in Ref. 13 for the dry-O2 oxi-
dation of phosphorus-implanted~dose 131015 cm22!, ~100!-
oriented silicon at a temperature of 1000–1100 °C~Fig. 2,
points 3! are approximately an order of magnitude high
than the corresponding values calculated from our temp
ture dependence~14! derived for wet-O2 oxidation.

A numerical analysis of the results of Ref. 13 for a te
perature of 1100 °C with an oxidative anneal time of 30 m
~Fig. 4! shows that the model developed by us~curves1–3!

FIG. 4. Concentration distributions of P in the system SiO2–Si
(T51100 °C,t530 min!. 1–3! Calculated on the basis of the model in th
present study: 1! hs51.731026 cm/s; 2! hs58.731026 cm/s; 3!
hs51.431025 cm/s;4! calculated on the basis of the model in Ref. 13 w
hs51.431025 cm/s; 5! experimental.
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distributions of phosphorus in the dioxide~curve5! than re-
lation ~15! ~curve4!, particularly near the surface of the sil
con dioxide. The main cause of such a pronounced disc
ancy is that the model in Ref. 13 fails to take into accou
impurity diffusion in the silicon as one of the driving force
leading to thermodynamic equilibrium of the segregati
process, so that the surface impurity concentrationCSi in the
silicon during annealing is decreased 2.7-fold. The value
the coefficient determine on the basis of our mod
hs51.431025 cm/s ~curve 3!, like the value given in Ref.
13 for dry oxygen,hs58.731026 cm/s ~curve 2!, exceeds
the value calculated from the temperature dependence~14!
~curve1! for wet oxygen, justifying the assumption that th
annealing medium influences the mass transfer of impu
across the SiO2–Si interface.

We note that the accumulation of phosphorus in a n
row layer near the interface on the silicon side~curve5! has
nothing to do with the segregation process and is descr
by a separate model.14

We have thus developed a model of the diffusio
segregation redistribution of an impurity in the syste
SiO2–Si, taking into account the nonequilibrium character
the segregation process at the interface. Under the condit
of low-temperature oxidative annealing at high dioxi
growth rates the model can be used to describe such
tributes of phosphorus redistribution as trapping by
growing impurity oxide with highmeq , the minimum of the
temperature curveQSi(T), and the influence of silicon orien
tation onQSi(T).
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High-resolution x-ray diffraction study of InAs-GaAs superlattices grown by molecular-
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InAs-GaAs superlattices grown by molecular-beam epitaxy at low temperature are investigated
by high-resolution x-ray diffractometry. It is shown that despite a very high density of
point defects due to the presence of excess arsenic, the as-grown superlattice has high crystal
perfection. An analysis of the changes in the x-ray diffraction curves shows that high-
temperature annealing, which is accompanied by the formation of As clusters and diffusion of
indium, produces significant structural transformations in the GaAs matrix and at the
interfaces. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00401-3#

INTRODUCTION insulating GaAs~001! substrates at a temperature of 200 °
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In recent years InAs-GaAs superlattices have b
steadily attracting attention as objects of investigation by
tue of interesting physical phenomena associated with t
dimensional electron-gas confinement in deep, narrow qu
tum wells.1 Normally in the growth of superlattices of thi
type by molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! the temperature o
the substrate is chosen in the range 400–500 °C. This ch
represents a compromise between regimes where the de
of point defects increases at low growth temperatures
where the interfaces are diffused at high temperatures
result of the segregation and diffusion of indium~a tempera-
ture of approximately 600 °C is known to be the absol
optimum for growing highly perfect GaAs layers!.1 How-
ever, InAs-GaAs superlattices grown at very low tempe
tures~e.g., at 200 °C! are also of major interest. This materi
is distinguished by a substantial quantity of excess arse
which is trapped in the crystal lattice of the grown epitax
film.2,3 Thin InAs layers in a GaAs matrix function not onl
as electron~hole! quantum wells, but can also trap arsen
clusters formed during annealing. As a result of this proce
a secondary periodic As-GaAs structure can form in the
nealed epitaxial film, coinciding spatially with the InAs
GaAs superlattice.4,5

Here we give the results of high-resolution x-ray diffra
tion analysis of InAs-GaAs superlattices grown by MBE
200 °C. We show that despite a very high density of po
defects attributable to the presence of excess arsenic
as-grown superlattice has high crystal perfection. Hig
temperature annealing, accompanied by the formation o
clusters and the diffusion of indium, induces significa
structural transformations in the GaAs matrix and at the
terfaces, and the x-ray diffraction patterns become sme
as a result of these processes.

SAMPLES AND PROCEDURE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

The InAs-GaAs superlattices were grown by molecul
beam epitaxy in the two-chamber Katun apparatus on se
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The growth rate was 1mm/h. The GaAs layers in the supe
lattice had a thickness of 30 nm. The InAs layers were gro
by shutting off the Ga flux and turning on a flux of In. Th
technique produced InAs layers having a nominal o
monolayer thickness. The superlattice was made up of
periods. The total thickness of the InAs-GaAs epitaxial fi
was approximately 0.9mm. The grown structure was divide
into three parts. One part was left untreated, and the o
two were annealed for 15 min, one at a temperature
500 °C and the other at 600 °C. Annealing took place in
growth chamber of the MBE apparatus with excess arse
pressure.

The average In concentration and the presence of ex
As in the epitaxial films was determined by x-ray spect
microanalysis. The concentration of antistructural AsGa de-
fects was determined by measuring the characteristic op
absorption in the near-infrared region using Martin
calibration.6 The structure of the samples was monitored
transmission electron microscopy along the cross section

High-resolution x-ray diffraction analyses of the stru
tural perfection were performed on two-crystal diffractom
ters. For precise measurements of the mismatch param
and for assessment of the crystal perfection the meas
ments were carried out in the open-detectorv-scanning re-
gime. The monochromator-collimator was an asymmetri
germanium crystal, which ensured divergence of the prim
beam within angular limits of 1.0– 1.28 for the CuKa1 ~004!
reflection. Measurements over a broad angular interva
determine the period of the superlattice and estimates of
planarity of the layers and the diffuseness of the interfa
were made inv–2Q scanning regimes. In this case the a
erture of the detector was confined to a narrow receiving
to diminish the contribution of diffusely scattered x rays.
precisely oriented Ge~001! crystal, ensuring divergence o
the primary beam within angular limits of 88 for the CuKa1
~004! reflection, was used to generate monochromatized
mary radiation. To obtain more precise evaluations of

190019-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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angular and spatial distributions of the diffraction intens
and to determine the type of structural defects and their s
tial distribution in the epitaxial structure, thev curves were
measured in addition to thev–2Q curves with the detecto
set in fixed angular positions. To record these curves,
detector with a narrow receiving slit~0.1 mm! was placed in
a fixed angular position, and the investigated crystal w
rotated near the reflecting position.

The resulting diffraction curves can be used to obtain
distribution of the diffracted intensity in reciprocal space
the direction perpendicular to the diffraction vectorH @001#.
The azimuth of the angular sweep direction was determi
by the recording geometry and in our measurements c
cided with one of the reciprocal lattice vectors@110#. The
preferred type and density of crystal defects can be de
mined from the shape and parameters of thev curves, which,
in general, are superpositions of the coherent and diff
components of the diffracted radiation, and because thv
curves correlate with an angular position on thev–2Q
curves, the spatial positions of defects in the epitaxial str
tures can be determined quite accurately.

FIG. 1. Diffraction reflection curves near~004!GaAs for InAs-GaAs super-
lattices grown at low temperature, CuKa1 radiation.1! As-grown superlat-
tice; 2! annealed at 500 °C;3! annealed at 600 °C.
TABLE I. FWHM, reflection coefficientK refl at the maximum, and distance
InAs-GaAs superlattice~differenceDa/a' between the lattice parameters of
a-

e

s

e

d
n-

r-

e

c-

The x-ray spectral measurements show that an ave
indium concentration of 1.1 at.% in the layers correspond
the expected ratio for a superlattic
~1 monolayer InAs-30 nm GaAs!330. The concentration o
excess arsenic isXAs5(NAs2NGa)/(NAs1NGa)'0.3 at.%,
whereNAs and NGa are the numbers of As and Ga atom
This value is in good agreement with the density of antistr
tural arsenic defects, 0.931020 cm23, measured from the op
tical absorption in the as-grown samples.

Diffraction curves recorded near the~004!GaAs reflec-
tion are shown in Fig. 1. The right peaks correspond to
flection from the substrate; and on the left are the so-ca
‘‘OSL’’ peaks, which represent reflection from the period
structure formed by the InAs and GaAs layers. The angu
distance between the OSL and substrate peaks is determ
by the average strain in the periodic structure, which depe
on the thicknesses of the InAs and GaAs layers and the q
tity of excess As in the structure. The change in the angu
position of the OSL peak after annealing is attributable to
precipitation of excess arsenic in the lattice.3 After annealing
at 500 °C or 600 °C the strain induced by the arsenic exc
all but vanishes, and the differenceDQ between the lattice
parameters of the GaAs substrate and the film is associ
mainly with the presence of InAs layers in the epitaxial film
By measuring the lattice parameters before and after ann
ing sessions we were able to determine the average ind
concentration in the film, the thickness of the InAs laye
and the initial concentration of excess As. The parameter
the rocking curves before and after annealing and the va
of XAs , XInAs , and TInAs obtained from an analysis of th
curves are summarized in Table I. The results of analyz
the rocking curves exhibit good agreement with the x-r
spectral microanalysis data and optical measurements.

It is evident from Fig. 1~curve1! and the data of Table
I that the as-grown sample is characterized by a very p
nounced, extended interference pattern on the rocking cu
and by high intensity and a small FWHM~full width at half
maximum! of the principal peaks. These features are uniq
evidence of high crystal perfection, good reproduction of
parameters of the epitaxial layer over the entire thicknes
the periodic structure, and planarity of the layers and of
structure as a whole.

The shift of the OSL peaks of the superlattice~see Fig.
2Q between the principal peaks of the rocking curves, and parameters of the
the substrate and the film, total thickness of the superlatticeSTstr , period of the
superlatticeTSL , excess arsenic concentrationXAs , average InAs concentration in the filmXInAs , and thicknessTInAs of the InAs layers in the superlattice!,
calculated from x-ray diffraction data for the structures before and after annealing.

Anneal
temp.,
°C

Substrate
FWHM,

arcsec/Krefl

OSL
FWHM,

arcsec/Krefl

DQ,
arcsec Da/a' STstr , nm TSL , nm XAs , % XInAs , % TInAs , Å

As-grown 9.00/0.682 20.20/0.195 2280 2.10•1023 920620 30.061.0 ;0.3a 1.160.1a

500 8.70/0.722 22.90/0.165 2180 1.35•1023 850640 27.062.0 0.27 0.9 2.45
600 16.50/0.410 24.30/0.155 2160 1.19•1023 790680 26.563.0 0.34 0.8 2.10

aX-ray spectral analysis data.

20 20Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998 Faleev et al.



FIG. 2. Coherentv–2Q diffraction reflection curves for InAs-GaAs superlattices grown at low temperature,~004! reflection, CuKa1 radiation.1! As-grown
superlattice;2! annealed at 500 °C;3! annealed at 600 °C.
1, curves2 and3, and Table I! after annealing at 500 °C and
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curves decreases by one half after annealing at 500 °C and to
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row
600 °C indicate a substantial decrease in the average st
in the superlattice due to structural transformation of the
cess arsenic. In addition to the shift of the zero peak, ther
also a significant change in the shape of the diffract
curves. The interference pattern becomes more diffuse
narrower. These changes are especially conspicuous afte
nealing at 600 °C, which produces appreciable broadenin
the substrate peak and a reduction of its reflection coe
cient.

To determine the period of the superlattice and the
ture of the structural changes induced by high-tempera
annealing, we recorded a series of rocking curves ove
broad angular interval in thev–Q andv-scanning regimes
The coherentv–Q curves for all the samples are shown
Fig. 2. We see that the previously mentioned changes in
rocking curves after annealing of the samples are also cle
discerned in a broad angular interval. The annealing-indu
structural changes smear the interference patterns cons
ably and suppress the superlattice maxima. Compared
the as-grown curve, the angular width of the diffracti
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a third as much after annealing at 600 °C.
An appreciable increase in the diffuse component of

diffracted radiation could be expected simultaneously w
narrowing of the angular interval, due x-ray scattering by
clusters. The formation of As clusters should produce in
diffracting volume of the epitaxial structure new scatteri
centers distributed nonuniformly in the volume and differi
in size. In general, this process should cause the diffuse s
tering to increase and, hence, should be detectable from
changes in the shape and parameters of thev curves.

An analysis of thev curves shows that diffuse scatterin
is localized near the~004!GaAs reflection. Figure 3 show
two characteristicv curves for each of the investigate
samples, recorded near the~004!GaAs reflection
(2Q'66.20°) and at a fairly large angular separation fro
the substrate maximum (2Q'65.48°). The curves recorde
far from the principal maximum have a narrow, cohere
peak and essentially no broad diffuse component. Cur
recorded near the~004!GaAs reflection (2Qmax566.06°)
have a perceptible diffuse pedestal in addition to the nar

21Faleev et al.
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FIG. 3. X-ray v curves recorded for InAs-
GaAs superlattices grown at low temperatur
two different detector positions, CuKa1 ra-
diation.1,18! As-grown superlattice;2,28! an-
nealed at 500 °C;3,38! annealed at 600 °C
1–3! 2Q566.20°; 18–38! 2Q565.48°.
coherent peak. This profile of thev curves is typical of crys-
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of defects from the FWHM of the incoherent component
m

e
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tals containing shallow structural imperfections of the poi
defect and~or! cluster type. We can state with a high degr
of probability that larger defects of the dislocation-loop
mismatch-dislocation type are nonexistent in the crystal m
trix. The large FWHM of the diffuse component is indicativ
of small scattering centers, and the extremely low inten
reveals that the scattering centers are few in number,
weak in scattering power, or both. A comparison of t
curves for the as-grown and annealed samples shows tha
change in the diffuse component after annealing of the st
tures is insignificant. This result, coupled with the fact th
the diffuse-scattering maximum is situated near the cohe
substrate peak, justifies the assumption that the stron
contribution to diffuse scattering is from defects in the s
face layer of the substrate and at the interface between
substrate and the epitaxial structure. Estimates of the den
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show that the density of defects increases fro
(3.5– 5.0)3109 cm22 in the as-grown structure and th
structure annealed at 500 °C to (7.0– 8.0)3109 cm22 in the
structure annealed at 600 °C. The correlation lengths in
@110# direction, which is perpendicular to the diffraction ve
tor, decrease from 25–30 nm to 20–22 nm, respectively.
slight broadening and decrease in the intensity of the co
ent peak for the annealed samples~see Fig. 3! are most likely
associated with the decrease in the total width of the in
ference pattern.

DISCUSSION

It can be stated on the basis of the reported experime
data that an InAs-GaAs periodic structure grown at low te
perature has a high crystal perfection, as characterized in

22Faleev et al.
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and a broad interference pattern formed by thickness osc
tions and the superlattice peaks. Both the individual lay
and the structure as a whole have good planarity, and
thicknesses of the layer are well reproduced from one pe
to the next. The low intensity of the diffusely scattered
diation and the character of its distribution in reciproc
space~see thev curves in Fig. 3! indicate a comparatively
low number density and small size of defects in the str
tures. The majority of the defects contributing to diffu
scattering are probably localized in a surface layer of
substrate and at the substrate-epitaxial film interface. Th
defects can be point defects, small clusters, or both toge
Extended structural defects of the mismatch-dislocation t
are nonexistent in the structures.

Having analyzed our data by the methodological a
proach proposed in Ref. 7, we can state that a large por
of the excess arsenic occupies space in the cationic subla
of GaAs during low-temperature epitaxial growth. The InA
layers alternating with GaAs layers form a regular perio
structure with periodTSL53061 nm, whose average strai
(12.131023) is determined by the quantity of excess A
and the thickness of the InAs layers. The broad interfere
pattern and the low density and small size of the structu
defects lead to the conclusion that the structure as a w
and its arsenic-enriched constituent InAs and GaAs lay
have high crystal perfection and good planarity, and the
riod of the alternating layers is maintained very precis
over the entire thickness of the structure. The character
shape of the outlying superlattice maxima suggests the p
ence of a slight gradation of the period along the thicknes
the structure.

Proof that the excess arsenic predominantly takes up
sitions at the GaAs lattice sites can be found in the result
modeling of the coherentv–2Q diffraction curve for the
as-grown sample within the framework of the Takagi-Tau
model for an ideal strained crystal. Since the existing co
putational models cannot correctly incorporate the prese
of excess atoms of one group in a sublattice of atoms
another group, we have slightly increased the thicknes
the InAs layers in our calculations to compensate for
added strain created by the presence of excess As. This
fice has scarcely any effect on the accuracy of determina
of the superlattice period. The calculated curve is shown
Fig. 4. Also shown in the same figure for comparison is
experimental rocking curve for the as-grown samp
Clearly, the calculated and experimental curves exhibit g
mutual agreement, both qualitatively and quantitatively. O
calculations enable us to refine the period of the superla
and the accuracy~uniformity! of its reproduction along the
thickness. The postulated existence of a slight gradation
the period along the thickness, based on an analysis of
shape of the outlying superlattice peaks, is corroborated
the results of the calculations.

Since the excess arsenic changes state during anne
~forming clusters, which increase in size as the tempera
is raised!, one might well expect a sizable increase in diffu
scattering in the annealed samples by comparison with
as-grown case. Our investigations have shown, however,
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means that annealing does not produce new defects or
nificantly increase the density and sizes of existing defect
the kind responsible for diffuse scattering, and scattering
As clusters up to 8 nm in diameter with a dens
;1016 cm23 is slight. The weak scattering power of As clu
ters is probably explained by the fact that the clusters
imbedded in the GaAs lattice without generating large lo
strains of the surrounding matrix and without producing e
tended structural defects of the mis-match-dislocation t
formed in stress relaxation. This conclusion is confirmed
the results of electron microscope examinations of
samples.

The process of structural transformation appears m
likely to take place as follows. In the course of annealing
large portion of the excess arsenic, initially residing in t
gallium sublattice, diffuses throughout the crystal and for
small clusters, which are distributed fairly uniformly in th
volume of the periodic structure. The absence of any app
ciable variations in the general form of the distribution of t
diffuse component of the diffracted radiation suggests tha
intrinsic crystal structure having parameters compatible w
those of the GaAs matrix takes shape in the newly formed
clusters, beginning with very small diameters of the latt
This event probably accounts for the clusters becoming
bedded in the lattice, essentially without the formation
structural defects, and explains why that average lattice
rameter of the GaAs layer grown at low temperature rela
to values characteristic of stoichiometric GaAs, as is clea
evident from the shift of the OSL peak.

It is evident from Fig. 1 and Table I that annealing
500 °C produces only very slight changes in the reflect
coefficient and FWHM of the principal peaks of the rockin
curves. Far more substantial changes takes place in t
parameters after annealing at 600 °C. The broadening of
substrate peak and the decrease of its reflection coeffic
are probably caused by the diffusion of excess arsenic
the substrate.

The insignificance of the increase in the diffuse comp
nent of the diffracted radiation for the as-grown samp
rules out the possibility of linking the smearing of the inte
ference patterns and suppression of the superlattice max
as observed on the corresponding coherent curves~see Figs.
1 and 2, curves2 and 3!, to incoherent x-ray scattering di
rectly by As clusters. From all appearances the main fac
responsible for this effect is a loss of planarity of the epita
ial layers,8 i.e., an increase in the thickness irregularity of t
layers, smearing of the interfaces, and increased roughne
the latter due to the diffusion of indium, as well as the fo
mation of As clusters near the thin InAs layers. It should
noted that, owing to the high density of native point defec
gallium vacancies, in particular, the diffusion of indium
GaAs grown at low temperature is far more rapid than in
stoichiometric material.9 Data from Ref. 9 have been used
estimate the diffusion smearing of the InAs layers in o
investigated superlattices. We have found, however, that
indium diffusion lengths during annealing of the sample
determined by extrapolation of the data from Ref. 9, are s
eral times smaller than the estimates of nonplanarity~irregu-

23Faleev et al.



FIG. 4. Diffraction reflection curves for an InAs-GaAs superlattice grown at low temperature,~004! reflection, CuKa1 radiation.1! Experimental;2!
calculated. Calculated parameters of the structure:TSL5300 Å, TInAs53 Å.
larity! of the superlattice period according to data on the
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and crumbling of the InAs layers becomes more pronounced
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widths of thev–2Q interference patterns~cf. 6TSL in Table
I!. Such a striking difference is possibly associated with
different structure of the samples investigated in Ref. 9; th
the superlattice ~6-nm In0.2Ga0.8As--10-nm GaAs! was
grown at standard temperature, and a GaAs layer grow
low temperature on top of this superlattice was used as
source of gallium vacancies. In our situation, on the ot
hand, both the GaAs layers and the thin InAs layers w
grown at low temperature, which necessarily creates a h
density of vacancies and, accordingly, a large In-Ga inter
fusion coefficient.

The presence of a periodic deformation potential in
InAs-GaAs superlattice has a significant influence on
spatial distribution of the arsenic clusters formed dur
annealing.5 Electron microscope examinations have co
firmed that the thin InAs layers are cluster-accumulation c
ters. The formation of clusters tends to displace the indi
and crumble the thin InAs layers. This nonuniform crum
bling in combination with diffusive smearing probably a
counts for the experimentally observed, anneal-indu
changes in the rocking curves. It is obvious that the smea
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the higher the sample annealing temperature, as has in
been observed experimentally.

It is evident from the table that the concentrations
excess As and the thicknesses of the InAs layers in the p
odic structure, determined from a comparison of the para
eters of the rocking curves for the as-grown samples
samples annealed at 500 °C and 600 °C, are very close to
corresponding values obtained by x-ray spectral microan
sis. Nonetheless, it is important to note that to use the
rameters of the rocking curves for the sample anneale
500 °C in such an analysis yields somewhat underestim
values of the excess arsenic concentration. This discrepa
is attributable to the fact that after annealing at 500 °C
small part of the excess arsenic persists in atomic form
before, and the lattice parameter of such a material is so
what higher than in the stoichiometric material. Essentia
all the excess arsenic enters into clusters after annealin
600 °C, and the concentration of atomic arsenic is negligib
In this case the lattice constant is slightly smaller than in
stoichiometric material, because of the high density of g
lium vacancies and As clusters. According to our estima
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this deformation is approximately27.531025. Taking into
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account the indicated corrections, we can conclude that
concentration of excess As in our investigated InAs-Ga
superlattices is about 0.3%, the average InAs concentra
in the epitaxial films is 0.85%, and the average thickness
the InAs layers in the superlattice is 2.2860.02 Å.

CONCLUSIONS

The reported x-ray diffraction investigations have sho
that a 30-period InAs-GaAs superlattice grown by lo
temperature molecular-beam epitaxy is highly perfect
spite of the presence of 0.3 at.% excess arsenic. The I
layers in this superlattice have a thickness of approxima
one monolayer, and the irregularity of the period and
deviations from planarity of the layers do not exceed 1 n
A distinct, broad interference pattern closely approximat
the ideal pattern obtained from model calculations is
served on the rocking curves of the superlattice within
broad angular interval. The diffuse scattering intensity
small. An analysis of the x-ray diffraction data leads to t
conclusion that the bulk of the excess arsenic atoms trap
in the film during low-temperature epitaxy occupy sites
the cationic sublattice, forming antistructural AsGa defects.

In the course of annealing the excess arsenic forms c
ters, many of which accumulate in the thin InAs layers. T
formation of clusters tends to smear and degrade the ho
geneity of the InAs layers. In addition, the interdiffusion
indium, accelerated by a high density of native point defe
takes place during annealing of the InAs-GaAs superlatt
These phenomena attenuate the superlattice maxima in
25 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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do not contribute significantly at all to diffuse x-ray scatte
ing, which changes very little in annealing.

The authors are indebted to N. A. Bert and Yu.
Musikhin for the electron microscope data.
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ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS
Photoluminescence of cadmium telluride recrystallized by nanosecond pulsed laser
irradiation

V. N. Babentsov and N. I. Tarbaev

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 252028 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted January 28, 1997; accepted for publication February 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 32–35~January 1998!

The influence of nanosecond pulsed laser irradiation on the morphology and low-temperature
photoluminescence ofn-type CdTe at energy densities sufficient to melt the material
(0.2– 0.5 J/cm2) is investigated. After recrystallization the material has an ‘‘orange-peel’’
appearance. The low-temperature photoluminescence spectrum corresponds to low-grade single-
crystallinep-type CdTe containing a large number of dislocations and clusters of point
defects. The laser treatment has a long-range effect, significantly altering the impurity-defect
system in a way characteristic ofn→p conductivity conversion at distances greater than 50mm
from the site where laser radiation is absorbed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!00501-8#
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We have previously investigated the influence of puls
laser radiation with a relatively low pulse energy density~up
to 150 mJ/cm2! on the impurity-defect system of cadmiu
telluride.1,2 This type of laser beam can create new defects
anneal existing defects in a CdTe crystal, depending on
prior history of the sample and the pulsed lasing regime.

We have shown that before the CdTe melting thresh
~0.2–0.3 J/cm! is reached, a thin layer of amorphous tell
rium ~of thickness 10–20 nm! is formed on the surface of th
crystal, where it eventually crystallizes, producing a po
crystalline film. Beneath this film is a cadmium-deplet
layer of material extending to a depth of 30–40 n
and comprising nonstoichiometric CdxTe12x , where
x50.3– 0.5.

Situated beneath the nonstoichiometric cadmium te
ride is a layer of material in which a dislocation network
formed during stress relaxation.3 The low-temperature pho
toluminescence and electrical properties in this region di
substantially from the properties of the as-grown material
general, they exhibit a tendency to lower the conductiv
and to produce new bands in the low-temperature phot
minescence spectrum, which are associated with recomb
tion at complex defects such asnVCd or nVCd1MCd, where
n is the number of solitary vacancies, andM is a group-I
impurity. Here we report the results of an experimental stu
of the influence of nanosecond pulsed laser radiation on
morphology and low-temperature photoluminescence
n-type CdTe at power densities sufficient to melt the mate
(0.2– 0.5 J/cm2). We show that after recrystallization of th
material its surface layer loses its as-grown mirror qua
and acquires a morphology of the ‘‘orange-peel’’ type. T
low-temperature photoluminescence spectrum observed
corresponds to single-crystallinep-type CdTe with a high
content of dislocations and clusters of point defects.
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Samples ofn-CdTe were prepared by annealing undop
~specifically, without any special doping procedure! p-CdTe
wafers with a hole densityp,1015 cm23 at a temperature
Ta5500– 600 °C in an atmosphere of saturation cadmi
vapor in a sealed ampoule containing the sample an
weighed portion of cadmium.4

After the removal of the surface layer of the annea
wafer to a depth of 100–200mm by polishing in a solution
of bromine in methanol, the remaining wafer compris
n-type material uniformly doped in thickness with an ele
tron densityn5(2 – 5)31015 cm23.

The orientation of the wafers corresponded to the$111%
plane.

Prior to treatment the samples were placed on a ho
permitting them to be moved in a straight line perpendicu
to the direction of the laser beam at a ra
V5100– 200mm/s.

The pulsed-laser irradiation of the sample was p
formed at room temperature in air using a Nd:YAG las
~operating in the Q-switching regime at a repetition rate
10 Hz with a pulse duration of 20 ns and an emission wa
lengthl50.63mm! through a slit of width 80mm situated at
a distance of 50–100mm from the surface of the sample.

With the laser beam focused into a spot of diameter
mm, the given pulse repetition rate ensured conditions s
that each point of the sample was irradiated by 10–20 pu
at a specified rate of movement of the laser beam along
slit until a strip of the irradiated material was formed. Aft
one strip had been obtained, the slit was shifted in the p
allel direction by 100–200mm, and the treatment was re
peated. This procedure produced a series of alternating s
of irradiated and nonirradiated material.

After laser treatment the surface of the sample was
amined in an electron microscope~secondary-electron imag
contrast!. The low-temperature photoluminescence spec

260026-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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were then measured on them~at a temperatureT54.2 K!. To
obtain the spatial distribution of photoluminescence radiat
with a specified wavelength, the photoexcitation zo
~40-mW He-Ne laser beam,l5632.8 nm, focused into a
spot of diameter 50mm! was moved along the sample in th
direction perpendicular to the laser tracks in such a way a
keep the recorded emission at all times focused onto
entrance slit of the MDR-23 spectral instrument.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Surface morphology

Figure 1a shows secondary-electron micrographs of
surface of ap-type CdTe sample after laser irradiation. T
tracks, whose surfaces resemble orange peels, are form
a result of remelting of the material by the laser beam and
subsequent crystallization in air. Between them are track
the untreated surface of as-grown material, which have
tained their mirror finish. The treated and untreated tracks
the sample surface have widths of 80–120mm.

2. Low-temperature photoluminescence

Figure 2a shows the low-temperature photoluminesce
spectrum of as-grownn-type CdTe, which contains two ex
citon lines of comparable intensity in the coupled-excit

FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of secondary electrons in the electron mic
scope for the excitation of the surface of a laser-irradiatedn-type CdTe
sample~a! and intensities of the low-temperature photoluminescence ba
at 780 nm~b! and 840 nm~c! in scanning along the coordinatex in the
direction perpendicular to the strips of irradiated material.
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region: I1! line of excitons bound to neutral shallow accep
tors (LiCd,NaCd,CuCd,PTe); I2! line of excitons bound to
neutral shallow donors (Lii ,Nai ,Cui) ~Ref. 5!.

In the region of edge donor-acceptor~D-A! photolumi-
nescence the indicator ofn-type conductivity in CdTe is the
band with a maximum at 810 mn, which is associated wit
the phosphorus acceptor state PTe and is dominant in the
wavelength interval 800–820 nm~Ref. 4!.

After laser irradiation the photoluminescence spectrum
changes radically, not only in the zone of the remelted ma
terial ~orange-peel tracks!, but also between these zones~Fig.
2, spectra b and c!, i.e., where no remelting of the material
has occurred.

The main change in the spectrum of the remelted mat
rial in comparison with the as-grown material is a substantia
~20- to 40-fold! reduction in the radiation intensity in the
region of bound excitons and in the D-A emission region

-

ds

FIG. 2. Low-temperature photoluminescence spectra of CdTe. a! As-grown,
untreatedn-type material; b! area located half-way between tracks of laser-
treated material; c! recrystallized material with orange-peel surface mor-
phology.
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a new band of dominant intensity with a maximum at 8
nm, which is customarily assumed to be attributable to
combination at complex defects, including cadmium vac
cies and atoms of residual impurities of group I meta6

which is also induced by plastic deformation of the bu
material or by abrasive treatment of its surface.7 Most re-
markable in this regard is the total disappearance of th2

line from the spectrum, an event characteristic ofp-type ma-
terial.

Figures 1b and 1c show profiles of the intensity distrib
tion of the low-temperature photoluminescence bands in
vicinities of 840 nm and 780 nm, obtained by scanning
excitation spot perpendicular to the laser-formed tracks.

The spatial correlation of the extrema of the tracks in
cates the interaction of recombination mechanisms in th
bands.

Significant changes in the low-temperature photolum
nescence spectrum also take place in regions where the
terial has not remelted as a result of laser heating, i.e., w
the intensity of the I1 is a maximum.

At a point equidistant from adjacent remelted Cd
tracks the I2 line is essentially nonexistent in the photolum
nescence spectrum, and the D-A emission band at 810 n
no longer dominant in the interval 800–820 nm~Fig. 2, spec-
trum b!. The 804-nm band is dominant in the spectrum, a
typical of p-type material.4

We can therefore conclude from the analysis of the lo
temperature photoluminescence spectra that the laser he
of n-CdTe material enriched with excess cadmium atoms
the effect of predominantly eliminating cadmium from th
material and generating cadmium vacancies.

The same result has been obtained previously8 in mass-
spectrometer measurements of the composition of the flu
atoms ejected during the laser irradiation of cadmium te
ride. In the cited work it is shown that once a steady flux h
been established, the number of cadmium atoms in the flu
four times the number of tellurium atoms. Consequently,
surface layer of the laser-irradiated material is depleted
cadmium, and a film of amorphous tellurium is formed
the surface.

The cadmium vacancies formed in the surface layer
fuse into the depth and off to the sides of the laser-trea
parts of the material. These vacancies are filled with atom
residual group-I impurities, generating singly charged acc
tors, which inducep-type conductivity.

A ‘‘supersaturated solid solution’’ of cadmium vaca
cies condenses in the zones of remelted material, resultin
28 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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the one hand, this process lowers the quantum yield of ra
tive recombination and, on the other, produces a new 840
band, which is not observed in the photoluminescence of
as-grown, near-stoichiometric cadmium telluride.

Scanning of the photoluminescence excitation po
across the pulsed laser-irradiated strips shows that the e
of laser treatment is very far-reaching, and that it propaga
along the surface of the sample to distances greater tha
mm ~the intensity profiles of the I1 line and the 840-nm band
are shown in Fig. 1, graphs b and c!.

The large range to which the laser treatment extend
very difficult to explain by heat flow propagating from
nanosecond laser pulse. Probably more significant factor
the given situation are the diffusion of cadmium vacanc
and the active role of dislocations in this process@the dislo-
cation density is usually (0.5– 1.0)3105 cm22#.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that:
1! the laser recrystallization ofn-CdTe in air produces a

material having a low-temperature photoluminescence sp
trum characteristic of low-grade~many dislocations, twins
clusters of point defects, etc.! p-type cadmium telluride;

2! irradiation by nanosecond laser pulses has a lo
range effect; the change in the photoluminescence spec
at a point more than 50mm distant from the laser absorptio
site indicates a major modification of the impurity-defe
system, typical ofn→p conductivity conversion.
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Filling of dislocation levels in strong electric fields

Z. A. Veliev

Yu. G. Mamedaliev Nakhichevan State University of the Azerbaidzhan Republic, 373630
Nakhichevan, Azerbaidzhan
~Submitted March 18, 1997; accepted for publication May 30, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 36–37~January 1998!

The dependence of the filling factor for occupation of the energy levels of an edge dislocation by
electrons on the external electric field is investigated theoretically. An analytical relation is
derived for the filling factor. It is established that the dislocation filling factor decreases as the
electric field is increased. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00601-2#

1. One cause of the nonlinearity of the current-voltagewell correspond to negative values of the total energyuEu
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(I -V) curves of semiconductor crystals containing dislo
tions is the dependence of the filling factorf of the disloca-
tion electron levels on the external electric field. This dep
dence is attributable to the independent variations of
electron capture cross sections and the coefficient of ther
mal ionization of electronsb in the presence of an electri
field. As a result, the filling factorf in arbitrary electric fields
exhibits a complex dependence on the field strengthE .

Here we investigate the filling factor for occupation
the dislocation energy levels by electrons as a function of
electric field.

2. The steady-state dislocation filling factor is given
the equation

snn~0!~12 f !5b f . ~1!

Herev is the average electron velocity, andn(0) is the den-
sity of free electrons at the top of the dislocation barri
Consequently,

f 5@11b/snn~0!#21, ~2!

and the dependence ofs andb on E must be known in order
to find the electric-field dependence off .

For specific calculations of these quantities we adopt
edge-dislocation model proposed in Ref. 1, where the po
tial energy of the elastic field of the dislocations is taken in
account together with the electrostatic field:

U~r ,u!5U0 ln~R/r !2~Wb/r !cosu1 l Er cosu. ~3!

Here U052e2/«a, « is the dielectric constant of the sem
conductor, anda is the lattice period along the dislocation

W5G~122n!/~12n!,

G is the deformation potential constant,n is the Poisson
ratio, b is the dislocation Burgers vector, andR is the radius
of the Read cylinder of the charged dislocation. Equation~3!
is written in cylindrical coordinatesr ,u,z. The z axis is
aligned with the dislocation axis, and the electric field vec
is parallel to thex axis.

We also use the cascade trapping model develope
Ref. 2 to calculate the capture cross sections and the coef-
ficient of thermal ionizationb of electrons from the disloca
tion center. The potential well near a dislocation is distor
in an external electric field. The discrete energy levels in t
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<D. The quantity D is determined from the condition
]E/]r 50 for r 5r s(E), where

r s5U0@~114WbeE /U0
2!1/221#/2eE , ~4!

D52U0 ln$U0R@~114WbeE /U0
2!1/221#/2Wb%

1U0@11~4WbeE !/U0
2#1/2. ~5!

The final relations for the capture cross section and the
ization coefficient as functions of the applied field have t
form

s~j!5bS 2p\2

mkT D 3/2 @~D/kT!21m#m

vmm13/2U~3/2,m15/2,m!

3exp~ED /kT!, ~6!

b5
mU0

2Zs0
2

4l 0p\3 exp@2~ED2D!/kT# ln~Zs /a!. ~7!

Here U(x,y,z) is the Kummer hypergeometric function
m5(E /E0)2 is a parameter characterizing the degree of he
ing of electrons,

E05~6mkT!1/2~mG!2kT/pers2\4,

m is the electron mass,r is the density of the crystal,s is the
sound velocity in the crystal,

r s05Wb/U0 ;

ED is the depth of the dislocation level, the quantityl 0 is
related to the mean free pathl in scattering by acoustic
phonons by the equationl 05 l (kT/2ms2), andk is the Bolt-
zmann constant.

Substituting Eqs.~6! and~7! into ~2!, we obtain the fill-
ing factor in the form

f 511
2

nd
S mkT

2p\2D 3/2mmQS 3

2
,m1

5

2
,m D

@~D/kT!21m#m

3exp2 FED2ew~0!

kT G , ~8!

wherend is the density of bulk donors.
In the weak-field limit, when m!1 and

mmQ( 3
2,m1 5

2,m)→1 ~see Ref. 3!, Eq. ~8! assumes the cus
tomary form

290029-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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. ~9!
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whereh05kT ln(Nc /nd) is the unperturbed chemical pote
tial of electrons in the crystal, andNc is the effective density
of states.

In the strong-field limit,m@1, Eq. ~8! has the form

f 5H 11
1

2pnd
S mkTe

\2 D 3/2S 2

3D 3/4GS 3

4D
&

3expF2
ED2D

kT
1

3

2 S D

kTe
D 2

1
ew~0!

kT GJ 21

. ~10!

HerekTe5eE ld21 is the temperature of the electronic su
system in the electric field,d5ms2/kT is the quasielastic
scattering parameter, andG(x) is the gamma function.

It is evident from Eq.~10! that f decreases as the electr
field is increased. This behavior is attributable to the fact t
the depth of the dislocation well decreases in strong elec
fields. The ionization process therefore prevails over
trapping process, causingf to decrease.
30 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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have been derived on the assumptions thatkTe@D and
Te@T. To these inequalities we also need to a
1,r s(E)/ l !d21, which, on the one hand, is consistent wi
the cascade trapping model and, on the other, correspon
the dependence of the distribution function of dislocatio
bound electrons on their total energy.

We now estimate the domain of validity of Eqs.~9! and
~10! with respect to the electric field. For a Si crysta
a.5310210 m, m.2.4310231 kg, s.53103 m/s,
r.2.33103 kg/m3, G.10218 J, and E0.103 V/m at
T5300 K; i.e., Eq.~9! is valid for E!103 V/m, and Eq.
~10! is valid for E.103 V/m.

1V. B. Shikin and N. I. Shikina, Phys. Status Solidi A108, 669 ~1988!.
2V. N. Abakumov, I. N. Yassievich, and V. I. Perel’, Fiz. Tekh. Polupr
vodn.12, 3 ~1978! @ Sov. Phys. Semicond.12, 1 ~1978!#.

3Handbook of Special Functions@in Russian# ~Nauka, Moscow, 1978!, p.
321.
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Influence of the intensity of g irradiation on the photoluminescence of GaAs:Te

V. I. Dubovik, V. A. Bogdanova, N. A. Davletkil’deev, N. A. Semikolenova, and O. A.
Shutyak

Institute of Sensor Microelectronics, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences, 644077 Omsk, Russia
~Submitted May 5, 1997; accepted for publication May 26, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 38–39~January 1998!

The influence ofg irradiation (60Co) of various intensities (Pg'1.7– 7.5 kGR/h) on the
photoluminescence of GaAs:Te single crystals@n05(1.2– 2.331018 cm23# is investigated.
Together with the known photoluminescence impurity bands~hnmax'1.2 eV and/or
hnmax'1.35 eV! and edge band (hnmax'1.51 eV), new bands are also observed in the spectra at
hnmax'1.3 eV andhnmax'1.48 eV. The observed effects are attributed to radiation-
stimulated ordering of the donor impurity and deep impurity centers. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!00801-1#

A significant increase in the intensities of the photolumi-plex (VGaTeAs)VAs ~Ref. 4!. The subsequentg irradiation of
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nescence edge and impurity bands is observed in gal
arsenide crystals with critical concentrations (ncr) of a Te
donor impurity (3 – 431018 cm23).1 An additional band at
hnmax(90 K)'1.48 eV is observed simultaneously with th
photoluminescence edge band associated with h
temperature transitions of the ‘‘band-to-tail’’ type. This b
havior of the photoluminescence bands is assumed to b
tributable to defect ordering processes in the impu
sublattice.1

We have investigated the influence ofg rays of various
intensities on the photoluminescence of GaAs:Te single c
tals in the region of ‘‘precritical’’ free-carrier densities wit
a view toward exploring the feasibility of taking GaAs:T
into a state with an ordered distribution of impurity cente
Single crystals of GaAs:Te grown by the Czochrals
method1! with free-carrier densities n05(1.2– 2.3)
31018 cm23 were irradiated from a60Co g-ray source
(Eg51.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV, Pg'1.7– 7.5kGR/h,
Tirr5300 K!. Prior to photoluminescence recording, t
samples were ground~120–150mm!, polished, and etched in
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O ~3:1:1! polishing etchant.

The observation of an impurity band wit
hnmax(90 K)'1.3 eV and a shift of the photoluminescen
edge band toward the long-wavelength end w
hnmax(90 K)'1.48 eV in the photoluminescence spectru
of g-irradiated GaAs:Te crystals has been reported ear2

~Fig. 1!. The investigations showed that these bands app
in the photoluminescence spectra only at certaing-ray inten-
sities. They could not be detected in the photoluminesce
spectra of GaAs:Te crystals@n05(1.2– 1.431017 cm23# af-
ter high-power irradiation (Pg'4.6– 7.5 kGR/h). Reversible
changes in the intensities and positions of the peaks of
photoluminescence impurity and edge bands with an incre
in the absorbed dose ofg rays atPg'5.3 kGR/h were ob-
served for the first time in samples withn052.331018 cm23

~Fig. 2!.
We know1,3 that the composition of the dominant recom

bination centers changes in GaAs:Te crystals with dens
n051.4– 2.331018 cm23, and the impurity band with
hnmax(90 K)'1.2 eV (VGaTeAs) is replaced by a band with
hnmax(90 K)'1.35 eV, which is associated with the com
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these crystals stimulates radiative impurity ordering p
cesses. In fact, according to the impurity ordering model5 in
GaAs doped with a group-VI impurity, at critical donor de
sities (.331018 cm23) Coulomb interaction of~impurity
ions-native point defects! complexes and interaction throug
the deformation potential lead to ordering of the impur
sublattice. In the ordering region of the photoluminescen
spectra an additional band-to-band recombination spec
band withhnmax,Eg

opt of the bulk material is observed as
result of the formation of a miniband energy spectrum. T
emergence of the 1.3-eV and 1.48-eV bands in the phot
minescence spectra ofg-irradiated samples withn0,ncr is
attributable to the effective interaction of radiative Frenk
defects with deep impurity centers and to the correlative
distribution of the latter.

As a result ofg irradiation atT5300 K, Frenkel defects
are formed in both sublattices of the crystal:6

AsAs→Asi1VAs , ~1!

GaGa→Gai1VGa. ~2!

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra ofg-irradiated GaAs:Te,
n051.231018 cm23: 1, 18! 2.4 kGR;2, 28! 2.3 kGR; before~1, 2! and after
g-irradiation:18! 3.3 kGR~Pg'1.7 kGR/h;28! 38.1 kGR~Pg'5.3 kGR/h).

310031-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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It has been established6–8 that atT>300 K Asi is mo-
bile, andVAs is ‘‘frozen’’ up to T<500 K. Also mobile is
VGa formed ing irradiation.9 As a result, we haveVGa inter-
acting with a TeAs donor impurity, and Asi interacting with a
(VGaTeAs)VAs impurity center, thereby increasing the co
centration ofVGaTeAs complexes:

TeAs1VGa→VGaTeAs , ~3!

~VGaTeAs!VAs1Asi→VGaTeAs1AsAs . ~4!

On the other hand, the reaction of displacement of
interstitial impurity atom by a mobile Asi becomes possible
by virtue of the Watkins mechanism:

VGaTeAs1Asi→VGa1Tei1AsAs . ~5!

The relation between the values ofn0 , Pg , Dg , andTirr

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra ofg-irradiated GaAs:Te,
n051.231018 cm23, Pg'4.6 kGR/h. 1! Dg50; 2! Dg55 kGR; 3! 16
kGR; 4! 38.5 kGR;5! 46 kGR;6! 57 kGR;7! 99 kGR.
32 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
n

ing for the change in the intensities of the photoluminesce
bands. But the emergence of the band w
hnmax(90 K)'1.3 eV shows that both donor impurities an
deep impurity centers are actively drawn into the process
forming radiation defects. The specific form of the recom
nation centers responsible for this photoluminescence b
differs from bothVGaTeAs ~1.2 eV! and (VGaTeAs)VAs ~1.35
eV! and is dictated by the interaction of the indicated cent
with the mobile components of the reactions~1! and~2! and
also by the possibility of the formation of split interstitia
defects.10

1!The crystals were grown at the State Scientific-Research and Design
tute of the Rare Metal Industry~GIREDMET! in Moscow.
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Optical characteristics of 1.18-eV luminescence band complexes in n -GaAs:Sn „Si…:

ms
results of a photoluminescence study with polarized resonant excitation
A. A. Gutkin, M. A. Reshchikov, and V. E. Sedov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

T. Piotrowski and J. Pultorak

Institute of Electronics Technology, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland
~Submitted July 14, 1997; accepted for publication July 14, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 40–46~January 1998!

Experimental values of the polarization of the low-temperature luminescence from theVGaSnGa

andVGaSiGa complexes inn-GaAs under conditions of resonant excitation by polarized
light propagating along the@110# or @100# crystal axis are compared with expressions obtained in
the classical dipole approximation for defects with triclinic or monoclinic symmetry. It is
shown that the rotator fraction in the superposition of rotator and oscillator contributions to the
emission of the complexes is 17–18%. The direction of the axis of these dipoles, which
matches the experimental data, is consistent with the assumption that the effect of the donor on
the vacancy orbitals of a hole localized in the complex is lower than that of the Jahn–Teller
effect. The resulting symmetry of the complex may be monoclinic or triclinic. In either case,
deviation of the optical dipole axis of the complex from the dipole axis of an isolatedVGa

vacancy distorted as a result of the Jahn–Teller effect is lower for theVGaSnGa and VGaSiGa

complexes than forVGaTeAs complexes. This means that the effect of the donor on the
electron structure of theVGaTeAs complexes is greater than in theVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa complexes.
This correlates with the difference in the donor position in these complexes. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01001-1#
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It is well known that the photoluminescence band w
maximum near 1.2 eV inn-GaAs, associated with gallium
vacancy (VGa)—donor (D) complexes~Refs. 1 and 2!, can
be resonance-excited, i.e., as a result of optical transition
the electrons from the complexes into the conduction ban
to levels lying near its bottom.3–6 Qualitative regularities of
the polarization of this band in the case in which the lig
causing such transitions is polarized have led to the con
sion that the symmetry of the defects giving rise to its a
pearance in GaAs doped with Te, Sn, or Si is not higher t
monoclinic.4–6 A more detailed quantitative analysis of th
measurements of this polarization has been carried out
for GaAs:Te~Ref. 7!. In the present paper such an analys
which allows one to draw some conclusions about the deg
of correspondence of the phenomenological model con
ered in Ref. 6 with the properties of the defects and to e
mate some of their parameters, is carried out forVGaDGa

complexes in GaAs:Sn and GaAs:Si, which differ from co
plexes in GaAs:Te by the position of the donor. Results
studies of defects in materials with different donors are co
pared.

2. DISTORTIONS OF VGaDGa COMPLEXES

The initial positions of the components of the compl
(VGa and DGa) at the sites of the undistorted GaAs latti
correspond to monoclinic symmetry of the defect and can
characterized by the direction of thê110&-type axis that
joins these components. However, according to the mo
considered in Ref. 6, at least in the emitting state of
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surrounding them are displaced from the lattice sites in
ideal crystal because of the existence of a distortion ass
ated with the Jahn–Teller distortion ofVGa. This latter dis-
tortion is caused by the interaction of a hole, which is loc
ized in the emitting state of the complex on a vacan
orbital, with theF2-mode of the not-fully symmetric vibra
tions of the As atoms surrounding theVGa vacancy. For an
isolatedVGa vacancy, the interaction leads to trigonal sym
metry of the initially tetrahedral quasimoleculeVGaAs4 and
gives four equivalent configurations with different directio
of the ^111&-type trigonal axis. In order to allow a qualitativ
comparison with the experimental data, it was assumed
Ref. 6 that the splitting of the states of theVGa vacancy in the
tetrahedral crystal field exceeds their splitting due to
Jahn–Teller interaction and the influence of the donor.
this case, the Hamiltonian describing the interaction with
F2 mode and the influence of the donor in the basis of wa
functions of the typeZ, Y, X has the form

H5d8S 0 Q4 Q5

Q4 0 Q6

Q5 Q6 0
D

1S b* S a2
b

2 D S a2
b

2 D
S a2

b

2 D 2
b*

2
~a1b!

S a2
b

2 D ~a1b! 2
b*

2

D , ~1!

330033-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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F2 vibrations;Q4 , Q5 , andQ6 are the normal coordinate
which describe these vibrations and which transforms
spectively asX, Y, Z, and a, b, and b* are parameters
which describe the influence of the donor.

It can be assumed that the effect of the donor on
vacancy orbitals is less than that of the interaction with
F2 mode, as is the case forVGaTeAs complexes in GaAs~see,
e.g., Ref. 7!. This conclusion follows from a series of exper
mental data, in particular, the absence of visible alignmen
the distortions in the case of uniaxial pressures up to 10 k
along the@100# direction.6,8 and also from the proximity of
the positions of the photoluminescence bands for comple
involving different donors (TeAsSnGa,SiGa,SAs), while the
Jahn–Teller stabilization energy forVGaTeAs exceeds 200
meV ~Ref. 7!.

Accordingly, in first-order perturbation theory the influ
ence of the donor in the formation of theVGaDGa complex
leads to some change in the displacements of the atom
theVGaAs4 quasimolecule and the energies of the previou
equivalent configurations of this molecule.6 The directions of
the resulting displacement of theVGa vacancy in the complex
corresponding to these configurations are indicated by
rows in Fig. 1.

Jahn–Teller configurations2 and3 ~Fig. 1!, in which the
hole is localized mainly on the dangling bonds of atoms2
and 3, which are initially arranged symmetrically about th
donor, are equivalent. If they have lowest energy, then
application of moderate uniaxial pressure to the crystal al
the @111# direction under low-temperature conditions shou
lead to the destruction of the equivalency of these confi
rations in some of the complexes and to their nonequilibri
population~alignment of the distortions!. The latter circum-
stance should result in a stepped variation of the polariza
of the photoluminescence in the case of application
uniaxial pressure at low temperatures. Since such an e
has been observed experimentally in the excitation of co
plexes as the result of generation of electron–hole pairs
subsequent trapping of holes onto complexes~see, e.g., Ref.
6!, it was previously assumed that the indicated configu
tions of the complex have lowest energy.6,8 This corresponds
to b>0, a.2b/4 in the Hamiltonian~1! and triclinic sym-
metry of the complex.6 However, such a situation is possib
only under those conditions in which the potential of t
donor core has a minimum near atoms2 and 3 or can be
approximated by a potential of zero radius~a d-shape
potential!.9 Factors which could cause such behavior of
potential are unclear.

It is more natural to assume that the donor core poten
repelling the hole decreases monotonically with distance
this case, only one configuration has lowest energy for z
external deformation, and that is the one corresponding
localization of the hole on a dangling bond of the atom f
thest removed from the donor, atom4 ~Fig. 1!, which corre-
sponds tob,0, a.b/2 and monoclinic symmetry of the
complex.6 Due to the absence in the complex of equivale
configurations with lowest energy, variation of the directi
of distortion in certain groups of the complexes subjected
uniaxial pressure is possible only when this pressure c
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pensates for the increase in energy of the other config
tions under the influence of the donor. The stepped growt
the polarization of the photoluminescence band of
VGaSnGa and VGaSiGa complexes at 2 K and ;5 kbar pres-
sure in the@111# direction may be associated with such
alignment of the distortions of these complexes.6 The jump
in the polarization of this photoluminescence band near z
pressure6 should in this case be assigned to uncontrolla
defects that possess similar optical properties.1! However, di-
rect experimental evidence allowing one to choose betw
these two variants of the model is still lacking. We will a
cordingly analyze the results of photoluminescence meas
ments of complexes under conditions of resonant excitat
allowing for both possibilities. We note that monoclinic co
figuration 1, which corresponds to localization of a ho
mainly on the dangling bond of the atom nearest the don
atom 1 ~Fig. 1!, should have the highest energy, and the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of distortion of theVGa DGa complex.1–4—
numbers of the As atoms surrounding theVGa vacancy. The arrows indicate
the directions of the displacement of theVGa vacancy in configurations1–4.
X, Y, Z—coordinate system in whichQ4 , Q5 , Q6 transform. The inset
shows an example of reckoning of the anglesw, c, j for an optical dipole of
the complex in configuration2.
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structure of the complex corresponds to this configuratio
The total energies (Wi) of all the considered configura

tions of the emitting state of the complex, reckoned from
energy of the initialt2 state of theVGa vacancy, can be
expressed in first-order perturbation theory in terms of
parametersa and b with the help of the Hamiltonian~1!
~Ref. 6!

W152EJT12a,

W25W352EJT2
2

3
~a1b!,

W452EJT2
2

3
~a22b!. ~2!

HereEJT is the Jahn–Teller stabilization energy, which is

EJT5
2d82

3k
, ~3!

wherek is the elasticity coefficient of theF2 mode of the
vibrations.

In the same approximation, the generalized coordina
Qi0

(1) , Qi0
(2) , Qi0

(3) , Qi0
(4) ( i 54,5,6), which correspond to

these configurations, are

Q40
~1!5Q50

~1!5Q60
~1!52

EJT

d8
,

Q40
~2!52

EJT

d8
1

4a1b

6d8
, Q50

~2!5
EJT

d8
1

a22b

3d8
,

Q60
~2!5

EJT

d8
1

2a15b

6d8
;

Q40
~3!5Q50

~2! , Q50
~3!5Q40

~2! , Q60
~3!5Q60

~2! ;

Q40
~4!5Q50

~4!5
EJT

d8
1

2a2b

6d8
, Q60

~4!52
EJT

d8
1

2a2b

3d8
.

~4!

The projections of the equilibrium displacements of the
cancy from its site onto theX, Y, andZ axes of real space
are proportional respectively toQ40, Q50, andQ60. In the
case in which the influence of the donor is negligib
(a5b50), these displacements in each of the configu
tions extend along one of thê111& directions.

3. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE POLARIZATION OF THE SET OF
VGaDGa COMPLEXES IN GaAs

The photoluminescence polarization was determined
perimentally as in Refs. 4–7 in an orthogonal scheme
which the directions of the exciting and observed light flux
coincided respectively with the crystallographic axes@110#
and @001# ~the @110#–@001# scheme! or @100# and @010# ~the
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The direction of the electric field vector of the excitin
light was characterized, as in Ref. 7, by the angleh, reck-
oned from the axis perpendicular to the directions of excit
and recorded light fluxes. The degree of induced polariza
of the photoluminescence,r~h!, is defined by the ratio

r~h!5
I i~h!2I'~h!

I i~h!1I'~h!
, ~5!

whereI i(h) and I'(h) are the intensities of the photolum
nescence with electric field vector of the light wave para
and perpendicular to the axis from which the angleh is reck-
oned.

To analyze the experimental data, we calculater~h! in
the classical dipole approximation describing the opti
properties of the defect by a superposition of oscillator a
rotator which are incoherent with each other,11 as was done
for VGaTeAs complexes in Ref. 7. Such calculations are val
in general, for the analyzed centers and do not impose
restrictions on the relationship between the Jahn–Teller
fect and the influence of the donor.

As in Ref. 7, we assume that the relative contributions
the rotator~m! and oscillator (12m) to the absorption are
equal to their relative contributions to the emission, that
directions of the radiating and absorbing dipoles coinc
~single-dipole approximation!, and that the intensity of exci
tation is low, so that the stationary concentration of exci
defects is much lower than the concentration of defects w
definite orientation of the reference axis. In our study
consider only the case of low temperatures, where only c
figurations with lowest energy are realized in the grou
state of the complex, while in the excited state thermal em
sion by the complex of holes and reorientation of distortio
are impossible. The distribution of the complexes over p
sible orientations of the reference axis and over configu
tions with lowest energy is assumed to be uniform sin
polarization is not observed for nonresonant excitation.

Under these conditions polarization of the photolumin
cence under conditions of resonant polarized excitation
pends on the absolute values of the direction cosines (a,b,c)
of the optical dipole axis of the complex. According to Re
6 and 7, this axis is parallel to the displacement of theVGa

vacancy~Fig. 1!. For each of the configurations of the com
plex, we definea, b, c in the local Cartesian coordinat
system, whose axes are parallel to the^100& directions and
are chosen such that the projections of the displacemen
the vacancy on these axes in the absence of any influenc
the donor are positive~see the inset in Fig. 1!. The calcula-
tions show that the extremal values of the polarization
both experimental schemes correspond toh50° and 90°. In
this case, for the@110#–@001# scheme

35Gutkin et al.



r~h50!5r 5
4~a2b21a2c21b2c2!~122m!2

, ~6!

on
1 ~a21b212mc2!21~a21c212mb2!21~b21c212ma2!2

and for the@100#–@010# scheme

r~h50!5r25
@~a22b2!21~a22c2!21~b22c2!2#~122m!2

~a21b212mc2!21~a21c212mb2!21~b21c212ma2!2 , ~7!

andr(h590°)[0 for both cases. would expect. The distribution of the degree of polarizati
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The conditionaÞbÞc corresponds to triclinic centers
and the conditionb5cÞa, corresponds to monoclinic cen
ters. As can be seen from expressions~6! and ~7!, measure-
ment ofr(h50) in the two indicated experimental schem
allows one to determine the possible values ofm:

m5
1

2
2

6A~3r112r2!~32r2!2
1

2
~3r112r2!

42r122r2
. ~8!

For ease of visualization, it is convenient to express
direction cosinesa, b, c in terms of the anglesw and c,
which are defined in the same system of coordinates as
direction cosines for each configuration~see the inset in Fig
1!

a5sin w, b5cosw cos~45°1c!,

c5cosw sin~45°1c!. ~9!

Thus, substituting relation~9! into Eqs.~6! and~7! we obtain
a relation whichw andc should satisfy for known value o
the ratior1 /r2

cos2 w~4 sin2 w1cos2 w cos2 2c!5
4r1 /r2

3r1 /r212
. ~10!

This relation, as we will see in the next section, makes
possible to determine the region of possible values ofw and
c.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We investigated samples cut from several single crys
of n-type GaAs. Then-type GaAs:Sn single crystals wer
grown by the Czochralski method and had electron conc
trations from;631016 to ;1018 cm23. Then-type GaAs:Si
crystals were grown by the method of directional crystalliz
tion and had electron concentration;1018 cm23. In all the
samples a photoluminescence band with maximum near
eV associated with theVGaDGa complexes was observed
77 K. The excitation spectra of this band were similar
those observed earlier.5,6 Its polarization, induced by polar
ized resonant excitation, was investigated for the abo
indicated orientations of the crystal relative to the exciti
and observed light fluxes.

The degree of polarizationr (h50) increased from
zero as the photon energy of the exciting light (\vexc) was
decreased from;1.47 eV and for\vexc,1.38 eV essen-
tially ceased to depend on\vexc. The latter circumstance
indicates that only resonant excitation of the complexes
curs for\vexc,1.38 eV. In this caser(h590°)'0, as one
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r(h50) over the photoluminescence band for the cryst
with high donor concentration was uniform in the ener
range 1.1621.25 eV, where the signal was quite strong~Fig.
2!. The values ofr1 and r2 , measured in this range fo
\vexc,1.38 eV, were assumed to be characteristic of
investigated complexes; they are listed in Table I along w
the analogous values7 for the VGaTeAs complex in GaAs.2!

The values of the relative contribution of the rotator
the absorption and emission~m! @see Eq.~8!# corresponding
to these experimental values lie in the range 16– 18%.
region of possible angles defined by relation~10!, which
characterize the direction of the optical dipole axis of t
complex for the experimental values ofr1 /r2 listed in the
table, is plotted in Fig. 3 for the triclinic (cÞ0) and the
monoclinic (c50) configurations.

To further refine the possible values ofw and c, it is
necessary to allow for the fact that the influence of the Jah
Teller effect on the vacancy orbitals of a hole localized in t
investigated complexes exceeds that of the donor membe
the complex. This circumstance allows us, for qualitat
analysis and estimates, to use expressions obtained in
order perturbation theory in the quantitiesa/EJT andb/EJT

~see Sec. 2!. Below we analyze the experimental resu
within the framework of each of the two variants of th
structure of theVGaDGa complex indicated in Sec. 2, fo
which either the triclinic or the monoclinic configuration o
the complex is realized at equilibrium at low temperature

a! Complex with triclinic symmetry

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence and induced polarization spectra (r1) for
GaAs:Sn ~a! and GaAs:Si~b!. The donor concentration in the sample
;1018 cm23. T577 K. Photon energy of the exciting light for measureme
of the photoluminescence spectra—1.96 eV, and of the induced polariza
spectra—1.37 eV.
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TABLE I. Degree of polarization of the photoluminescence under conditions of resonant polarized excitation of the vacancy–donor complexes inn-GaAs and
possible values of the optical dipole parameters of these defects.
Complex r1 ~%! r2 ~%! r1 /r2 m

w andc
Possible values ofw andc

triclinic model monoclinic model

VGaSnGa 25–26 4.5–5 5.460.4 ;0.18 19°&w&35° w'19°
0°&c&18° c50

VGaSiGa 27–29 5–6 5.260.6 ;0.17 19°&w&35° w'19°
0°&c&18° c50

VGaTeAs ~Ref. 7! 27–29 8–9 3.360.3 ;0.16 - w'15°
c50
In this case configurations2 and 3 have minimum en-
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b! Complex with monoclinic symmetry

m
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ergy and it follows from Eqs.~4! that

a5sin w'S 12
4a1b

6EJT
D 1

)

,

b5cosw cos~45°1c!'S 11
a22b

3EJT
D 1

)

,

c5cosw sin~45°1c!'S 11
2a15b

6EJT
D 1

)

, ~11!

wherea andb should satisfy the inequalities6

b>0, 4a1b.0, a,b,EJT . ~12!

Calculations using expressions~10! and ~11! show that
conditions ~12! are satisfied for the experimental valu
r1 /r2'5.2 only for 19°&w&35° and the correspondin
values of c are positive~see Fig. 3!. The relative values
a/EJT and b/RJT , obtained by solving the three differen
possible pairs of Eqs.~11! for the above-indicated interval o
w values, differ slightly from each other because of the
proximate nature of the equations~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 3. Possible values of the anglesw andc corresponding to prescribed
values of r1 /r2 for complexes with triclinic symmetry.r1 /r2 : 1—4.6,
2—5.2,3—5.8. For complexes with monoclinic symmetry, the possible v
ues ofw correspond toc50.
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In this case configuration4 has minimum energy~Fig.
1!, c50, and it follows from Eqs.~4! that

a5sin w'S 12
2a2b

3EJT
D 1

)

,

b5c5
1

&

cosw'S 11
2a2b

6EJT
D 1

)

, ~13!

where the parametersa andb should satisfy the inequalities6

b<0, 2a2b.0, a,ubu,EJT . ~14!

Relation~10! givesw5619° andw5654°. Only the value
w519° satisfies conditions~13! and~14!. Thew-dependence
of the parameter (2a2b)/(6EJT), obtained separately from
the first and second equations in~13!, is plotted in Fig. 5. As
in the case of the triclinic complex, these values differ fro
each other for the experimental valuew'19°, because of the
approximate nature of Eqs.~13!.

The results which we obtained can be used to comp
the relative influence of the donor in theVGaSnGa, VGaSiGa,
and VGaTeAs complexes. For an isolated vacanc
(a5b5b* 50), which is subjected only to trigonal distor

-

FIG. 4. Values ofa/EJT and b/EJT corresponding tor1 /r255.2 in the
region of w values permissible for triclinic configuration of the comple
1–3—a/EJT , 4–6—b/EJT . 1,4;2,5;3,6—the three pairs of dependence
obtained by solving the three different pairs of equations in~11!.
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tion as a result of the Jahn–Teller effect, the optical dip
axis coincides with one of thê111& directions. Any devia-
tion of the optical dipole axis from this direction is due to th
influence of the donor; therefore, it is natural to estimate
strength of this effect from the absolute value of the anglj
between the optical dipole axis and the corresponding^111&
axis. The anglej is related to the anglesw and c by the
equation

cosj5
1

)

~& cosw cosc1sin w!. ~15!

Its absolute value for theVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa complexes in
the region ofc values and for the corresponding positivew
values~Fig. 3! is shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 also plots th
value ofj for VGaTeAs complexes~in the casec50!. It can

FIG. 5. Values of (2a2b)/6EJT for a complex with monoclinic symmetry.
The points indicate the values corresponding tor1 /r255.2 for the mono-
clinic configuration of the complex.1,2—two values obtained by solving
each of the two equations in~13!.

FIG. 6. Possible absolute values of the angle of deviation from the^111&
axis of the dipole axis of theVGaD complex corresponding to the directio
of the Jahn–Teller distortion of an isolatedVGa vacancy.1—VGaSnGa, 2—
VGaSiGa, 3—VGaTeAs . r1 /r2 : 1—5.2, 2—5.4, 3—3.3. w.0.
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value ofj is lower than forVGaTeAs complexes. This could
have been expected since the donor in theVGaTeAs complex
is located closer to the vacancy and its effect should the
fore be greater.

5. CONCLUSION

The analysis carried out above of the 1.2-eV photolum
nescence band of GaAs:Sn and GaAs:Si crystals with do
concentrations;1017– 1018 cm23 at low temperatures unde
conditions of resonant polarized excitation shows that
sorption and emission of light by the complexes respons
for this band is approximated in the classical single-dip
approximation by a superposition of a rotator and an osci
tor in which the rotator fraction is;17– 18%. The direc-
tions of the axes of these dipoles matching the experime
polarization values can be chosen such that they corresp
to the model of theVGaDGa complex, assuming on the bas
of a number of other experimental results that the influe
of the donor on the vacancy orbitals of a hole localized
the defect is small in comparison with that of the interacti
of this hole with theF2 mode of the vibrations of the initially
tetrahedral complex~the Jahn–Teller effect!.6 From this
standpoint, the experimental results can be explained in
case in which the minimum total energy of the defect cor
sponds to one configuration of the complex with monoclin
symmetry and in the case in which it corresponds to t
equivalent configurations of triclinic symmetry. In both cas
the deviation of the optical dipole axis of the complex fro
the^111&-type axis, which corresponds to the direction of t
dipole axis of an isolated vacancy distorted as a result of
Jahn–Teller effect, is smaller for theVGaSnGa and VGaSiGa

complexes than for theVGaTeAs complexes. This means tha
the influence of the donor on the vacancy orbitals is grea
for VGaTeAs than forVGaSnGa andVGaSiGa. This is in quali-
tative agreement with the difference in the position of t
donor relative to the vacancy in these complexes.

1!We are grateful to Prof. G. D. Watkins, who suggested this explana
and indicated that just the configuration considered in this case is rea
in many similar vacancy–donor pairs in II–VI semiconductors~see Ref. 10
and the references cited there!.

2!For then-GaAs:Sn samples with donor concentration less than 1017 cm23

a weak dependence ofr1 on \vPL was observed; however, the values
r1 for \vPL'1.2 eV lie in the limits indicated in the table. The maximu
of the photoluminescence band of these samples was shifted toward sh
wavelengths by;20 meV.

1E. W. Williams, Phys. Rev.168, 922 ~1968!.
2S. Y. Chiang and G. L. Pearson, J. Lumin.10, 313 ~1975!.
3I. A. Buyanova, S. S. Ostapenko, and M. K. She�kman, Fiz. Tverd. Tela
27, 748 ~1985! @Sov. Phys. Solid State27, 461 ~1985!#.

4N. S. Averkiev, A. A. Gutkin, E. B. Osipov, M. A. Reshchikov, V. E
Sedov, and V. R. Sosnovksi�, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.25, 50 ~1991! @Sov.
Phys. Semicond.25, 28 ~1991!#.

5A. A. Gutkin, M. A. Reshchikov, and V. R. Sosnovksi�, Fiz. Tekh. Polu-
provodn.27, 1516~1993! @Semiconductors27, 838 ~1993!#.

6A. A. Gutkin, M. A. Reshchikov, and V. E. Sedov, Fiz. Tekh. Polupr
vodn.30, 1123~1996! @Semiconductors30, 595 ~1996!#.

7A. A. Gutkin, M. A. Reshchikov, and V. E. Sedov, Fiz. Tekh. Polupr
vodn.31, 1062,~1997! @Semiconductors31, 908 ~1997!#.
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Intrinsic defect states in PbTe single-crystal films grown by laser-modulated epitaxy

cts
S. V. Plyatsko

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted March 5, 1997; accepted for publication May 15, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 47–49~January 1998!

The electrical properties of PbTe/KCl~KBr! layers grown by infrared-laser-modulated epitaxy and
their dependences on conditions of fabrication~power density of the laser beamW,
substrate temperatureTs! have been investigated. It is established that theRH(T) dependences
can be explained within the framework of a two-level model in which one of the levels
(Ed1) is in the conduction band and the second levelEd2 is in the band gap. The positions of
the energy levels and their density of states depend on the conditions of growth. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00212-3#

The problem of intrinsic defects in PbTe, both in bulk not doped in this case, the novel electrically active defe
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single crystals and in thin films, is not a new one, it h
nevertheless been studied insufficiently. In addition, in fil
the solution of this problem is complicated by the prese
of dislocations of a different nature and deformation fiel
which can lead to the appearance of new energy states a
shift of the known states under the action of mechan
stresses, especially in the case of hetero-epitaxial growt
is quite clear that the variety of methods of epitaxial grow
used today introduces into this problem the same variety
characteristic features in the behavior of the intrinsic po
defects and their energy states.

In the present study PbTe/KCl~KBr! films were grown
by laser-modulated epitaxy~LME!. The target was sputtere
by an infrared laser beam which was interrupted by a m
chanical modulator. The lasing time wastpulse5331023 s
with pulse repetition frequencyf 520 Hz. The radiation was
introduced with the help of an optical system and a focus
system into a vacuum chamber with residual vapor pres
P5131026 Torr. Laser-modulated epitaxy has the capab
ity of monitoring the thickness of the growing layers, th
substrate temperature, and monitoring and controlling
power density of the laser radiation. As the target–source
used a stoichiometric PbTe single crystal with free hole c
centrationp775(325)31018 cm23 and mobility m7751.2
3104 cm2/~V•s!. The source completed a rotationa
translational motion during the epitaxy process, which p
vented crater formation and any change in the scatter
gram of the sputtered material.

From the analysis which we made of the depende
of the electrical properties on the conditions of growth
PbTe/KCl films by laser-modulated epitaxy it is clear th
these properties are determined by electrically active def
of a different kind, which arise in the films during the
growth. Depending on the growth temperature, for cons
power density of the laser beam at the targ
W58.53104 W/cm2 for the substrate temperature in th
neighborhood ofTs5270 °C an inversion of the type of con
ductivity n→p is observed, followed by the reverse inve
sion p→n when the epitaxy temperature reach
Ts5330 °C. Further increase of the substrate temperaturTs

leads to an increase of the electron concentration with a
dency toward saturation atTs.400 °C. Since the films were
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arising in the layers are intrinsic and depend, as experime
studies have shown, on the growth temperatureTs and the
laser power densityW.

Figure 1 plots the temperature dependence of the H
constant for PbTe/KCl~KBr! films grown under different
conditions. It can be seen that these different depende
differ substantially from one other and also from the cor
sponding dependences of films grown by conventional me
ods.

In the region of low epitaxy temperatures 80<Ts

<270 °C for constant power density (W58.53104 W/cm2)
of the laser beam at the target, an activation segmen
present in the dependenceRH(T), which is associated with
the ionization of local states in the conduction band~Fig. 1,
curve1!. Increasing the epitaxy temperature alters the ch
acter of this dependence~curves2, 3, and5!. In the interme-
diate temperature region (270<Ts<330 °C), wherep-type
conductivity is observed, as the hole concentration is var
one observes the usual shift of the inversion temperature
p-PbTe fromTinv5120 to 330 K, and in the remaining curv
the dependence ofRH(T) is of the usual form~Fig. 1, curve
4!.

In the region of low substrate temperaturesTs the con-
centration of donor centers, whose level is located in
conduction band, increases with increasing pow
density at the target and atW5105 W/cm2 reaches
Nd15131019 cm23.

Together with a change in the concentrationNd1 , raising
the epitaxy temperature results in the appearance and gr
of the concentration of donor centersNd2 , whose level at 0
K is located in the band gap. Note that the donor centersNd2

are also present for low growth temperatures~Fig. 1, curve
5!; however, their concentration does not exce
Nd2<1015 cm23; therefore, the levelE2 is barely seen even
at the lowest current-carrier concentrations.

In the region of epitaxy temperatures insignificantly e
ceeding the temperature of the second inversionp→n
(Ts>330 °C) inRH(T) for n-PbTe, bothE1 andE2 contrib-
ute to the conductivity~Fig. 1, curve2!. With growth ofTs,
the density of states at the levelE1 falls, but at the levelE2

it grows ~Fig. 2!, which also affects the behavior of the Ha
constantRH(T).

400040-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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An analysis of the experimental data on the Hall effe
based on the two-level model under the assumption that
form of the wave functions for both levels is ofs-type, gave
the level positionsE150.075 eV andE2520.055 eV at
T50 K. The changes in the level positionsE1 andE2 with
temperature are dE1 /dT5(4.560.5)31024T and
dE2 /dT5(3.560.7)31024T, respectively. The energ
level positionE1 also depends on the density of states at t
level ~Fig. 3!, which in turn grows with increasing powe
density of the laser beam at the target. Such a dependen
the level position on the density of states at it for IV–V
compounds is unusual. Lead telluride is characterized b
large dielectric constant («>400); therefore, the wave func
tions of the defect states up toN52 at. % overlap weakly,
but the localization radius cannot noticeably exceed one
two unit cells; i.e., the wave functions of the impurity defe
states are localized in a region on the order of 10–15 Å
the case of wave-function overlap the energy of the level w
be lowered relative to the band, of which it is a detach
state. In our case the density of states at the level is sig

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient of PbTe fi
grown under different conditions. The points correspond to experiment
dashed line is the envelope experimental points, the solid lines were c
lated.1—n-PbTe/KCl,W55.03104 W/cm2, Ts5150 °C;2—n-PbTe/KCl,
W58.53104 W/cm2, Ts5335 °C; 3—n-PbTe/KCl,W58.53104 W/cm2,
Ts5400 °C; 4—n-PbTe/KCl, W58.53104 W/cm2, Ts5300 °C; 5—
p-PbTe/KBr,W53.53104 W/cm2, Ts5150 °C.
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cantly lower than 1020 cm23; therefore, one cannot speak o
wave-function overlap.

In our opinion, such behavior ofE1 with increasing
power density of the laser beam at the target–source
result of the fact that the lead ion as a result of the way
which it is built into the lattice occupies an interstitial si
and thereby creates a local deformation. In the case o
uniform lead distribution in the lattice the excited elas
fields are proportional to the point defect concentration.1,2 In
films prepared at low epitaxy temperatures, the strains ca
significant in contrast to films and crystals grown at hi
temperatures, where the strains are essentially completel

s
e
u-

FIG. 2. Dependence of the densities of statesNd1 and Nd2 on the epitaxy
temperature of PbTe/KCl films forW58.53104 W/cm2 ~curves1 and 2,
respectively!.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the energy level positionE1 on the density of states
Nd1 at 0 K.
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trical properties.
An increase in the elastic deformation entails a chang

the energy positions of the defect levels, as is confirmed
experiment. A similar shift of the defect levels in bulk sing
crystals of PbSnTe takes place when the crystals are irr
ated by infrared laser radiation, upon which a change in
current-carrier concentration takes place due to a redistr
tion of the point defects in the ‘‘cold’’ matrix in the field o
the electromagnetic wave of the laser radiation.3–5 This pro-
cess gives rise to elastic fields which cause the level of
intrinsic defects to change its energy position.

Regarding the charge state of interstitial lead, we n
that no previous study touching on this question has give
concrete answer. But despite this fact, the opinion remain
the literature that interstitial lead is found in the sing
charged state. However, electron-spin resonance experi
at liquid-helium temperatures have not confirmed this sup
sition. Therefore, in our opinion, lead, like manganese a
europium, at regular lattice sites and at interstitials, is fou
in the doubly charged state,5 and does not show up in th
electron spin resonance for this reason.

The origin of the level in the band gap is probably a
tributable to tellurium vacancies. However, it should
42 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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by the condensation temperature, but also by peculiaritie
the growth of the films under conditions far from equilib
rium, which are realized when using laser radiation to spu
semiconductor target–sources.

In summary, the electrical properties of layers grown
dielectric substrates when using a modulated infrared la
beam to sputter the PbTe source material, are determ
mainly by the electrically active, intrinsic point defect
whose concentration and the energy positions of the co
sponding levels are determined by the power density of
laser beam at the target and by the epitaxial growth temp
ture.

1 Prusin, J. Appl. Phys.32, 1876~1961!.
2V. A. Panteleev and V. A. Murav’ev, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.19, 682
~1977! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.19, 395 ~1977!#.

3F. F. Sizov, S. V. Plyatsko, and S. D. Darchuk, Infrared Phys.27, 249
~1987!.

4Yu. S. Gromovo�, L. A. Korovina, S. V. Plyatsko, F. F. Sizov, S. D
Darchuk, and S. A. Belokon’, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.24, 250 ~1990!
@Sov. Phys. Semicond.24, 152 ~1990!#.

5Yu. S. Gromovoj, S. V. Plyatsko, and F. F. Sizov, Mater. Lett.8, 11–12,
495 ~1989!.

Translated by Paul F. Schippnick
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Manganese-related recombination centers in epitaxial GaAs grown from a bismuth melt

ril-
K. S. Zhuravlev, T. S. Shamirzaev,* and N. A. Yakusheva

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 630090
Novosibirsk, Russia
~Submitted April 1, 1997; accepted for publication May 15, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 50–56~January 1998!

The photoluminescence properties of heavily doped GaAs:Mn layers grown for the first time by
liquid-phase epitaxy from a bismuth melt have been studied. Manganese-related centers of
radiative and nonradiative recombination, in addition to the manganese substitutional acceptors
~manganese replacing gallium!, have been observed in this material. It is found that the
concentrations of both centers increase with the doping level. A radiative recombination center
with strong electron–lattice coupling has been observed for the first time. We believe
that the high concentration of this new center may be a result of the growth method used. The
ionization energy of this center is found to be equal to 41 meV. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00312-8#
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Manganese in GaAs, where it replaces gallium ato
(MnGa), creates an acceptor with a deep level.1–11 The ion-
ization energy of this acceptor, found from electrical1–3 and
optical2,4–11 measurements, is approximately equal
100 meV, which makes manganese-doped gallium arsen
promising material for infrared photodetectors.12 To increase
the sensitivity of such detectors, it is necessary to incre
the doping level and lower the concentration of backgrou
impurities and defects, which function as recombination c
ters that decrease the lifetime of the holes and, as a co
quence, lower the sensitivity of the detector.12

Previously it was shown that using bismuth as the s
vent when growing GaAs by liquid epitaxy allows one
obtain layers with a low concentration of background imp
rities and defects13,14 and a high concentration of impuritie
built into the gallium sublattice,15 which gives hope of ob-
taining by this method GaAs layers with high MnGa acceptor
concentration and low concentration of unintentionally int
duced recombination centers.

In the present paper we examine the photoluminesce
of GaAs:Mn layers obtained by liquid-phase epitaxy from
bismuth melt, with the aim of revealing the recombinati
centers formed in GaAs due to strong manganese dopin

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Epitaxial layers were grown from a bismuth melt o
semi-insulating GaAs~100! substrates in the temperature i
terval from 700 to 640 °C by the technique described ear
in Ref. 13. The manganese content in the liquid phase (XMn)
was varied from 431025 to 131022 atomic fractions. The
thickness of the layers was 8–10mm. All the manganese
doped GaAs layers grown under similar conditions h
electron-type conductivity. The concentration of free char
carriers in the investigated layers was determined from
Hall constant measured by the van-der-Pauw method.
Hall scattering factor forn-type layers was assumed equal
unity, and for thep-type layers was set equal to 2.66
accordance with calculations carried out in Ref. 16 based
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louin zone of light and heavy holes. Values of the conce
trations of free charge-carriers are given in Table I as a fu
tion of the manganese content in the melt. Station
photoluminescence spectra were measured on a setup b
on an SDL-1 double monochromator with 600 rulings/m
gratings~focal length 600 mm, spectral resolution no wor
than 0.2 meV!. Photoluminescence was recorded by a ph
tomultiplier with anS1 photocathode working in the photon
counting regime. To excite photoluminescence we use
He–Ne laser with the power density set equal to 100 W/cm2.
When measuring the temperature dependences, the acc
of the temperature setting was60.5 K.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Photoluminescence spectra of GaAs layers with differ
doping levels, measured at 4.2 K, are shown in Fig. 1. T
spectrum of the intentionally undoped layer is dominated
the lines due to exciton recombination (X), and the lines of
recombination through the shallow acceptor levels (e/D,A).
A line is also present in this spectrum with energy position
its maximum equal to 1.408 eV, accompanied by phon
echoes, which is associated with recombination of noneq
librium charge carriers through the levels of the backgrou
manganese acceptor~e, Mn!,5,7 1! as well as a line due to
recombination through the GaAs defect levels.18 The intensi-
ties of these lines are more than two orders of magnit
lower than the intensities of the exciton lines, indicating
low concentration of manganese and GaAs defects in the in-
tentionally undoped layer. In the photoluminescence spe
of the doped layers the~e, Mn! line dominates. As the dop
ing level is increased, its full-width at half-maximum
~FWHM! varies from 5 meV in layer 2~numbering of the
layers as in Table I! to 23 meV in layer 8. A shoulder is
observed on the high-energy limb of this line, indicated
the figure by the arrow. The presence of a shoulder indica
that the~e, Mn! line is strongly overlapped by an unknow
line, which we denote as lineD. With continued growth of
the manganese concentration, the shoulder on the~e, Mn!
line shows up more distinctly, testifying to the growth of th

430043-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I.

op
or

tem-
relative intensity of theD line. It can also be seen from Fig
1 that the total photoluminescence intensity and the inten
of the exciton lines fall abruptly as the doping level is i
creased. This indicates the formation in GaAs:Mn of non
diative recombination centers, whose concentration gro
with increase of the doping level.

The photoluminescence spectra of layer 2 are show
Fig. 2 for different measurement temperatures. It can be s
from the figure that the spectra are modified as the temp
ture is raised. Lines associated with exciton recombina
disappear and an interband recombination line (BB) appears.
The intensity of the~e, Mn! line and its phonon echoes d

N fi. Sample XMn , at. frac.

p0(n0) cm23

77 K 295 K

1* A15-1 0 2.031014 2.131014

2 MC4-3 4.5331025 9.331013 7.531017

3 MC4-2 2.1831024 6.631014 2.131018

4 MC4-1 5.5331024 1.431015 2.931018

5 MC1 5.8931024 1.331015 2.831018

6 MC2 6.2231024 1.431015 2.931018

7 MC5-3 2.9031023 1.931015 5.831018

8 MC5-2 9.5831023 4.031014 2.431018

Remark.* sample ofn-type conductivity.

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of GaAs : Mn layers with different d
ing levels, measured at 4.2 K. The number labeling each spectrum c
sponds to the layer numbers in the table.
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minish, and theD line begins to dominate in the photolum
nescence spectra. It can be seen from the photoluminesc
spectrum at 110 K~the temperature at which theD line
shows up the most distinctly! that this line has Gaussia
shape and its FWHM is equal to 150 meV. As the tempe
ture is raised, this line shifts toward lower energies; howev
this shift is not described by the law
\v(T)5Eg(T)2E10.5•kT ~whereEg is the width of the
band gap,E is the binding energy of the charge carrier to t
recombination center, andk is the Boltzmann constant!,
which is valid for lines due to recombination through leve
of impurity centers not bound with the lattice,19,20 e.g., for
the ~e, Mn! line.21 The Gaussian shape, large line width, a
the temperature dependence of the energy of the maxim
all indicate that theD line is associated with transition
through levels of a center strongly bound with the crys
lattice,19,20,22which we denote as theR center.

The temperature dependence of the intensity of the
terband recombination line and of the total intensity of t
strongly overlapping linesD and ~e, Mn!2! for layers 2 and
7, having different doping levels, is shown in Figs. 3a a
3b. It is clear from Fig. 3a that the intensity of the interba
recombination line in the spectra of layer 2 falls as the te
perature is increased from 10 to 110 K and grows expon
tially with a slope of 2062 meV as the temperature is raise

-
re-

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of layer 2, measured at different
peratures.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the interband recombination line intensity~1! and total intensity of the~e, Mn! andD lines ~2!: a—for layer 2, b—for
layer 7.
further. The total intensity of the~e, Mn! and D lines re-
m

the temperature is raised from 60 to 110 K. At higher tem-
ines
pe
mains essentially constant as the temperature is raised fro
to 60 K and falls exponentially with a slope of 4762 meV as

45 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
5peratures the decrease of the total intensity of these l
slows down and is described by an exponential with slo

45Zhuravlev et al.
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the temperature dependence of the line intensities in the
toluminescence spectrum changes. As can be seen from
3b, the intensity of the interband recombination line in t
spectrum of layer 7 remains constant at temperatures fro
to 60 K, but as the temperature is raised from 60 to 295 K
grows exponentially by more than two orders of magnitu
with a slope of 4162 meV. The total intensity of the~e, Mn!
and D lines in this layer is essentially independent of te
perature.

The activation energies of thermal quenching of the to
intensity of the~e, Mn! andD lines in the investigated layer
are substantially lower than the thermal activation energy
quenching of the individual~e, Mn! line, determined in Refs
2, 7, and 8, and, consequently, the main contribution to
total intensity of these lines at temperatures above 60 K
due to theD line.

4. DISCUSSION

It is clear from the experimental data that in strong
manganese-doped GaAs layers obtained by liquid-phase
itaxy from a bismuth melt, in addition to a substitution a
ceptor, at least two additional centers are formed, one
which is a radiative recombination center, and the othe
nonradiative recombination center.

The nonradiative recombination centers, which appea
GaAs upon strong manganese-doping, were observed ea
in material grown by molecular-beam epitaxy.11 At the same
time, the strongly lattice-boundR center is observed in GaA
:Mn here for the first time and the high concentration
these centers is apparently due to the method of prepara
of the layers. It should be noted that the growth of the re
tive intensity of theD line in the photoluminescence spect
measured at 4.2 K with increase of the doping level indica
that the concentration of theR centers increases with increa
ing manganese concentration faster than the MnGa concentra-
tion. This gives grounds to believe that theR center is a
complex consisting of components whose concentration
creases with increasing doping level. Such components
be manganese atoms as well as intrinsic point defects o
GaAs lattice. An unambiguous determination of the make
of this center requires additional study.

An analysis of the experimental data within the fram
work of the Shockley–Reed–Hall model23 allowed us to de-
termine the binding energy of the holes3! at the R center
(ER).

The standard procedure for determining the binding
ergy of the charge carrier (E) to the recombination center i
to fit the experimental temperature dependence of the in
sity I (T) of the photoluminescence line associated with
recombination center by a calculated dependence, which
follows from the model in Ref. 23, can be written in the for

I ~T!5]n•p•N/@~Cn•]n1Cp•p!/~Cn•Cp!

1~A/Cn!exp~2E/kT!#, ~1!

where p5p01]p is the total concentration of equilibrium
and nonequilibrium holes,]n is the concentration of non
equilibrium electrons,N is the concentration of centers,Cn
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and Cp are the coefficients of electron and hole capture b
the recombination center,E is the binding energy of a hole at
the center, andA is a constant.

To simplify Eq. ~1!, we divided the expression for the
intensity of the photoluminescence line associated with th
recombination centerR into an expression for the intensity of
the interband recombination line, which is proportional to th
electron and hole concentrations in the allowed bands, fro
which we derived the formula

I ~T!/I BB~T!5~N/B!/~]n/Cp1p/Cn1~A/Cn!

3exp~2E/kT!!, ~2!

whereB is the interband recombination coefficient.
It is clear from Eq.~2! that to calculateI (T)/I BB(T) it is

necessary to know the temperature dependence of the co
ficients of charge-carrier capture by the recombination cent

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the total intensity of the~e,
Mn! andD lines to the interband recombination line intensity: a—for layer
2, b—for layer 7.
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FIG. 5. Possible models of the configuration c
ordinates: a! for the R centers, and b! for the
MnGa centers. The vertical axis plots the sum
the electron energy and the vibrational energy
the center, and the horizontal axis plots the co
figuration coordinate. The states of the syste
center1electron are: I—electron in the valenc
band, II—electron trapped at a center, III—
electron in the conduction band.Eg andEMn are
the hole binding energy to theR and MnGa cen-
ters, respectively;\v is the energy at the maxi-
mum of the lines associated with recombinatio
through the levels of these centers.Qn andQ1 are
the configuration coordinates of the position o
vibrational equilibrium for the center without an
electron and for the center having captured
electron, respectively. Emission of a hole from
center in the given model is equivalent to captu
of an electron from that center.
and the temperature dependence of the free electron and hole
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concentrations. It is well known that with increase of t
temperature, the charge-carrier capture coefficients can
crease according to a power law,24 grow exponentially,24,25

or remain constant.25 The temperature dependence of char
carrier capture by the recombination centers present in
investigated material is not known to us, and to simplify t
calculations we disregarded the temperature dependenc
these coefficients. The hole concentration in the GaAs:
layers in the temperature range from 77 to 295 K, as w
shown in Refs. 1, 3, and 16, grows exponentially with slo
110 meV. The values we obtained for the free-hole conc
trations for the GaAs:Mn layers at 77 and 295 K coinci
with the values derived from the expressio
p0}exp(2110 meV/kT), and, since in this temperatur
rangep'p0 , we used this expression to describe the te
perature dependence of the hole concentration in the Ga
Mn layers. In the temperature interval where the ra
I (T)/I BB(T) decreases, the value of the sum of ter
p/Cn1(A/Cn)exp(2E/kT) ~which grow as the temperatur
is increased! in the denominator of expression~2! exceed the
value of the term]n/Cp ; consequently, in the determinatio
of the value ofE it is possible to ignore this term and rewri
Eq. ~2! as follows:

I ~T!/I BB~T!5~N/B!/~p/Cn1~A/Cn!exp~2E/kT!!.
~3!

The experimental temperature dependence of the rati
the total intensity of theD and~e, Mn! lines to the intensity
of the interband recombination line for layers 2 and 7
plotted in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively.

Fitting Eq. ~3! to these dependences in the temperat
region above 80 K, where the main contribution to the to
intensity comes from theD line, showed that the value of th
binding energy of the hole to theR center,ER , is the same in
both layers and equal to 4162 meV.
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first glance contradicts the available experimental data.
spite the fact that the binding energy of the holes to
center responsible for theD line is more than two times
smaller than the binding energy of the holes to the acce
MnGa, when the temperature is increased theD line begins to
quench out at higher temperatures than the~e, Mn! line. In
addition, the energies of the maxima of these two lines
sentially coincide.

To shed light on the reason for this apparent contrad
tion, we analyzed expression~2!. It is clear from this expres-
sion that the temperature~Q!, at which the intensity of the
photoluminescence line associated with the recombina
center begins to decrease abruptly, is determined by the
lation between the coefficients of electron and hole capt
by this center. Indeed, the photoluminescence line inten
decreases abruptly, beginning with the temperature at wh
the sum of the terms that increase with increasing temp
ture in the denominator of expression~2! becomes equal to
the term]n/Cp :

]n/Cp5p/Cn1~A/Cn!exp~2E/kQ!. ~4!

Substituting in Eq.~4! the values of the binding energy of th
holes to theR center and the MnGa center and the free-hole
concentration, which can be written in the for
p5A@(NMn2Nd)/Nd#exp(2110 meV/kQ) ~Ref. 16!, where
NMn is the concentration of the MnGa acceptors andNd is the
concentration of the compensating donors, we can rew
this formula for theR center as

Cn /Cp5~A/]n!$@~NMn2Nd!/Nd#exp~2110 meV/kQ!

1exp~241 meV/kQ!% ~4a!

and for the MnGa center as

Cn /Cp5~A/]n!~NMn /Nd!exp~2110 meV/kQ!. ~4b!
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3!The available data do not allow us to determine the types of centers;
therefore, we make the type of charge carrier specific.ER is the binding
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the D line in Eqs.~4a! and ~4b!, which, as is evident from
Fig. 3, is approximately equal to 60 K, shows that t
(e, Mn! line quenches at a lower temperature if the ra
Cn /Cp for the R center exceeds the corresponding ratio
the MnGa center by more than three orders of magnitude

The coincidence of the energies at maximum for
lines associated with transitions through the levels of cen
with substantially different charge-carrier binding energ
can be explained within the framework of the model of co
figuration coordinates, which is used to treat the thermal g
eration and capture of charge carriers.24,25 Possible configu-
ration diagrams for theR and MnGa centers are shown in Fig
5. It is clear from the figure that different energy depe
dences on the configuration coordinates and different
placements of the position of vibrational equilibrium f
charge-carrier capture for different recombination cent
makes it possible to realize situations having substanti
different charge-carrier binding energies, located in the sa
energy range.

5. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have shown that in strong
manganese-doped GaAs, obtained by liquid-phase epi
from a bismuth melt, in addition to the MnGa acceptors, two
other centers are formed, a radiative recombination ce
and a nonradiative recombination center. The concentrat
of these centers increase with increasing doping level, w
the concentration of radiative recombination centers grow
faster than the MnGa concentration. The radiative recombin
tion center is strongly bound to the crystal lattice and
probably a complex consisting of impurity atoms and/or
trinsic point defects of the GaAs lattice. The ionization e
ergy of the radiative recombination center has been de
mined to be equal to 4162 meV.

*E-mail: tim@ns.isp.nsc.ru~T. S. Shamirzaev! Phone:~3832! 357807~T. S.
Shamirzaev!

1!Look and Pomrenke17 suggested that the line with energy position of
maximum equal to 1.408 eV, present in the photoluminescence spec
of the intentionally undoped GaAs layer, may be associated with rec
bination through defect levels. However, traces of manganese which
detected in the undoped sample by x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
cate that in the investigated layers the line at 1.408 eV is associated
transitions to manganese acceptor levels.

2!The intensity of the~e, Mn! line includes the intensity of its phonon
echoes.
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energy of a hole if the center is an acceptor, or of an electron, if the ce
is a donor. For definiteness, we have assumed that theR center is an
acceptor.
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Effect of selenium on the galvanomagnetic properties of the diluted magnetic

e no
semiconductor Hg 12xMnxTe12ySey

V. A. Kulbachinski , I. A. Churilov, P. D. Maryanchuk, and R. A. Lunin

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted February 17, 1997; accepted for publication May 28, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 57–60~January 1998!

The galvanomagnetic properties of single crystals of the diluted magnetic semiconductor
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey (0.01,y,0.1) with x50.05 and 0.14 have been investigated in the
temperature range 4.2–300 K. Peculiarities of the temperature dependence of the Hall
coefficientRH and its complicated behavior in a magnetic field are quantitatively explained by
the existence of three groups of current carriers: electrons and two types of holes with
different mobilities for which the temperature dependence of concentration and mobility was
obtained. A transition fromp-type to n-type conductivity was observed with increase of
Se content, alongside with a simultaneous change of sign of the magnetoresistance from
negative to positive. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00412-2#
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Diluted magnetic semiconductors are solid solutions
which one of the components is replaced by an atom o
transition element~M! with uncompensated magnetic m
ment. Among A12x

II MxB
VI compounds diluted magneti

semiconductors with the composition Hg12xMnxTe,
Hg12xMnxSe have been relatively well studied.1–3 It has
been found that Hg12xMnxTe has p-type conductivity,4

while Hg12xMnxSe hasn-type conductivity.5 The type of
conductivity is connected with the charge defects appea
in the crystals: vacancies in the mercury sublattice are ac
tors in Hg12xMnxTe, while mercury atoms at interstitials an
vacancies in the selenium sublattice are donors
Hg12xMnxSe. It is of interest to study the diluted magne
semiconductors Hg12xMnxSeyTe12y . It may be assumed
that varying the selenium concentration will produce a p
ticular kind of compensation of the various defects, wh
could make it possible to regulate the type of conductiv
and current-carrier concentration in this quatern
compound. The galvanomagnetic properties
Hg12xMnxSeyTe12y were examined earlier as functions
the manganese content in Refs. 6–8, and transitions to
spin-glass state were investigated in Refs. 7 and 8.

We will investigate the galvanomagnetic properties~in
the temperature interval 4.2–300 K! of single crystals of the
solid solution Hg12xMnxTe12ySey with x50.05 and 0.14
varying the selenium content fromy50.01 toy50.10.

2. SAMPLES

Single crystals of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey were grown by
the Bridgman technique from chemically pure componen
Samples with characteristic dimensions 0.630.635 mm3

were cut from bars by electrical erosion. The mangan
content was determined more precisely with the aid of
x-ray microprobe and from measurements of the roo
temperature magnetic susceptibility. Both methods g
identical results within the limits of measurement error. T
selenium content in the samples was inferred from th
data. From the x-ray and microprobe analyses and also
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foreign phase inclusions in the samples and that the sam
were homogeneous. The homogeneity of the samples
also monitored from measurements of the Hall coeffici
RH along the length of the sample. The difference in valu
of RH did not exceed a few percent.

Electrical measurements were performed on fres
etched samples at constant current by the four-con
method. We studied samples of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey with
x50.05, 0.14 andy50.01, 0.05, 0.075, 0.10. Some param
eters of the single crystals atT54.2 K are listed in Table I.

It is known that the electrical and galvanomagnetic pro
erties of HgTe-based semiconductor solid solutions are
nificantly affected by the surface region~skin layer!.9 To
eliminate this effect, the samples were etched immedia
before measurement. Special studies showed that storing
etched samples in air for several days does not alter t
electrical properties, in particular, the complicated behav
of the Hall coefficient in a magnetic field at different tem
peratures; i.e., the skin layer does not affect the results
tained here.

3. MEASUREMENT OF THE GALVANO-MAGNETIC
PROPERTIES AND DISCUSSION

As the temperature is lowered, the resistance of all
samples grows, exhibiting activation behavior with activ
tion energy equal to about 30 meV at temperatures ab
100 K. The samples with minimum selenium content ma
fest negative magnetoresistance at temperatures b
T530 K, which increases with decreasing temperature.
the selenium content is increased, the negative magnetor
tance decreases and for the selenium contenty50.10 even at
liquid-helium temperatures the magnetoresistance beco
positive. Figure 1 plots the magnetoresistan
Dr/r0@r(B)2r(0)#/r(0) as a function of the magneti
field B for five samples. The negative magnetoresistance
large magnetic fields can be explained by an increase in
conductivity via the impurity band characteristic o
Hg12xMnxTe, ~Refs. 1–3! as a result of the overlap of th

490049-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Parameters of Hg12xMnxTe12ySey samples at 4.2 K.
Sample
No.

Content

n, 1014 cm23 me , 104 cm2/~V•s! p1 , 1017 cm23 mp1 , cm2/~V•s! p2 , 1015 cm23 mp2 , cm2/~V•s!Mn, x Se,y

1 0.14 0.01 0.3 26.0 2.7 820 9.0 3000
2 0.14 0.05 0.003 26.0 0.9 130 0.46 4800
3 0.14 0.075 2.5 23.0 7.8 850 25.0 5300
4 0.14 0.10 1.1 21.2 42 60 0.52 4100
5 0.05 0.01 5.3 21.5 2.8 715 7.2 2000
6 0.05 0.10 72.0 20.56 8.2 80 4.8 5700

Remark:n, p1 , andp2 are the concentrations of the electrons and two types of holes, respectively;me , mp1 , andmp2 are the corresponding mobilities.
acceptor wave functions in a magnetic field—the so-called
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magnetic boiling-off of holes.10–14As the selenium content i
increased, the role of conductivity via the acceptor impur
band is diminished and the samples even change their typ
conductivity fromp- to n-type; therefore, the negative mag
netoresistance is replaced by positive magnetoresistance

Determination of the mobilities of the various groups
current carriers from the Hall effect.Most complicated is the
behavior of the Hall coefficientRH at different temperature
as a function of the magnetic field. For the samp
Hg0.86Mn0.14Te12ySey with a direct band gap at 4.2 K th
Hall coefficient is positive (RH.0). As the temperature is
increased, the sign ofRH in weak fields changes to negativ
Increasing the selenium concentration leads to a growth
the electron concentration and to a change of sign of the
coefficient in weak magnetic fields. This effect is manifes
more strongly in gapless samples. As an example, Fig
plots the magnetic-field dependence ofRH at different tem-
peratures for the samples Hg0.95Mn0.05Te12ySey with
y50.01 and 0.10.

Quantitatively, we were able to satisfactorily descri
theRH(B) data plotted in Fig. 2 only by taking into accou
three groups of carriers~electrons and two types of holes!
with different concentrations and mobilities. The hole co

FIG. 1. Dependence of the magnetoresistanceDr/r0 on the magnetic field
B at T54.2 K for Hg12xMnxTe12ySey samples with various composition
1! x50.05, y50.01; 2! x50.05, y50.1; 3! x50.14, y50.01; 4! x50.14,
y50.075; 5! x50.14, y50.10.
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band holes or intrinsic holes! and via the impurity accepto
band ~the second sort of holes!.7,8 The Hall coefficient de-
pends on the magnetic field~for the Hall factor for all three
groups equal to 1! in the following way:

RH~B!5N/~A21N2B2!, ~1!

where we have introduced the notation

N5enme
2/~11me

2B2!1ep1mp1
2 /~11mp1

2 B2!

1ep2mp2
2 /~11mp2

2 B2!, ~2!

A5enme /~11me
2B2!1ep1mp1 /~11mp1

2 B2!

1ep2mp2 /~11mp2
2 B2!. ~3!

The calculated curves in Fig. 2 take into account t
three indicated groups of carriers. Table I lists the elect
and hole concentrations and mobilities at 4.2 K, obtained
fitting theRH(B) data. Highest are the values of the electr
mobility, which is typical of Hg12xMnxTe. A characteristic
peculiarity is growth of the electron concentration with i
crease of the selenium content in the samples up to chang

FIG. 2. Dependence of the Hall coefficientRH on the magnetic fieldB for
Hg0.95Mn0.05Te12ySey samples withy50.01 ~curves1, 3, 5! and y50.1
~curves2, 4, 6!. T581 ~1!, 95 ~2!, 36 ~3!, 4.2 K ~4!.
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x50.05!. As the temperature is lowered, the mobilities of
three groups of charge carriers increase.

Determination of the mobilities of the different groups
current carriers from the dependence of the positive mag
toresistance on the magnetic field.To find the mobilities of
the different groups of current carriers in the investiga
samples, we used the classical magnetoresistance effect
authors of Ref. 15 proposed a method which transforms
magnetic-field dependences of the resistance into the
called ‘‘mobility spectrum’’—the dependence of the condu
tivity on the mobility. This method assumes that the conc
tration of the current carriersn is a continuous function o
their mobility m n(m), so that the components of the mob
ity tensor transverse to the magnetic field can be written
the form of integrals summing the contributions to the co
ductivity from each group of carriers:

sxx~B!5E
2`

1` s~m!dm

11~mB!2 , sxy~B!5E
2`

1` s~m!mBdm

11~mB!2 ,

~4!

wheres(m)dm5en(m)dm is the contribution to the conduc
tivity at B50 from the carriers having mobility fromm to
m1dm; the electrons have negative mobility, and the ho
have positive mobility. In the case in which there areN-types
of current carriers with discrete concentrationsni and mo-
bilities m i ( i 51...N), N peaks appear in the mobility spe
trum, whose centers are located at the mobilitiesm i , and
whose amplitudes are equal toenim i . Figure 3 shows the
mobility spectrum for the sample Hg0.86Mn0.14Te0.9Se0.1 at
79 K. From this figure it can be seen that there are th
groups of current carriers with different mobilities: tw
groups of holes and the electrons. Mobility values obtain
from the corresponding spectra for the other samples a
well with the values calculated from the magnetic-field d
pendence of the Hall coefficient.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the diluted magnetic semiconducto
Hg12xMnxTe12ySey galvanomagnetic effects, in particula
sign inversion of the Hall coefficient with increase of th
temperature and its complicated behavior in a magnetic fi
are thus determined by the electrons and by two group
holes. With increase of the selenium content, the elec
concentration grows and the type of conductivity chan
from p to n.
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SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURES, INTERFACES, AND SURFACES

nd
On C2V profiling near an isotypic heterojunction

V. I. Zubkov, M. A. Melnik, and A. V. Solomonov

St. Petersburg State Electrico-technical University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 20, 1997; accepted for publication June 3, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 61–62~January 1998!

A method of accurate determination of the majority carrier profile near an isotypic heterojunction
is proposed. The method takes into account the different values of the dielectric constants
on the two sides of the heterojunction. The carrier profile is first calculated from theC2V
characteristic and then corrected according to the maximum ofp(w). © 1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01601-9#

Current–voltage characteristics are an effective instru-whereC1 is the capacitance of the narrow-band layer, a
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ment for determining the profile of the main charge carri
in semiconductors. For isotypic heterojunctions it is possi
with the aid ofC2V characteristics to determine the carri
concentrations in the enrichment and depletion regions n
the heterobarrier and also the magnitude of the buil
charge on the heteroboundary and the magnitude of the b
discontinuity.1,2 In general, the materials on either side of t
junction have different dielectric constants. However, t
fact is usually disregarded in calculations of the carrier c
centration profile from the measured current–voltage cha
teristic since the coordinate of the heterojunction is
known to start with. Thus, the resulting profile is differe
from the actual one.

We propose a method for accurately determining
profile of the main charge carriers near an isotypic hete
junction, based on a refinement of the concentration pro
initially calculated from theC2V characteristic.

Let us consider an isotypic heterosemiconductor~for
definiteness, ofp2p type!, on one side of which an ohmi
contact is placed and on the other, a rectifying barrier. T
narrow-band interlayer has a wide band gapE1 and dielectric
constant«1 , and a wide-band layer,E2 and«2 . For a mod-
erate reverse bias the space charge region~SCR! is located
entirely in the interlayer near the metal–semiconductor r
tifying barrier; therefore, the initial segment of theC2V
characteristic is determined by the parameters of the in
layer ~E1 , «1!. As the reverse bias is increased, the edge
the space charge region intersects the heteroboundary
gulfs the space charge region near the heterointerface
moves into the wideband layer~Fig. 1!. Here the incremen
of the capacitance on the right side of the heteroboundar
determined by the parameters of the second layer.

We assume that the heteroboundary is located a dist
w0 from the rectifying barrier. We thus represent the to
capacitance of the structure with reverse biasUr as the sum
of the capacitances of two capacitors linked in series

C5
C1Cx

C11Cx
, ~1!
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Cx is the capacitance of the wide-band semiconductor la
with thicknessx.

According to the formula of a planar capacitor

C15
«1«0S

w0
,

Cx5
«2«0S

x
. ~2!

HereS is the area of the sample. Hence

C5
«1«2«0S

«1x1«2w0
. ~3!

If we introduce an effective dielectric constant«* such
that

C5
«* «0S

w01x
, ~4!

then the expression for«* can be written in the form

«* 5
w01x

w0 /«11x/«2
. ~5!

The quantity«2 is obviously close in value to«1 if the
space charge region is located near the heterojunction
tends to«2 as the space charge region moves into the la
bordering the ohmic contact with growth ofUr ~Fig. 2!.

Now the sequence of determining the exact profile of
main charge carriers in an isotypic heterojunction reduce
the following.

1. The concentration profile of the charge carriers is c
culated from the measuredC2V characteristic using the
usual procedure of numerically differentiating theC2V de-
pendence according to the formulas in Ref. 3:

p~w!52
C3

q««0S2 S dC

dUD 21

,

w5
««0S

C
. ~6!

We assume«5«1 .

520052-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. From the obtained dependencep(w) we find the co-
ordinate of the maximum, which corresponds to the peak
the narrow enrichment region of the main charge carr
near the heterojunction.

In the zeroth approximation we can assume this coo
nate to be the thickness of the layerw0 . @Numerical calcu-
lations based on the solution of the Poisson equation1,2,4

show that in the case of a narrow-band layer the heteroju
tion point lies between the extrema ofp(w) roughly 10 times
closer to the maximum.#

3. For all pointswi.w0 we findx from Eqs.~1! and~2!:

xi5
«2«0S

Ci
2

«2

« iw0
, ~7!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of an isotypic heterojunction. The dot–das
line marks the position of the heterojunction.1—Schottky barrier,2—space
charge region,3—quasineutral region.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the ‘‘effective’’ dielectric constant on the thickn
of the depleted wide-band layer.
53 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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and, correspondingly, we calculate«* from Eq.~5!. For each
point wi.w0 we then recalculate the thickness of the spa
charge region and the concentration from the equations

wicorr5w01xi , ~8!

picorr5pi•
«1

«*
. ~9!

The corrected profilep(w) is shown in Fig. 3. For com-
parison, the profile initially calculated according to Eq.~6!,
without allowance for the change in« to the right of the
heterojunction, is represented by the dashed line.

The corrected profile corresponds more accurately to
real charge carrier distribution in an isotypic heterojuncti
than the distribution obtained by ‘‘the usual method’’@Eq.
~6!#. It should be noted that the new profile should be used
compare with the results of modeling theC2V characteris-
tics based on numerical solution of the Poisson equation

Fax: ~812!-234-98-68
E-mail: zubkov@fvleff.etu.spb.ru
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FIG. 3. Initial ~dashed curve! and corrected~solid curve! profiles of the
main charge carriers near the heterojunction («2,«1).
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Impact ionization luminescence of InGaN/AlGaN/GaN p-n -heterostructures
A. N. Kovalev and F. I. Manyakhin

Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, 119899 Moscow, Russia

V. E. Kudryashov, A. N. Turkin, and A. É. Yunovich

Moscow State (M. V. Lomonosov) University, Department of Physics, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted May 22, 1997; accepted for publication May 28, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 63–67~January 1998!

The luminescence spectra of InGaN/AlGaN/GaNp-n heterostructures with reverse bias sufficient
for impact ionization are investigated. The injection luminescence of light-emitting diodes
with such structures was examined earlier. A strong electric field is present in the InGaN active
layer of the heterostructures, and for small reverse bias the tunneling component of the
current predominates. Avalanche breakdown commences at voltagesVth.8–10 V, i.e.,;3Eg ,
~Eg is the width of the band gap! in the absence of lightly doped structures. The
luminescence spectra have a short-wavelength edge corresponding to the width of the GaN band
gap ~3.40 eV! and maxima in the region 2.60–2.80 eV corresponding to the maxima of the
injection luminescence spectra in the active layer. The long-wavelength edge of the spectra in the
region 1.7–1.8 eV may be associated with deep recombination levels. Mechanisms of
recombination of the hot electron–hole plasma in the strong electric fields of thep-n
heterostructures are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01701-3#

1. INTRODUCTION J;exp~ ueVu/EJ! ~1!
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Injection luminescence spectra of high-brightness b
and green light-emitting diodes~LED’s! based on InGaN/
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures were investigated in Refs. 1
It is of interest to investigate the luminescence of these st
tures under conditions of impact ionization with the aim
obtaining additional information about the mechanisms
fluencing the properties and efficiency of LED’s.

Luminescence under conditions of ionization breakdo
in GaN was first studied in the context ofi 2n and MIS
diodes.6–9 It was shown that under conditions of reverse b
the electrons tunnel from the metal into then-region of the
structure and at a high enough voltage impact ionization
avalanche breakdown enter into the picture.

It follows from spectral and capacitanc
measurements3–5 that a strong electric field is present in th
active layer of InGaN/AlGaN/GaN based blue LED’s.

A heavily dopedp-region and a thin active layer distin
guish these LED’s from earlier structures.6–9 In the present
paper we describe the luminescence spectra of blue LED
breakdown and we analyze the electrical and luminesce
properties of InGaN/AlGaN/GaN based structures with
verse bias.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The luminescence spectra and electrical properties
LED’s based on InGaN/AlGaN/GaN structures with a th
InGaN active layer were described in Refs. 1 and 2.
chose blue LED’s with known parameters of their injecti
luminescence spectra for measurement.2–4 The reverse-bias
current–voltage (I –V) characteristics of the blue diod
~sample 3! are shown in Fig. 1a. The main part of theI –V
characteristics can be approximated by two exponential
the type
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with parametersEJ that vary near the voltagesV55 – 7 V in
the range 0.8–0.9 eV. The variation of the slopes in t
region is clearly seen on the semilogarithmic derivativ
EJ5dV/d(ln J) ~see Fig. 1a!. The values ofEJ were essen-
tially independent of temperature in the rangeT580– 300 K.
This part of theI –V characteristics is determined by th
tunneling component of the current. Note that the variatio
on the reverse-bias branches of theI –V characteristics of
GaN diodes nearuVu55 – 6 V were also observed by othe
authors,10,11 but were not given any importance.

Impact ionization commences at higher voltage
uVu.8 – 10 V, as can be concluded from the minimum of t
capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics~corresponding
to the maximum on the curve 1/C25 f (V) plotted in Fig. 1b!.
Luminescence was detected at the threshold volt
Vth.211 V. The spectra were recorded at curren
uJu,5 mA, at which blue diodes do not cease to opera
Radiative recombination served as an indication of gene
tion of minority carriers as a result of impact ionization. Th
luminescence was visually nonuniform, which is attributab
to the microplasma nature of the current.

Breakdown luminescence spectra for three LED’s
shown in Fig. 2. Injection luminescence spectra are a
shown in this figure. The intensity of the breakdown lum
nescence was 6–7 orders of magnitude lower than the in
tion luminescence, as the scales of the ordinate axes sho
wide luminescence band is visible in the region 1.7–3.5 e
In the high-energy region the edge of the spectrum co
sponds roughly to the room-temperature width of the ba
gap in GaN,Eg53.4 eV.

The shoulder at 3.2 eV corresponds to the ene
Eg2DEA , whereDEA is the ionization energy of the Mg
acceptors. The maxima in the region 2.6–2.8 eV corresp

540054-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a—Current–voltage characteristics of a blue LE
based on the heterostructure InGaN/AlGaN/GaN~sample
3! with reverse bias, atT577 K ~1! and 300 K~2!, and
EJ(V)5dV/d(ln J) at T5300 K ~3!. b—capacitance–
voltage characteristic of a blue LED based on the hete
structure InGaN/AlGaN/GaN~sample 3! with reverse bias.
to the maxima of the injection luminescence. The wide
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maxima at 2.2–2.3 eV correspond to the well-known ‘‘ye
low band’’ in n-GaN, which is associated with donor
acceptor pairs and/or with double donor levels.12

The charge density distribution in the lightly dope
p-region of the structure was determined from measurem
of the dynamic capacitance~this method is described in Re
13!. The capacitance–voltage characteristics in the coo
nates 1/C25 f (V) up to the breakdown have a more comp
cated form than a linear dependence.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. To describe the capacitance–voltage and curre
voltage characteristics, it is necessary to devise a mode
the investigated structures, the charge distribution, and
electric fields. A model energy diagram for these structu
with reverse bias is shown in Fig. 3. The InGaN active la
is located between two compensated regions roughly 10
in length ~from the sides of then and p regions, respec-
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indicates the presence of charged walls at the boundarie
the active layer and the compensated regions. The ch
concentration in thep region near the heteroboundary
(1 – 2)31018 cm23 ~thickness 11 nm!, and 131019 cm23

~thickness 1.5 nm! in the n region.
The electric field in the InGaN active layer is larg

E.107 V/cm; the fields in the adjacent layer
E.(2 – 4)3106 V/cm.

3.2. The tunneling component of the reverse current
be described by the theory of current–voltage characteris
of abrupt, heavily dopedp-n-junctions in direct-band
semiconductors,14

J;~V2Vk!exp@B~euVu/2Eg!#,

B5~p/2!3/2~2mcv* /\2!1/2~Eg
3/2/eE!,

mcv* 5mc* mv* /~mc* 1mv* !, ~2!

55Kovalev et al.



k-
FIG. 2. Luminescence spectra at ionization brea
down (I br) in blue LED’s based on InGaN/
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures ~current
J524 mA, left scale! and injection lumines-
cence spectra (I f) ~current J5115 mA, right
scale!. B3, B4, B5—different samples.
whereVk is the contact potential difference,Eg is the effec-
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tive width of the band gap, andmc* andmv* are the effective
masses. Substituting the parametersmc* 50.22m0 ,
mv* 50.54m0 , and Eg53.4 eV, for Vk53.2 eV and
EJ50.8– 0.9 eV we obtain the following estimate of th
electric field in the active region:E.23107 V/cm.

3.3. The threshold value of the impact ionization pote
tial is related to the concentration of charged impurities
the p-n junction by the empirical formula15

Vth560~Eg/1.1!3/2~N/1016!23/4. ~3!

Substituting the parameter valuesEg53.4 eV and
Vth511.5 V, we obtainN.NA.131018 cm23. This value
is in agreement with the results of an analysis of the cap
tance measurements and an estimate of the electric
distribution.3,5

Impact ionization occurs because of electron tunnel
from the valence band of thep region into the InGaN active
region with subsequent drift into the neighboring qua
neutral and chargedn-regions of the structure. In a stron
field they accelerate and acquire an energy;3Eg , sufficient
for impact ionization.

The impact ionization of the electrons can be assume
be much larger than the impact ionization of the hol
an@ap . To estimatean , it is necessary to know the mea
free path of the electronsl fr and the effective phonon energ
ku, taking into account the additional high-energy extre
in the conduction band. The extremum between theL andM
points amounts to 5.5 eV, and at theG point, it is 5.6 eV
~Ref. 16!. It can be assumed that the variations of t
current–voltage characteristic slopes atuVu55 – 6 V are as-
sociated with the probability that electrons reach the extre
at theG point with large effective masses, and that transitio
to the indirect extrema are less probable. The problem of
electrons in GaN is still far from being solved.

3.4. The low efficiency of breakdown luminescence c
be explained by assuming that the electron–hole pairs
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w/vT.10213– 10214 s ~the thermal velocity of the electron
is vT.23107 cm/s!, and only a few electrons reach th
outer boundary of then space charge region and recombi
in the neutral region. If the radiative times are on the orde
1029 s, then only a small fraction of the pair can radiative
recombine in the structure.

The spectral maxima in the region 2.2–2.3 eV, which a
associated with the radiative recombination of dono

FIG. 3. Model energy diagram~a!, distribution of electric chargesQ ~b! and
fields E ~c! in InGaN/AlGaN/GaN-basedp-n heterojunctions.
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n-GaN~Refs. 12 and 17!. This is evidence that a large part o
the radiative recombination takes place because of elect
that are created near then region of the structure. This re
combination is a consequence of some structural defe
strong electric fields and impact ionization are concentra
near the defects.

The shoulder at 3.2 eV may be associated with the o
cal transition to the Mg acceptor. Thus, some of the ho
created by impact ionization can recombine with electron
the p region of the structure.

4. CONCLUSIONS

1. In blue LED’s based on InGaN/AlGaN/GaNp-n het-
erostructures, breakdown luminescence has been observ
reverse biasesueVu.11212.3Eg , which are sufficient for
impact ionization, and the intensity is 6–7 orders of mag
tude less than the intensity of injection luminescence. T
high-energy edge of the spectra corresponds to the widt
the GaN band gap~3.4 eV!.

2. In the InGaN active layer of InGaN/AlGaN/GaN he
erostructures with reverse bias, a strong electric field, up
107 V/cm is created, while the fields in the adjacent laye
reach (2 – 4)3106 V/cm. For reverse biases less than 10
the tunneling component of the current predominates
electron tunneling gives rise to impact ionization at bia
*3Eg/e. The salient points of the current–voltage chara
teristics near 5–6 V are due to electron transitions to high
lying extrema of the GaN conduction band.

3. The low efficiency of breakdown luminescence is d
to separation of the electrons and holes by the strong ele
fields. The wide band of the electroluminescence spe
~2.14–3.4 eV! corresponds to recombination of charge ca
ers mainly at the outer boundaries of the space charge reg
57 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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Calculation of the Schottky barrier height at the early stage of formation of the „silicon

carbide …-„metallic submonolayer … contact

S. Yu. Davydov, A. A. Lebedev, and S. K. Tikhonov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 5, 1997; accepted for publication June 24, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 68–71~January 1998!

The position of the local and quasi-local states of metal atoms~alkali metals, group-III metals,
the copper group! adsorbed on the surface of 6H-SiC are calculated within the framework
of the extended Anderson–Halstane model of the semiconductor density of states. The results of
these calculations are compared with the experimental data on Schottky barriers. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!01801-8#

The presence in SiC of a wide band gapD, whose mag- sity of statesg. We call this model the ‘‘defect’’ model
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nitude for different polytypes can vary from 2.4 eV~type
3C! to 3.33 eV~type 2H!,1 makes this material very attrac
tive in the design of high-temperature, high-frequency, a
high-power microelectronic devices.2 It is therefore not sur-
prising that in recent years interest in SiC–metal film co
tacts has grown, both among experimenters3–8 and
theoreticians.7,9–11

Recently, in a study of the formation of the Schott
barrier at a metal–semiconductor contact, Davydov12 pro-
posed an approach based on a generalization of a mod
the density of states of a semiconductor,r, proposed by Hal-
stane and Anderson.13 The initial model13 is extraordinarily
simple

r~v!5S r for
0 for

uvu.D/2,
uvu<D/2, ~1!

wherer5const andv is the energy. Here and in what fo
lows, it is assumed that the zero energy coincides with
center of the band gap. We call this model of the density
states the ‘‘defect-free’’ model~DFM!. If impurity states or
states on defects are present inside the gap, then the ex
sion for r~v! must be changed accordingly. Thus, for e
ample, in Ref. 12 it was assumed that at the center of the
there exists a band of defect states of widthd,D with den-
TABLE I. Input parameters and results of calculations of the positions of t
relative units~D51, d50.2!.
d

-

of

e
f

res-

ap

~DM!. General properties of the DFM and DM~position of
the local and quasilocal levels located in the region of
gap, and their occupancy as functions of the model par
eters! were investigated in Ref. 12, and the local states
atoms of alkali metals and metals of the Cu group and gr
III on a GaAs surface were calculated within the framewo
of the DFM. Comparison of the calculated results with e
periment shows completely satisfactory agreement. In
present paper we consider adsorption of the same atom
SiC.

All expressions needed for calculation are given in R
12, so we do not repeat them here. Let us discuss only
parameters of the model. We consider adsorption on
6H-SiC polytype. We assume the width of the band gapD to
be equal to 3.06 eV and the electron affinityx to be equal to
4.4 eV ~Ref. 8!. For the DM we taked/D50.2 andg5r.
The position of the energy level of the adsorbed atom~ada-
tom! Ea relative to the center of the gap is

Ea52I 1~x1D/2!, ~2!

whereI is the ionization potential of the atom, whose valu
we take from Ref. 14. The half-width of the quasilevel
adatomG5prV2, whereV is the matrix element describin
he local states and their filling for the intrinsic semiconductor 6H-SiC (EF50) in
Na K Rb Cs Ag Au Cu Al Ga In
Ea: 0.24 0.52 0.57 0.67 20.54 21.08 20.59 20.02 20.02 0.05
G: 0.39 0.29 0.22 0.19 0.62 0.69 0.79 1.06 1.46 0.82

v* 0.16 0.36 0.41 0.47 20.29 20.46 20.28 20.01 20.01 0.02
DFM nb 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.15 0.23 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.12

na 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.62 0.39 0.58 0.57 0.52 0.61

2v1* 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.34 0.47 0.34 0.18 0.19 0.16
v i* 20.09 20.10 20.10 20.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0 0 20.01

DM v2* 0.23 0.23 0.43 0.48 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.18 0.18
nb 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.25 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.13
ni 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04
na 0.21 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.53 0.38 0.50 0.37 0.36 0.34

Remark.DFM—defect-free model, DM—defect model;Ea andna are the energy position and degree of filling of the level of the adsorbed atom~2!; v* , v1* ,
andv2* are the energies of the local levels,v i* is the energy of the quasilocal level;na5nb1n1 in the DFM,na5nb1n11ni in the DM, wherenb andni

are the contributions of the valence band and the defect band,n1 is the contribution of the local states with energyv* in the DFM and with energyv1* in
the DM.
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the interaction of the metal atom with the semiconductor~for
details, see Ref. 12!, can be estimated by the expression:

G5
p

2
ta , ~3!

where ta is the matrix element of the interaction of neare
neighbors for atoms in the bulk of the semiconductor, whi
as in Ref. 12, we equate to the corresponding universal H
rison matrix element.15,16 The input parameters and calc
lated results are presented in Table I in relative un
(D51).

Let us first discuss the calculated results for the DF
Figure 1 plots the results of calculation of the position of t
local levels of the adatom in the band gap~for convenience
the quantityv* is given in eV reckoned from the top of th
valence band of 6H-SiC!. It follows from this graph that the
dependence ofv* on the ionization potential of the adatom
I , is linear except for Au, which is attributable to the ve
large value ofI 59.23 eV for Au, which differs sharply from
the ionization potential of the previous elemen
I Ag57.58 eV. Figure 2 plots the experimental values of
Schottky barrier heightFBp taken from Refs. 3–7, from

FIG. 1. Position of the local levels of the adatoms,v* relative to the top of
the valence band of 6H-SiC, plotted as a function of the ionization potenti
I ~Ev is the top value of the valence band,Ec is the bottom value of the
conduction band!, calculated in the defect-free model.

FIG. 2. Height of the Schottky barrierFBp for p26H-SiC, plotted as a
function of the ionization potential of the adatom,I , ~according to the data
of Refs. 3–7 for adsorption on Si; results for Al and Ti, denoted by rho
buses, correspond to an annealed system!.

59 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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which it is evident thatFBp decreases with growth ofI .
Unfortunately, it is possible to directly compare the expe
mental results with the calculation only for Cs, Ag, Au, an
Al. For these adatoms the dependenceFBp(I ) is also nearly
linear ~if we draw a straight line from Cs to Au, then th
point corresponding to Al is located just between the valu

-

FIG. 3. Position of the local levels of the adatoms,v1* , relative to the top
of the valence band, plotted as a function of the ionization potentiaI ,
calculated in the defect model;Eib is the bottom value of the defect band

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3, but for the energy levelv2* ; Eit is the top value
of the defect band.
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of FBp for the annealed and unannealed systems!, but it is
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shallower than the calculated dependencev* (I ). ~Physical
reasons for comparing the depth of the local levels of
adatom in the band gap and the height of the Schottky ba
forming for small coatings are discussed in Refs. 12, 17–2!.

The table also lists the occupation numbers of the a
toms, na , and separately the contribution tona from the
valence band,nb ~for details, see Ref. 12!. The quantityna is
equal ton01n1 , wheren1 is the contribution from thefilled
local state, which for the case of an intrinsic semiconduc
~Fermi energyEF50! is nonzero for atoms of the group Cu
Al, and Ga (v* ,0). In the remaining cases the local stat
are located above the center of the gap and do not contri
to na . Note that we fix the position of the Fermi level at th
center of the gap only in the calculation of the occupat
numbers. In the comparison of the calculated values ofv*
with the results of the Schottky barrier (FBp) experiment it
is assumed, as in Refs. 12, 17–20, that for certain~very
small! coatings the Fermi level is stabilized in the region
energies corresponding to the energy of the local state~pin-
ning!.

Let us turn now to the results for the defect model, s
ting d/D50.2 ~the ratio of the width of the defect band to th
width of the band gap!. Results of calculations of the pos
tions of the local levelsv1,2* are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Her
there are two branches of local states, lying above and be
the defect band. In the case of the defect model, as in
foregoing case of the defect-free model, a falling depende
of v1,2* (I ) is observed. For the defect model ‘‘sticking’’ o
the levels of a specific group of adatoms~alkali metals for
the lower branch and metals of the Cu group for the up
branch! to the edge of the defect band is characteristic. No
however, that such ‘‘sticking’’ levels can be an artifact
theory, which arises as a result of the step-like approxim
tion of the density of states of the semiconductor spectr
~see Ref. 12!.

In both the defect and defect-free cases the populatio
the adatoms of the alkali-metal adatoms is small, whereas
metals of group-III and the Cu group the occupation numb
na>0.5. Consequently, for all the cases under considerat
60 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
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numbers of adatoms is of interest in connection with
concentration dependences of the Schottky barrier hei
which we intend to address in a future paper.

In conclusion, we note that the completely different a
proaches to the calculation of the Schottky barrier hei
which we used in Refs. 9 and 10 and in this paper, lead
qualitatively the same results.

This work was carried out with partial support of th
University of Arizona.
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Photoelectric properties of n -CdS/p -InP heterojunctions
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The polarization method for studying photoactive absorption is used to investigate the
photoconversion processes in CdS/InP heterojunctions as a function of the orientation of the
indium phosphide substrate. The results of these investigations demonstrate the sensitivity of the
photoelectric processes to several factors, including the crystallographic orientation of the
p-type InP substrate and the optical quality of the CdS layer. The induced photopleochroism
coefficient of these heterojunctions increases proportionally to the square of the angle of
incidence (PI;Q2). Such CdS/InP heterojunctions can be employed as polarization-photosensitive
devices. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02001-8#

The photosensitivity of heterojunction structures basedhydrogen at a temperature in the range 7002730 °C. The
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on direct-gap semiconductor compounds, viz., indium ph
phide @Eg'1.26 eV ~Refs. 1 and 2!# and cadmium sulfide
@Eg'2.53 eV~Refs. 3 and 4!# have attracted the attention o
researchers for a long time in regard to achieving hig
efficient conversion of the energy of solar radiation into el
trical energy.5–10 The binary compounds InP and CdS ha
different types of crystal structures~under normal conditions
InP has a sphalerite structure, and CdS has a wur
structure3,4,9! and exhibit a high degree of lattice mismat
Da: 4.7% when the cubic modifications are joined, 13.95
and 34.67% when a wurtzitic phase of CdS is joined to I
in different crystallographic directions atT5300 K. Despite
the unfavorable matching conditions observed whenn-type
CdS layers are deposited on single-crystal InP substrate
solar radiation conversion coefficient as high as 18% al
with high radiation stability has been achieved in rec
years in such heterojunctions on areas'0.5 cm2 ~Ref. 10!.
In this paper we present the results of the first experime
studies of the photoelectric properties of heterojunctions
tained by depositingn-type CdS layers on differently ori
ented indium phosphide substrates withp-type conduction.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Layers ofn-type CdS were deposited on single-crys
p-InP substrates in the form of wafers oriented in the~100!
and~111! planes. In the latter case the layers were depos
on plane A or B. This enabled us to subsequently evalu
the role of the polarity of the sphalerite lattice1 in the depo-
sition processes. The concentration of free holes in the z
doped InP substrates was'3310182431018 cm23 at
T5300 K, while the regime used to deposit the CdS lay
provided an electron concentration'101821019 cm23 in
them atT5300 K. The CdS layers were deposited by t
vapor-phase method in a flow-through system with the us
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time of the process usually did not exceed 60 min. It w
established for identical technological parameters of the C
growth process that changes in the orientation of the
substrates from~100! to ~111! reproducibly resulted in re-
duction of the thickness of the layers deposited. For exam
the n-CdS layers on the~100! plane usually had a thicknes
of 4–5 mm after a deposition time of'30 min at
'7002750 °C, while the thickness of the layers deposit
on the~111!A and ~111!B planes did not exceed 0.5–1mm.
This attests to a decrease in the deposition rate as a resu
alteration of only the crystallographic orientation of the su
strates, while the influence of their polarity on the thickne
of the layers has not yet been mentioned in the literature
should also be stressed that the outer plane of the CdS la
on InP~111! substrates was highly perfect, while the surfa
of the CdS layers on InP~100! substrates was generally roug
and was characterized by diffuse reflections.

After the n-CdS layers were deposited, the free surfa
of the p-InP substrates was covered by a continuous laye
Ag, which played the role of an ohmic contact, by therm
sputtering in a vacuum. A contact grid was deposited on
outer plane of then-CdS layers by thermally sputtering in
dium through a mask. Then then-CdS/p-InP structures were
mounted on a Fedorov stage, which permitted variation
the spatial orientation of the photoreceptive layer of the h
erojunction relative to a beam of incident natural or linea
polarized radiation to an angular accuracy no poorer t
308.

The current-voltage characteristics, as well as the an
lar and spectral dependences of the relative photoconver
quantum efficiencyh, were investigated on then-CdS/p-InP
structures obtained with mean dimensions of then-CdS pho-
toreceptive plane'535 mm2.

610061-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



te:
FIG. 1. Stationary current-voltage~a! and load~b! characteristics ofn-CdS/p-InP structures atT5300 K as a function of the orientation of the InP substra
1 — ~100!, 2 — ~111! B, 3 — ~111! A.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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U.U0 the current in the heterojunctions varies with the
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he
1. The stationary and load current-voltage characteris
for typical heterostructures obtained by depositingn-CdS
layers on different crystallographic planes of InP are sho
in Fig. 1a, and their photoelectric parameters are presente
Table I. Under a forward bias greater than the cutoff volta

TABLE I. Photoelectric properties ofn-CdS/p-InP structures atT5300 K.

Orientation ofp-InP ~100! ~111! A ~111! B

dInP , mm 0.4 0.4 0.4
dCdS, mm 4 1 1
R0, V 11 59 13
U0, V 0.82 0.85 0.96
i r , mA (U51 V! 0.5 26 5
i sc, mA (L520 mW/cm2) 14 10 9
Uxx

` , V (L520 mW/cm2) 0.74 0.8 0.75
b (L520 mW/cm2) 0.83 0.62 0.75
Si , mA/W 45 10 20
d1/2 , eV 1.09 0.93 1.2
D\vm , eV 1.521.85 1.521.6 1.5521.6
i 65°
p / i 0°

p 1.2 1.3
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voltage according to the linear law

I 5
1

R0
~U2U0!,

whereR0 is the residual resistance. It can be seen from Ta
I that the minimum value ofR0 is provided whenn-CdS
layers are deposited on the InP~100! plane. The residual re
sistance was found to be dependent on the polarity of
InP~111! plane and was greatest when the~111!A orientation
was used. The values of the cutoff voltageU0 in these het-
erojunctions are in satisfactory agreement with the satura
photovoltageUxx

` and therefore can be taken as the values
the contact potential differencewB in these heterojunctions
No clear-cut relationship betweenwB and the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the substrates was established. As
lows from Table I, the maximum short-circuit currenti sc, fill
factorb of the load characteristics~Fig. 1!, and current pho-
tosensitivitySi are attained when CdS layers are deposi
on the InP~100! plane. The minimum reverse currenti r is
ensured specifically in this deposition geometry~Fig. 1,
Table I!. When we go over to the deposition of CdS on t
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InP ~111! plane, there is an increase in the reverse curr
which is most pronounced for the InP~111!A substrates. The
increase in the reverse currents, as well as the lowering o
fill factor and the current sensitivity, attest to deterioration
the quality of the heterojunction with respect to photosen
tivity processes. It should also be stressed that the de
dence of the photoelectric properties of the heterojuncti
on the polarity of the InP~111! plane discovered in the cas
of deposition on this plane can be an indication of the hig
chemical activity of the~111! A plane with dangling indium
bonds, which cause an increase in the residual resistance
lowering of the current photosensitivity of the heterojun
tions.

2. The spectral dependences ofh calculated as the ratio
of the short-circuit photocurrent to the number of incide
quanta of unpolarized radiation for typical heterojunctio
with various crystallographic orientations of the InP su
strates are presented in Fig. 2. It is seen that the photos
tivity of these heterojunctions is observed in the range
tween the gap widthsEg

InP andEg
CdS. The appearance of th

‘‘window effect’’ reflects the formation of heterojunction
that are sharp and fairly perfect with respect to photoconv
sion processes. The long-wavelength photosensitivity lim
virtually identical for all of them, since it is determined b
the beginning of the interband absorption in indium ph
phide at\v.1.26 eV ~Fig. 2!. The short-wavelength limit
of h in the heterojunctions obtained is adjacent toEg

CdS and
is caused by localization of the photoexcitation region at
surface of then-CdS layer, which results in removal of th

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the relative photoconversion quantum
ciency ofn-CdS/p-InP structures atT5300 K. Illumination by natural ra-
diation on the CdS side. Crystallographic orientation of the substrate:1 —
~100!, 2 — ~111! B, 3 — ~111! A. Thickness of the CdS layer,mm: 1 — 4,
2, 3 — 1; Q50°.
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in h. It also follows from Fig. 2 that the spectral photose
sitivity range for the heterojunctions investigated is det
mined only by the nature of the contacting semiconducto
while the variation of the crystallographic orientation of th
InP substrates is manifested, perhaps, only in the spe
contour of the photoconversion quantum efficiency
\v.1.5 eV, at which the absorption of radiation is localiz
in the vicinity of the heterojunction on the side of the Cd
layer. The earliest short-wavelength drop and the low
half-width of theh(\v) spectra at half-maximumd1/2'0.93
eV are obtained in the heterojunctions~see Table I! with
~111! A substrates, while an increase in the short-wavelen
photosensitivity appears when we go over to substrates
the ~111! B and ~100! orientations. This finding can be a
tributed primarily to improvement of the heterojunction. Th
broadest maximum photosensitivity rangeD\vm , which ex-
tends from 1.5 to 1.9 eV~see Table I!, is characteristic of the
heterojunctions based on substrates with the~100! orienta-
tion, attesting to the highest perfection of these structures
can be seen from Fig. 2, when CdS layers are grown on
wafers with the~111! orientation, preference should be give
to the growth of CdS layers on InP with dangling bonds
the phosphorus atoms on the surface to improve the ph
sensitivity in the spectral range\v.1.6 eV.

3. When the heterojunctions obtained were illuminat
by linearly polarized radiation along a normal to then-CdS
receptive plane, their short-circuit photocurrent was indep
dent of the spatial orientation of the electric vectorE of the
light wave; therefore, when the angle of incidenceQ50°,
the polarization indicatrix of the photocurrenti w degenerates
into a straight line~Fig. 3, curve1!. As soon as the angle o
incidence of the linearly polarized radiation differs fro
Q50° ~Fig. 3, curves2 and3!, a periodic dependence of th
photocurrent on the azimuthal anglew betweenE and the
plane of incidence~PI! of the linearly polarized radiation
appears and obeys the relation

i w5 i p cos2 w1 i s sin2 w,

wherei p and i s are the photocurrents in theEiPI andE'PI
polarizations, respectively. The inequalityi p. i s is main-
tained the entire photosensitivity range of the heterojuncti
with different crystallographic orientations of the InP su
strates; here the ratioi p/ i s increases with increasingQ at
\v5const~Fig. 3!.

The lack of a dependence ofi w on the azimuthal anglew
for Q50° allows us to draw the important conclusion th
the photoactive absorption in the heterojunctions obtai
here remains isotropic even when the crystallographic or
tation of the InP substrate is varied. Passage to oblique i
dence of the linearly polarized radiation gives rise to induc
photopleochroism,11

PI5
i p2 i s

i p1 i s
,

in the heterojunctions obtained, which increases with
angle of incidence according to aP;Q2 law ~Fig. 4!. These
dependences are linearized inAPI-versus-Q coordinates, are

ffi-
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identical over the entire photosensitivity range of the hete
junctions, and do not display any sensitivity to changes in
orientation of the InP substrate. These findings are attribu
to the fact that under oblique incidence of the linearly pol
ized radiation the induced photopleochroism is determi
mainly by the refractive indexn of the semiconductor on
which the radiation impinges.11,12 In accordance with Ref
12, the experimentalPI(Q) curves given'2.5 for the het-
erojunctions obtained here, which coincides with the kno
value of this parameter for CdS.13 This allows us to assum
that the photoelectric anisotropy11 of the heterojunctions in-
duced by oblique incidence of the linearly polarized rad
tion does not depend on the orientation of the InP subst
and is determined entirely by the nature of the CdS la
growing on the substrate.

At the same time, as follows from Fig. 4, the photocu
rent of the heterojunctions in linearly polarized radiation e
hibited an explicit dependence on the quality of the ou
surface of the CdS layer, through which the radiation en
these structures. For specularly smoothn-CdS, which can be
grown reproducibly on InP substrates oriented in the~111!
plane, the angular dependences of the photocurrentsi p(Q)

FIG. 3. Polarization indicatrices of the short-circuit photocurrent of
n-CdS/p-InP structure atT5300 K as a function of the angle of incidenc
of linearly polarized radiation onto the CdS receptive plane.\v51.4 eV;
Q, deg:1 — 0, 2 — 30, 3 — 70.
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amplitude transmission coefficients of linearly polarized
diation through the air–CdS interface.14 More specifically,i s

decreases monotonically with increasingQ, while i p at first
increases, then passes through a maximum near the pse
Brewster reflection angle, and only then begins to decre
For the heterojunctions with the~111! A and ~111! B sub-
strate orientations there is a distinct maximum on thei p(Q)
curves in the vicinity ofQ'65° ~Figs. 4a and 4b!, and the
photocurrent ratioi 65°

p / i 0°
p reaches 1.2–1.3~see Table I!, at-

testing to a significant decrease in the losses due to reflec
in the EiPI orientation. This decrease was greatest in
heterojunctions with substrates having the~111! B crystallo-
graphic orientation, pointing out again the higher optic
quality of the CdS layers grown specifically in this geomet

In the case of the heterojunctions with the~100! sub-
strate orientation, as is seen from Fig. 4c, the photocurre
i p and i s maintained the dependence on the polarization
pressed by the inequalityi p. i s and displayed a monotoni
decrease atQ.0°. Such a phenomenon was previous
noted in polarization studies of the photosensitivity
GaP/Si structures and was attributed to deterioration of
optical quality of the GaP layers.15 On this basis the charac
ter of thei p(Q) curves for the heterostructures on InP~100!
substrates can also be attributed to deterioration of the o
cal quality of the surface of the CdS layer when such a s
strate orientation is used. Therefore, polarization studies
the photocurrent of CdS/InP heterojunctions can find ap
cation as a new, quick, diagnostic test of the optical qua
of the receptive surface of finished photoconverters.

4. In the case of oblique incidence of the linearly pola
ized radiation, thehp andhs spectral contours maintain th
principal features of the photoactive absorption of such h
erojunctions when they are illuminated by unpolarized rad
tion ~Fig. 1!. The transition fromEiPI to E'PI polarization
causes parallel descent of the entirehs curve relative tohp in
accordance with the polarization dependence of the am
tude transmission coefficients of a light wave through
air–CdS layer interface; here the relationhp.hs is satisfied
over the entire sensitivity range atQ5const.

The spectral dependences of the polarization differe
in the photoconversion quantum efficiencyDh5hp2hs

clearly display a window effect with respect to the polariz
tion photosensitivity. In fact, as is seen in Fig. 5, in hete
junctions with different orientations of the InP substra
DhÞ0 in the range betweenEg

InP and Eg
CdS. The observed

differences in the spectral contour ofDh can be attributed to
features of the photogeneration and separation of nonequ
rium charge carriers in these heterojunctions. Variation
the substrate orientation then permits regulation of the sp
tral distribution of Dh. For example, to ensure maximum
polarization quantum efficiency in the range\v.1.6 eV,
preference should be given to the deposition of CdS lay
on InP substrates with the~111! B orientation.

The induced photopleochroism coefficient in CdS/I
heterojunctions is nearly constant in the entire photosens
ity range~Fig. 5!, in agreement with the conclusions in Ref
11. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 5, the value ofPI in
the heterojunctions obtained is insensitive to changes in
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the short-circuit photocurrentsi p ~1! and i s ~2!, the induced photopleochroism coefficientPI(Q) ~3!, andAPI(Q) on the angle of
incidence of linearly polarized radiation onto the CdS receptive plane ofn-CdS/p-InP structures atT5300 K. Substrate orientation: a —~111! B, b — ~111!
A, c — ~100!. \v51.33 eV.
orientation of the InP substrate. This allows us to conclude
a
th
c

structure, and that in this sense it is a fundamental parameter

m

that the induced photopleochroism is determined in our c
only by the nature of the semiconductor through which
linearly polarized radiation enters the active region of ea
se
e
h

of the heterojunction.
Since the azimuthal photosensitivityF is proportional to

the product of the polarization difference in the quantu
FIG. 5. Spectral dependence of the polarization difference in the quantum efficiency and of the induced photopleochroism coefficient ofn-CdS/p-InP
structures atT5300 K. Q575°. Crystallographic orientation of InP:1 — ~100!, 2 — ~111! B, 3 — ~111! A.
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.
ich,
@F;Dh3PI ~Ref. 11!#, it can also be concluded on th
basis of the data in Fig. 5 that the spectral dependence oF
for the heterojunctions obtained is determined only
h(\v). Therefore, solar elements based on CdS/InP het
junctions in a semifilm implementation can be employed
broad-band photoanalyzers of linearly polarized light wi
out any additional technological operations. The switch
from a polarization-insensitive photodetection mode to a
larimetric mode is accomplished by simply altering the an
of incidence of the linearly polarized light in the photorece
tive plane of the heterojunction.
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Photoelectric properties of structures based on TlInS 2 single crystals
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The photovoltaic effect in heterocontacts of various types, viz., In/TlInS2, InSe/TlInS2, and GaSe/
TlInS2, is investigated. The relative photoconversion quantum efficiency of these structures
is studied as a function of the energy of the incident photons and the polarization plane of linearly
polarized light. It follows from photosensitivity measurements that the photosensitive
structures obtained can be employed as broad-band and selective photosensors of optical radiation.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02101-2#

Thallium indium disulfide, TlInS2, is one of numerous based on the method of forming a contact with metals
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ternary compounds which forms layered crystals with
monoclinic structure under normal conditions~space group
C2h

6 at T5300 K! and which undergoes a sequence of fir
and second-order phase transitions as the temperatu
lowered.1–3 Materials of this class have been classified on
basis of their fundamental properties as ferroelectric se
conductors and have been actively investigated to revea
features of the set of phase transitions that control electr
and optical processes in layered Tl–III–VI2 crystals.3–7 The
study of the physical properties of these interesting obje
has heretofore been focused exclusively on homogene
crystals which have a high resistivity (r510921012 V•cm
at T5300 K! and which exhibit only hole conduction,5,7

which, of course, makes it possible to create photosens
structures on their basis. In this paper we report how
problem was overcome in the case of TlInS2 single crystals
and examine the results of the first experimental invest
tions of the spectral photosensitivity dependences of s
structures.

The original material TlInS2 was synthesized by fusin
stoichiometric quantities of TlS and InS placed in an eva
ated quartz cell. Single crystals were obtained by direc
crystallization of the TlInS2 melt using a vertically oriented
crucible. The crystallization rate,.1 mm/h, was determined
by the rate of descent of the crucible, which had a con
bottom with an angle.30° to provide conditions for the
nucleation of a single crystal. The TlInS2 single crystals
grown had a tetragonal structure with unit-cell paramet
that correspond to the known values for this compound.7 The
structures were fabricated from plane-parallel wafers with
area measuring 333 mm and a thickness equal to 0.1 mm
which were prepared by splitting an ingot along a cleava
plane and had a uniform yellowish orange color. As a ru
the cleavage planes had specularly smooth surfaces, w
permitted their employment in the fabrication of structur
without any additional treatment of the TlInS2 surface.

The fabrication of the photosensitive structures w
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semiconductors of different atomic compositions, which
widely employed for new materials, especially in the stage
which the methods to regulate their physical properties h
not yet been determined. In the case of TlInS2, as our first
investigations of the contact phenomena showed, a photo
sitive barrier is formed by bringing one of these wafers in
direct optical contact with a cleavage plane of similar p
fection on a layered InSe semiconductor (r'5103 V•cm
with n.101321014 cm23) having n-type conduction, as
well as by the thermal sputtering of pure indium in
vacuum. The design of the structures obtained, which exh
a pronounced photovoltaic effect, and the geometry of th
illumination by unpolarized radiation, are presented in Fi
1–3, near the respective typical spectral dependences o
relative photoconversion quantum efficiencyh of these
structures.

1. The photovoltaic effect observed in the surface-bar
In/TlInS2 structures is characterized by positive polarity
the photovoltage on the semiconductor, which does not
pend on the energy of the incident photons or localization
the light probe on the surface of the structure. This circu
stance allows us to assume that separation of the photoge
ated charge carriers occurs only in the active region of th
structures appearing on the metal–semiconductor interf
As can be seen from Fig. 1, when the system is illumina
on the side of the barrier contact, photosensitivity is o
served in the broad spectral range from 1.5 to 3.5 eV. T
long-wavelength portion of the spectralh(\v) curves at
\v,2.1 eV follows a Fowler lawh;(\v2F)2 and can
therefore be attributed to photoemission~Fig. 1!. The barrier
heightF determined from these curves lies in the range 1
1.3 eV for different In/TlInS2 structures.

At \v.2.35 eV a sharp exponential increase in the ph
tosensitivity occurs in the short-wavelength region of t
h(\v) spectra of the surface-barrier structures. A slo
s5d(ln h)/d(\v)'35 eV21 can be assigned to this increas
As is seen in Fig. 1, the exponential increase in the quan

670067-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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efficiency ends at\v'2.43 eV with the formation of a dis
tinct step, whose energy position agrees well with the lite
ture value of the gap width of TlInS2.7 It should be stressed
that the energy position of the step is also reproduced q
faithfully on theh(\v) curves of all the In/TlInS2 structures
that we obtained and can, therefore, be associated with
appearance of interband optical transitions in TlInS2, which
can be classified as direct transitions, with consideration
Ref. 8, on the basis of the high values obtained for the slo
This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that illumi
tion of surface-barrier structures on the side of the TlIn2

wafer produced a sharp short-wavelength photosensiti
limit with h→0 in the photosensitivity spectra at\v.2.38
eV, which is caused by a rapid rise in the optical absorpt
and an increase in the distance between the layer where
nonequilibrium charge carriers are photogenerated and
active region by amounts exceeding the diffusion length
photoelectrons in the semiconductor.

The fact that the photosensitivity at\v.2.43 eV con-
tinues to increase as long as the structures are illuminate
the side of the barrier contact~Fig. 1! also permits drawing a
conclusion that the collection of charge carriers photogen
ated on the semiconductor surface is highly efficient a
therefore, that surface recombination plays the major r
This provides for broad-band photoconversion in In/TlIn2

barriers. It should also be stressed that the maximum on
h(\v) curves in the vicinity of\v'2.9 eV is reproduced in
all the structures investigated and probably reflects feat

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence ofh for an In/TlInS2 surface-barrier structure
at T5300 K.
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tent with the similarity of theh(\v) curves for the In/
TlInS2 structures~Fig. 1! and the photoconductivity spectr
of another compound of this class, TlGaS2 ~Ref. 4!.

The voltaic photosensitivity of In/TlInS2 surface-barrier
structures in the short-wavelength spectral range\v.2.43
eV at T5300 K is at the level of 100 V/W and can b
utilized in the development of broad-band photoconverters
natural radiation that are not sensitive to radiation with
photon energy below 2.3 eV.

Polarization studies of the photoconversion quantum
ficiency of In/TlInS2 surface-barrier structures during illum
nation along a normal to thea2b plane4 by linearly polar-
ized light show that there is virtually no natura
photopleochroism9 in the entire photosensitivity range o
these structures. Therefore, the photoactive absorption
served in these structures when they are illuminated alon
normal to the TlInS2 cleavage plane is isotropic, in agre
ment with the results in Ref. 2.

2. Heterostructures fabricated by direct application o
contact10–12 from TlInS2 and substances of different natur
viz., InSe@EG'1.23 eV ~Ref. 13!# and GaSe@EG'2.0 eV
~Ref. 13!#, exhibited, just as the In/TlInS2 structures consid-
ered above, a photovoltaic effect, which predominated w
the structures were illuminated on the TlInS2 side. In these
cases the ternary compound acted as a broad-band win
Over the entire photosensitivity range of these diverse h
erostructures, the semiconductor was positively charged,
the sign of the photovoltage did not depend on their illum
nation geometry or the photon energy, in agreement with
genesis of their active region.

In the case of a contact formed by GaSe and TlIn2

wafers with very similar electrical resistivities, the photose
sitivity in the range between their gap widths turned out to
similar and relatively weakly dependent on the photon
ergy ~Fig. 2, curve1!. As the resistivity of GaSe decrease
the contribution of the narrow-band component to the p
tosensitivity begins to drop~Fig. 2, curve2!, but the long-
wavelength and short-wavelength limits forh are main-
tained, since they are determined by the fundame
absorption in the contacting phases. The long-wavelength
crease inh, which is exponential and has a slopes'38
eV21, corresponds to direct interband transitions
GaSe,10,13 while the short-wavelength drop is caused by
duction of the optical transmission in the TlInS2 wafer as a
result of direct interband transitions, in agreement with
results of the investigations of theh(\v) curves of the In/
TlInS2 structures~Fig. 1!. The h(\v) curves of the GaSe
TlInS2 heterostructures also reveal how the relative contri
tion of the photoactive absorption associated with
introduction of lattice defects increases as the resistivity
GaSe decreases.

With the increase in the difference between the g
widths of the components of the heterostructures based
TlInS2, the spectral photosensitivity range expands tow
longer wavelengths in accordance with the decrease inEG of
the narrow-band component. In fact, the long-wavelen
maximum of h at \v51.25 eV and the long-wavelengt
increase in photosensitivity are now determined by the in
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band transitions in InSe~Fig. 3!, while the energy position o
the short-wavelength limit forh remains the same as in th
case of the GaSe/TlInS2 heterocontact~Fig. 2!. For this rea-
son, the total width of the spectral photosensitivity bandd1/2

was found to be significantly higher for the InSe/TlInS2 het-
erostructure than for GaSe/TlInS2 ~see Table I!. In accor-
dance with the significantly lower resistivity of InSe in com
parison to
TlInS2, the active region of such structures is localiz
mainly in the wafer of the ternary compound. As a result
this displacement, the contribution of the photoactive abso
tion by thallium indium disulfide becomes decisive~Fig. 3!.

As is seen from Table I, a comparable contribution
the photoactive absorption, which can be measured in te
of the ratio between the photoconversion efficiencies at
ergies near the gap widths of the contacting phasesh1 /h2, is
provided only by the GaSe/TlInS2 system~see Table I!. As is
seen from Table I, the highest values of the maximum volt
photosensitivity, i.e.,SU'500 V/W at\v'2.022.3 eV and
T5300 K, were also obtained for this system. In the case
the InSe/TlInS2 heterostructures, the photosensitivity ba
degenerates into a maximum near the gap width of TlIn2

due to the strong difference between the doping levels of
contacting phases.

Natural photopleochroism is not observed for any of
heterocontacts obtained or for the In/TlInS2 structures. This

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of the relative photoconversion quantum
ciencyh of GaSe/TlInS2 heterostructures atT5300 K (rGaSe, V•cm: 1 —
109, 2 — 107; rTlInS2

51010 V•cm).
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rule provides some basis to conclude that the direction of
normal to the TlInS2 cleavage plane, as in layered bina
InSe and GaSe semiconductors,10 is photoisotropic.

Thus, the different types of heterocontacts obtained
the basis of TlInS2 can find application as photoconverters
natural radiation, whose spectral contour is controlled by
nature of the narrow-band component.

In conclusion, we also point out that the problem solv
herein of fabricating different types of photosensitive stru
tures based on ternary Tl–III–VI2 compounds~in the ex-
ample of TlInS2) opens up new possibilities for studying th
contribution of various structural phase transitions in pho

ffi-FIG. 3. Spectral dependence ofh for InSe/TlInS2 heterostructures at
T5300 K.

TABLE I. Photoelectric properties of structures based on TlInS2 at T5300
K.

Heterocontact \v, SU , d1/2 , s,
component eV V/W meV eV21

h1 /h2
a

In .2.43 100 33
InSe 2.25 150 540 50

0.9
GaSe 2.0–2.3 500 360 38 1.7

aThe quantityh1 /h2 is the ratio between the photoconversion efficiencies
the heterostructure components near the gap widths. Hereh1 corresponds
to TlInS2, andh2 corresponds to GaSe~2 eV! or InSe~1.25 eV!.
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Temperature anomalies of the work function and relaxation of the surface conductivity

r-
of n -type Si in the presence of structural defects

N. I. Bochkareva and A. V. Klochkov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted 13 August 1996; accepted for publication 2 June 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 82–88~January 1998!

The temperature behavior of the high-frequency conductivity of surface electron channels in
Schottky diodes based on high-resistivityp-type Si containing near-surface, oxidation-induced
stacking faults is studied. It is shown that the reversible temperature-induced changes in the
surface band bending and the work function of Si have a stepwise character in the temperature
range 802300 K. It is concluded that the surface concentration of free electrons increases
during cooling from 180 to 80 K at temperatures which are characteristic of the ordering of water
dipoles. These effects are associated with structuring of the water adsorbed on the Si–SiO2

interface and with the ordered orientation of the water dipoles on the surface in response to the loss
of their rotational mobility. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02201-7#

Temperature anomalies of the surface potential and thements of the valve photo-emf and the rf conductivity of su
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surface conductivity have previously been observed in
temperature range 802160 K.1–10 These anomalies indicat
that the surface concentration of free electrons tends to
crease as the temperature is lowered. Maxima have been
covered at 90 K on plots of the temperature dependenc
the conductivity in electron surface channels in Ge and Si2–4

and minima have been discovered for surface hole chan
in Ge.5 These effects have been attributed to the adsorp
of oxygen or water vapor,1 restructuring of the surface,5

structural changes,7 and elastic stresses on the Si–SiO2

interface.6 Low-temperature anomalies of the rf conductivi
of surface electron leakage channels were observed in R
4 and 9 inp2n junctions and Schottky barriers in Ge. In th
presence of growth dislocations or microdefects, th
anomalies had the form of sharp maxima or steps on plot
the temperature dependence of the conductivity of the ch
nels. It is known that the adsorption of water is accompan
by surface downward band bending and the formation
enriched layers onn-type Ge and inversion layers onp-type
Ge, with which the formation of electron leakage channels
barrier structures is usually associated.1 It has been theorized
that reversible low-temperature changes in the surface
ductivity of Ge are caused by the structural disorder of
adsorbed water and can take place in other semicondu
materials.11 It would be of interest to carry out such studi
on Si for the purpose of ascertaining the character and na
of the temperature anomalies in the surface conductivity.
interest in such research is also due to the manifestation
these effects in the high-frequency and pulsed characteri
of barrier structures. Their study can provide informati
regarding the mechanism of the influence of the surface
the characteristics of device structures, as well as a key
elucidating the mechanism of the influence of adsorbed
ter on the surface properties of Si.

The present research was devoted to an experime
study of the features of the temperature behavior of the w
function and the surface conductivity ofn-type Si and eluci-
dation of the factors causing these features using meas
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face electron channels through the space-charge regio
Schottky barriers onn-type Si.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Most of the investigations were performed onn-type Si
containing surface oxidation-induced stacking fau
~OSF’s!. It is known that the activity of OSF’s is due t
dislocations that bound the stacking faults. The penetra
depth of OSF’s into the bulk of a crystal can be made sm
compared with the width of the space-charge region in or
to rule out the possibility of charge exchange between
deep levels of dislocations during measurements of the h
frequency conductivity and to avoid unequivocal interpre
tions of the measurement results. This specified the choic
the starting material, viz., dislocation-freen-type Si with a
resistivity equal to 2 kV•cm.

In this work we used Si wafers with OSF’s introduce
according to the method described in Refs. 12 and 13
oxidizing wafers with a ‘‘mildly’’ damaged~100! surface in
dry oxygen at 1050 °C for 1 h. Oxidation-induced stacki
faults with a length of;3 mm, which lie in~111! planes and
are bounded by Frank dislocations with a Burgers vec
b5(1/3)@111#, were located on the damaged surface a
depthd,1 mm.13 After removal of the oxide layer in HF
Au–n-Si~OSF! Schottky barriers were created on this su
face by sputter-depositing a semitransparent layer of Au w
a diameter of 3 mm~Fig. 1!. We note that in the Au–
n-Si~OSF! test samples the width of the space-charge reg
(w) exceeds the penetration depth of the OSF’s alread
the absence of a reverse voltage. For example, when
height of the surface barrierw50.120.4 eV,w57215 mm,
and w.d. Ohmic contacts were created by chemically d
positing Ni.

To test the influence of adsorbed water on the wo
function at low temperature, we measured the valve pho
emf in Au–n-Si~OSF! samples, as well as in Au–n-Si and
Au–por-Si/n-Si samples, which were obtained by chem
cally depositing a semitransparent layer of Au on a surface

710071-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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n-Si ~with a resistivityr52 V•cm) or on a layer of porous
silicon (por-Si! deposited on ann-type Si substrate, respec
tively. It was expected that the influence of the adsorption
water on the surface band bending inn-type Si would be
enhanced when Schottky barriers are created in aqueou
lutions of HF.14 In addition, por-Si with its developed po-
rous surface is known as a strong adsorbent containing
cropores with diameters;90 Å. Adsorbed water can b
present in the form of a particular phase component in po
of such diameter. For example, neutron diffraction revea
the presence of supercooled water at a temperature in
rangeT52462273 K and grains of hexagonal ice (I h), cu-
bic ice (I c), as well as disordered solid water, atT,243 K in
SiO2 microscopic voids with a mean void diameter of 50
~Ref. 15! or 90 Å ~Ref. 16!.

The rf conductivity of the Schottky diodes was measu
using a complex-conductivity bridge and a BCI-280 boxc
integrator. The relaxation of the rf conductivity and the c
pacitance was investigated by deep-level transient spec
copy ~DLTS!. The transient capacitance or conductivity w
measured with time delayst1 and t2 of the gating pulse fol-
lowing switching of the reverse voltage:U1→U2, where
U2.U1.0. The temperature curves of the transient capa
tanceDC(T), whereDC5C(t2)2C(t1), and of the conduc-
tivity DG̃(T), where DG̃5G̃(t2)2G̃(t1) ~the relaxation
spectra!, as well as the other experimental characterist
were recorded on an H307/nX2Y recorder.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The value of the leakage current in the Schottky diod
investigated at 300 K andU51 V was 1029 to 1025 A.
Upon cooling a decrease in the leakage current was obse
in most of the diodes, and an increase was observed in s
of them.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a Au–n-Si~OSF! barrier structure and
model of a surface barrier in the presence of water dipoles.1 — OSF,2 —
native oxide film,3 — space-charge region. The dashed line in the ba
diagram shows the lowering of the Schottky barrier on the periphery
Au–Si contact under the influence of adsorbed water, which results in
appearance of surface leakage in Si. Herex is the electron affinity.
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pacitanceC(T), the rf conductivityG̃(T), and the static con-
ductivity G(T) of a Au–n-Si~OSF! diode. The plots of

C(T), G̃(T), and G(T) are reversible and have inflectio

points near the same temperatures. The plots ofG̃(T) for
small reverse voltages~curves3 and4! have a minimum near

180 K. We note thatG̃.G at relatively large voltages

(U58 V! ~curves5 and6!, but G̃@G at small voltages.
Typical relaxation spectra of the transient capacitan

and the transient conductivity observed in Au–n-Si~OSF! are
shown in Fig. 3. The capacitance spectrum contains
peaks at temperaturesTmax, which we have designatedA1,
A2, B, C, andD. Two shoulders, which are denoted byB1

and B2, are also noted on the low-temperature slope
peakB.

Figure 4 presents the corresponding Arrhenius plots
the capacitance relaxation timet in log t5f(1/T) coordi-
nates. The activation energiesDE determined from them,
which characterize the peaks of the spectrum, are liste
Table I, which, for comparison, also presents the activat
energiesEa characterizing the most distinct peaks that we
previously observed by various investigators in dislocat
Si containing OSF’s12 and were combined into groupsA, B,
C, andD in Ref. 17. A comparison of the results shows th
peaksA2, B, C, andD in our spectra are comparable to th
previously observed peaksA2D, which were associated
with charge exchange between the deep levels of dislo
tions and point defects that decorate dislocations. In Ref
peaksA2D were observed on the Schottky barriers in e
taxial layers of Si~P! ~with a doping levelNd5231015

cm23) containing OSF’s measuring 3.6mm, whose penetra-
tion depth (d,0.9 mm! exceeded the width of the spac
charge region (d.w). As we have already noted,w.d in
the high-resistivity samples of Au–n-Si~OSF! investigated
already in the absence of a reverse voltage. When the rev
voltage was switched to a higher level, the edge of the spa
charge region in the bulk of the crystal passed throug
region where there were no OSF’s. Thus, the observed re
ation of the capacitance is not associated with charge tran
between deep levels.

This conclusion is also confirmed by the similarity b
tween the transient capacitance spectra and the transient
ductivity spectra, whose peaks are characterized by the s
activation energy values~Fig. 3, curves1 and2!.

The temperature dependences of the valve photo-
Uoc(T) ~Fig. 5! were measured with uniform illumination o
the entire area and with illumination of only the central r
gion of the sample by an incandescent lamp.

The Au–n-Si~OSF! samples exhibit a nonlinear depe
dence ofUoc(T) under uniform illumination~Fig. 5, curve
1!; the nonlinearity is stronger at the low- and hig
temperature edges. When only the central region is illu
nated, the slope of the plot ofUoc(T) decreases~curve 2!.
The plots of Uoc(T) for the Au–n-Si ~curves 3–4! and
Au–por-Si ~curve 5! samples take on a bell-shaped for
with a maximum in the range 1802200 K.

We note that inflection points are observed on t

Uoc(T), C(T), G̃(T), andG(T) curves at the same temper

d
a
e
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inset

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the capacitance~1, 2!, the high-frequency conductivity~3–5!, and the static conductivity~6! of Au–n-Si~OSF! diodes.U,
V: 1, 3 — 0.3; 4 — 4; 2, 5, 6 — 8. f 5160 kHz. The values ofTmax for the peaks of the capacitance spectrum presented in Fig. 3 are marked. The
illustrates one of the possible configurations of a surface leakage channel on an open surface:I — electron-enriched layer,II — space-charge region of a
near-surface barrier.
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tures as the peaks in the spectra. This indicates that the
perature behavior of the electrical characteristics investiga
has basically one cause.

DISCUSSION

Temperature behavior of the valve photo-emf and
work function.In the case of a high density of surface stat
the Fermi level on the surface (Ef s) is pinned, and the work
function (F) does not depend on the position of the Fer
level in the bulk (Ef) or, consequently, on the temperature18

The surface band bending increases almost linearly with
creasing temperature ~when dEf /dT.const):
w(T)5Ef s2Ef(T). Under intense illumination the valve
photo-emf approximatesw/q (q is the charge of the elec
tron!, and a linear temperature dependence of the photo-
can be expected.

The observed features of the temperature dependenc
the valve photo-emf indicate the presence of conduct
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FIG. 3. Relaxation spectra of the transient capacitance~1! and the conduc-
tivity ~2! of Au–n-Si~OSF! diodes. U1→U2, V: 1 — (0→8), 2 —
(4→8). t152 ms,t2510 ms. f 5160 kHz.
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channels in the space-charge region of the Schottky bar
In fact, if there are no leakage channels,

qUoc~T!5w~T!2kT ln
SqvNd

4Jsc
,

where v is the electron thermal velocity,Nd is the donor
concentration,Jsc is the short-circuit photocurrent, andS is
the area of the barrier. When the illuminated area,Sph, is
diminished~hereJsc;Sph), an increase in the slope of th
Uoc(T) curve by (k/q)@ ln(S/Sph)# should be observed.

However, if there are leakage channels through
space-charge region, for example, on the periphery of
barrier, on the open surface~Fig. 2!, the photo-emf decrease
as the channel conductivityG increases. Since the intern
resistance of a Schottky barrier,Rb @Rb.exp(2Uoc/kT)#,
increases rapidly with decreasingUoc, the character of the
temperature behavior ofG(T) can be seen more clearl
when the periphery of the barrier is blackened andJsc is
diminished. The slope of the plot ofUoc(T) is then deter-
mined by the temperature variation of the surface band be
ing (ws) in the channel. As the temperature is lowered,
slope of the plotUoc(T) increases if in the region of th
channel the surface Fermi level moves away from the c
duction band, and the work function (Fs) increases
(dFs /dT,0), whereas ifdFs /dT.0, the surface Ferm
level approaches the conduction band, and the work func
decreases or changes sign. The necessary conditions
decrease inUoc during cooling include a decrease in th

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plots for the capacitance relaxation time of A
n-Si~OSF! diodes. The corresponding peaks of the relaxation spectra
indicated, and the activation energies are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. Comparison of the parameters of the relaxation time cons
t5t0 exp(DE/kT) obtained in the present work with data from Ref. 17.

Spectral
peaks Tmax, K DE, eV t0, s Ea , eV ~Ref. 17!

A1 93 0.22 10213

A2 125 0.22 2310211 0.1820.19
B 185 0.21 531029 0.2720.29
B1 ;153
B2 ;173
C 226 0.43 10213 0.3720.52
D 273 0.54 10213 0.5420.68
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cordingly, dws /dT.0) and an increase in the surface ele
tron concentrationns(T) in the channel.

It follows from Fig. 5 that the Schottky barriers hav
leakage channels, and that the surface band bending an
work function undergo stepwise variation with the tempe
ture at their sites. For example, when the Au–n-Si~OSF!
samples are cooled from 300 to 80 K and uniform
illuminated, the increase in the photo-emf amounts
DUoc50.26 V and is close toDE/q50.3 V. However, the
plot of Uoc(T) is nonlinear and has inflection points, an
when the periphery of the barrier is darkened, its slope
creases, pointing out a nonmonotonic decrease inFs during
cooling. It follows from Fig. 5 that in the Au–n-Si and Au–
por-Si samples the photo-emf drops atT,180 K due to the
nonmonotonic decrease inFs .

The increase in the photo-emf observed in all t
samples as the temperature is lowered from 280 to 20
indicates an increase inFs . For example, in the Au–n-Si
samples DUoc50.2020.25 V, and Fs varies in the
range 0.10–0.15 eV when the shift in the Fermi lev
DEf50.1 eV, is taken into account.

Complex rf conductivity and relaxation spectra.The cor-
respondence observed between the temperature depen

of the rf conductivity G̃(T) and the capacitanceC(T) of
Au–n-Si~OSF! diodes~Fig. 2! is evidence that the ac chan
nel conductivity has not only an active component, but als
reactive component.

Let us consider the structure of a leakage channel~Fig.
2!. The potential ‘‘well’’ in a Schottky barrier is the sourc
of the leakage channel, the barrier is the gate, and the ne
region of Si beyond the edge of the space-charge regio
the drain. This structure is similar to the structure of a u
polar drift transistor with a verticaln-channel and a Schottky
gate short-circuited to the source. According to Refs. 19–
the conductivity of such a conducting channel of nonunifo
width increases as the reverse voltage rises as a result o
overlap of the channel by the space-charge region and
lowering of the barrier by the longitudinal electric field. Th
dominance of one of these processes specifies the char
of the dependence of the channel current on the voltage,
whether it is sublinear~a current-voltage characteristic of th
pentode type! or superlinear~a current-voltage characteristi
of the triode type!.

The portions of the channel near the source and the d
provide for internal feedback in the channel and the trans
processes associated with recharging of the transfer cap
tanceCs of the channel, which are slow compared with t
Maxwell relaxation. The instantaneousRC relaxation time of
the channel ists5Cs /g, andts.12tm(L/a)2, wheretm is
the dielectric relaxation time,g5g(w,U) is the transconduc-
tance, anda5a(w,U) and L5L(w,U) are the effective
width and length of the channel.21

The jump in the channel current following a pulsed i
crease in the reverse voltage is accompanied by decay, w
slows with the passage of time. This is attributed to t
ohmic voltage drop across the region near the source and
corresponding narrowing of the channel near the sou
which causes a further increase in the voltage drop and

re

t
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the photo-emfUoc of Au–n-Si~OSF! ~1, 2!, Au–n-Si ~3, 4!, and Au–por-Si ~5! diodes and variation of the work function
DF of Cu in the H2O/Cu system~6! from Ref. 24.1, 3, 5 — uniform illumination;2, 4 — illumination by a spot with a diameter of 2 mm. The values ofTmax

for the peaks of the capacitance spectrum presented in Fig. 3 are marked. Inset – diagram of the experiment.
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factors lead to a relatively slow decrease in the chan
conductivity.21

The modulation of the channel conductivity withts

leads to a phase shift between the voltage and the cha
current. As a result, the rf channel conductivity has b
active and reactive components. In capacitance meas
ments the reactive channel current is summed in the exte
circuit with the bias current through the barrier capacitan
This also influences the value of the measured capacita
and its temperature dependence.

It follows from Figs. 2 and 5 that at voltages which a
small in order of magnitude the rf conductivity of th
Au–n-Si~OSF! diodes is close to the static conductivity of
leakage channel in the Au–n-Si diodes, and their tempera
ture dependences are also similar. This confirms that
temperature dependence of the rf conductivity refle
temperature-induced changes in the conductivity of
source region. Since the conductivity of this region is det
mined by the surface electron concentrationns , the tempera-
ture behavior ofG̃(T) at small U reflects the temperatur
behavior ofns(T) and attests to the nonmonotonic variati
of ns with the temperature.

Let us estimate the characteristic scale of the relaxa
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;10253103, depending on the temperature. Hence, it f
lows that after the voltage is switched to a higher level,
decrease in the current from its value att51 ms ~the fre-
quency f 5160 kHz, and 1/2p f 51 ms! to the stationary
value amounts to;102103. A decrease in the current and
accordingly, in the conductivity and the ratioa/L by
102102 corresponds to an increase ints;(L/a)2 to
0.12102 ms.

Let us consider the influence of the drain region on
character of the transient process in a channel. Since the
on the space-charge region of the Schottky barrier decre
linearly with the distancex from the barrier, i.e., since
Eb(x);(12x/w), after an instantaneous increase inU, the
channel should expand toward the drain during rechargin
the transfer capacitance, relaxing toward a stationary dis
butiona(x);(12x/w)21. As a result, the decay of the cu
rent and the decrease in the conductivity following the init
jump in the current give way to a rise in the current and
increase in the conductivity. According to Ref. 21, when t
voltage incrementDU is small, the transconductanc
g;DU@wg /w(U)#, wherewg5w«/q2ns (« is the dielectric
constant!, and thents5Cs /g;ns . Also, if ns;exp(DE/kT),
thents;exp(DE/kT) and increases with increasingns . This
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behavior ofG̃(T) and the peaks in the relaxation spectru
Influence of adsorbed water on the temperature dep

dence of the work function.According to the theories tha
have been devised,1,14,22the pinning of the Fermi level on th
surface ofn-type Si is effected by acceptor states of t
dangling bonds of three-coordinated Si atoms. When th
surface states are filled by electrons, a surface barrier fo
Dangling Si bonds are also the dominant sites for the ads
tion of water. The attachment of water molecules to dangl
Si bonds results in their passivation, which is accompan
by a decrease in the height of the surface barrier. It is a
assumed that adsorbed water can produce a donor e
which is also a cause of the formation of electron leaka
channels in barrier structures. Molecules of adsorbed w
and their fragments~H and OH radicals! can form hydrogen
bonds with neighboring water molecules and with dangl
bonds of oxygen atoms from the local environment.14

An analysis of the results obtained and the literat
data22–25 reveals that stepwise changes in the surface po
tial are observed at 90, 130, 185, 220, and 273 K, as we
at 153 and 173 K, which are characteristic of water a
coincide with the temperatures for the loss of the rotatio
mobility of water dipoles in bulk23 and two-dimensional24

phases of water, as well as in clusters of water adsorbe
SiO2 voids,22 and the temperatures of the ordering of wa
dipoles in groups of molecules of crystallized water.25 In the
case of the low-temperature adsorption of water, which
been thoroughly studied on metals, a loss of mobility acco
panied by an increase in the work function~Fig. 5, curve6
from Ref. 24! occurs at the same temperatures as in
H2O/SiO2 system.22

These results can be explained on the basis of the
lowing qualitative model. When water is absorbed on a
surface, it undergoes structuring with the formation of clu
ters in the form of nuclei or fragments of low-temperatu
crystalline and amorphous phases of water/ice as the
perature is lowered from 273 to 180 K. When the rotatio
mobility is lost, the water dipoles are oriented in the adso
tion field of the Si surface. Enhancement of their preferen
orientation normal to the surface occurs during cooling fr
300 to 80 K in several steps at temperatures that are cha
teristic of water. The water dipoles immobilized on the s
face neutralize the dangling Si bonds. The ordered orie
tion of the water dipoles is accompanied by an increase
the positive bound charge on the Si–SiO2 interface, as well
as the free charge of electrons on the Si surface. The la
can be associated with the existing donor-like states and
sibly with the donor properties of the water dipoles the
selves.

The loss of mobility is accompanied by a stepwise
crease in the surface electron concentration and a decrea
the work function. The increase in the work function at te
perature in the range 2802200 K can be attributed to a
increase in the number of lateral hydrogen bonds.

The increase in the number of crystallization nuclei o
defective surface with a large number of dangling Si bon
@in samples of Si~OSF! associated with the emergence
dislocations on the surface14# leads to structural disorder o
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clusters or water monomers. A large fraction of the wa
dipoles maintain their rotational mobility down to 90 K an
neutralize surface states only after cooling to lower tempe
tures.

According to this model, the activation energie
DE50.22, 0.43, and 0.54 eV determined from the Arrhen
plots of t(T)5t0 exp(DE/kT) can be assigned to the ene
gies for the cleavage of one, two, and three hydrogen bo

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the results obtained in this work provid
evidence that the temperature-induced changes in the su
band bending on a realn-type Si surface have a stepwis
character, which corresponds to a nonmonotonic decreas
the work function of Si during cooling from 300 to 80 K an
an increase in the surface concentration of free electron
temperatures which are characteristic of water groupin
This results in the formation of surface electron leaka
channels, which are manifested in the high-frequency
pulsed characteristics of the diodes investigated.

It is postulated that these effects are associated with
structuring of water adsorbed at the Si–SiO2 interface and
orientation of the water dipoles by the surface when th
rotational mobility is lost.

We thank D. V. Tarkhin for then-type Si crystals with
OSF’s provided for this research.
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Commensurate and incommensurate indium phases on a „111…A InAs surface

e

Yu. G. Galitsyn, V. G. Mansurov, I. I. Marahovka,* and I. P. Petrenko

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia
~Submitted March 17, 1997; accepted for publication April 29, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 89–94~January 1998!

Adsorption phases of indium on a~111!A InAs surface are investigated. Three phases are
detected: (232)a , (131), and the (0.7730.77) incommensurate phase. The (0.7730.77)
incommensurate phase is modeled as a densely packed~111! layer of In (f cc) crystal
situated in epitaxial relation to the InAs substrate:^110& Ini^110& InAs . Reasons for the realization
of the f cc crystal structure are analyzed. It is shown that the incommensurate phase is
spatially modulated by the periodic potential of the substrate. A comparison of our data on indium
adsorption onto~111! InAs with the data in the literature on indium adsorption onto~111!
Si, Ge reveals the importance of relaxation of the elastic strains in the formation of two-
dimension adsorption-induced superstructures. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~97!00512-7#

A study of the interaction of metal atoms with a super-surate phase of Pb on~111! Si was observed in Ref. 3, wher
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conductor surface would be of great scientific interest a
besides, such studies are driven by technological requ
ments.

Adsorption of metal atoms induces on the surface o
semiconductor ordered two-dimensional structures. Th
structures can be commensurate, incommensurate, or ex
various epitaxial relations to the substrate lattice. The w
spectrum of arising surface reconstructions not only ma
adsorption systems extremely attractive for research in
physics and chemistry of surface phase transitions, but
highlights the unique complexity of the interaction in th
adsorbate–substrate system.

At present, the most widely used phase is t
(A33A3)R30° phase, arising in the adsorption both
trivalent metals~Al, Ga, In! and a number of other meta
~Pb, Ag, Au, Bi, etc.! on ~111! surfaces of Si and Ge
crystals.1–9

It is well known that the reason for reconstruction
ideal~111! faces in Si and Ge is saturation of dangling bon
by intrinsic adatoms and dimers in Si, and adatoms in
For example, in the (737) superlattice in Si the density o
dangling bonds is is 2.58 times smaller than in the id
(131) unreconstructed surface. Adatoms in Si and Ge
distributed over theT4 sites and form (232) subcells in
(737) and (238) reconstructions, respectively.10 During
adsorption adatoms are replaced by metal atoms. Howe
instead of a (232) reconstruction, a ()3))R30°(a) re-
construction is realized, which leads to complete satura
of the dangling bonds by the metal atoms at the minim
filling density u51/3.

As the adatom density is increased, the densely pac
()3))R30°(b) phases are formed.1,3–5,7 The interaction
of the adatoms in the adsorbed layer becomes important
conditions arise for the realization of incommensur
phases. For Pb on~111! Si, as the filling density is increase
from 1 to 1.5 to 2 monolayers, incommensurate phases a
with the distance between the adatoms equal to 3.46, 3
3.41 Å respectively.1 A still more ‘‘compressed’’ incommen-
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the closest distance between the Pb adatoms was 3.35 Å
surprising that the closest distance between the Si atom
the ~111! plane is 3.84 Å, and for crystalline Pb it is 3.50 Å
but the densely packed Pb ()3))R30°(b) phase is real-
ized, in which the distance between the Pb atoms is 3.35

Adsorption of metal atoms on the~111! surface of III–V
crystals has received significantly less attention. The m
reconstruction of an atomically clean~111!A face of these
crystals is the (232)v vacancy structure.11 Saturation of
dangling bonds~i.e., repulsion of the dangling-bond elec
tronic states from the band gap: empty orbitals into the c
duction band and filled orbitals into the valence band! is also
a motive force of reconstruction here. In InAs, of the four
atoms in the (232) unit cell one is removed leaving a va
cancy and three dangling As bonds in the second la
Transfer of three electrons from the three dangling bonds
the cations to the three dangling bonds of the anions w
subsequent relaxation of the atoms intosp2-hybridization of
the cation ands2p3-hybridization of the anion leads to
stable (232)v reconstruction. As a result, the~111!A face
becomes similar to the relaxed~110! face.10 Theoretical es-
timates indicate that on~111!A GaAs the formation of a
cation vacancy is exothermal12 ~it may be surmised that this
is also true for InAs!, i.e., they confirm the high stability o
this reconstruction. The static phase diagram~the diagram in
the absence of epitaxial growth!, which we determined from
RHEED data for~111!A InAs, is similar to the phase dia
gram of ~111!A GaAs ~Ref. 13!. In the temperature region
200–550 °C and the As4 pressure region from 1029 Torr to
531026 Torr there exists only one reconstruction: th
(232)v vacancy reconstruction. The~111!A face is incom-
mensurate to the arsenic molecules (As4,As2). We have not
observed any adsorption phases of arsenic. On the o
hand, for the~111!B face various phases of arsenic exist.13

On the (232)v reconstructed surface there are no intr
sic adatoms; therefore, adsorption of metal atoms onto
face, in contrast to adsorption onto Si or Ge, has a differ
character. Here reasons for the formation of t

780078-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



()3))R30° phase are absent. Taking into account the
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chemical inertness of the~111!A surface with (232)v re-
construction, at low temperatures of metal-atom deposi
onto the surface one can expect disordered adsorp
whereas at relatively high temperatures they will form thr
dimensional clusters or droplets. For example, In conden
into three-dimensional islands on~110! GaAs already at
room temperature, starting fromu50.2 monolayer.14 Our
data, however, on In adsorption onto InAs~111!A present a
more complicated picture: along with the formation of thre
dimensional indium islands, two-dimensional ordered pha
are also formed~the (232)a commensurate adsorptio
phase and the (0.7730.77) incommensurate, densely pack
phase!.

EXPERIMENT

Surface-phase studies were carried out in a Ri
molecular-beam epitaxy system with residual press
10210 Torr equipped for reflection high-energy electron d
fraction ~RHEED, 7215 keV!. The RHEED patterns were
analyzed with the aid of a ‘‘Photon–micro’’ video system
The procedure of chemical preparation of the samples be
loading them into the chamber is described in previo
papers.15,16 The indium flux was calibrated by the standa
oscillation technique for homo-epitaxial growth of InA
~001!. Complete filling (u51) corresponded to
6.331014 atoms/cm2, which is equal to the number of in
dium surface atoms on an ideal unreconstructed InAs~111!A
face. The surface temperature was determined with the
of a calibrated W–W/Re thermocouple.

RESULTS

To obtain one or another adsorption phase, the follow
cycle is commonly used: deposit a certain quantity of ato
onto the surface, anneal the sample at high temperatu
cool to room temperature. Phase diagrams for adsorp
systems, as a rule, give only a qualitative picture of the
ture of the phase transformations. Many surface phase
fact are metastable. To achieve true thermodynamic equ
rium usually requires prolonged annealing at some temp
ture.

To obtain indium adsorption phases, we started with
(232)v reconstruction and the three-dimensional indiu
clusters coexisting with it on the surface. It should be no
that in the process of thermal cleaning of the surface
vacuum and preparation of the (232)v reconstruction, for-
mation of indium clusters is unavoidable due to decompo
tion of two-to-three surface layers damaged by chemical p
cessing.

Let us briefly characterize diffraction from such a su
face. On an atomically smooth~111!A InAs surface with
(232)v reconstruction, resonant scattering shows up cle
in the diffraction patterns.15,16 As indicators of such scatter
ing we may cite the resonance parabolas appearing in
background intensity, the high contrast of the pattern, and
abrupt increase of the intensity of the mirror reflection un
resonant conditions of excitation. In Fig. 1 the resona
parabolas are plainly visible. In resonant scattering, the e
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tron moves along the surface, but along the normal to
surface~transverse motion! it is found in one of the station-
ary states~a surface or bulk Bloch state! of the one-
dimensional, laterally averaged scattering potential.17

Let us consider adsorption of indium onto this surfac
In order to obtain the (232)a adsorption phase, we als
deposited approximately 10 monolayers of indium onto
(232)v surface at a temperature ofT5300– 350 °C. At this
temperature indium forms liquid three-dimensional clust
on the surface, but the RHEED pattern does not change.
sample must then be cooled to room temperature and ke
this temperature for not less than three hours. During
time the background resonance parabolas gradually di
pear, and as a result diffuse background scattering incre
and pattern contrast decreases. The ordinary~nonresonant!
pattern with fractional point reflections arranged around
Laue circle appears. The characteristic dimensions of
phase domains and terrace widths do not change. The
fraction pattern of this new phase~the (232)a phase! is
shown in Fig. 2. The kinetics of formation of the (232)a

phase can be easily followed from ‘‘quenching’’ of the res
nance parabola~Fig. 3!. This ‘‘quenching’’ demonstrates the
modification of the spectrum of states of the transverse m
tion of the electron caused by the change in the surf
composition accompanying the phase transit
(232)v→(232)a . We observed a similar quenching o
resonances during cesium adsorption to a~111!A InAs sur-
face with (232)v reconstruction.16 The (232)a phase can-
not be obtained by direct deposition of indium onto the s
face at room temperature. In our experiments a w
controlled indium flux deposited not less than 0.1 monola
per second whereas formation of the (232)a phase took
323.5 h, i.e., the process of phase formation is limited
kinetic factors.

The densely packed, incommensurate (0.7730.77)
phase is obtained by annealing a sample with the (232)a

adsorption phase at a temperature of 250–300 °C~Fig. 4!.
The transition from the (232)a phase to the incommensu
rate (0.7730.77) phase proceeds via the intermediate co
mensurate (131) phase. The intermediate phase can also

FIG. 1. RHEED pattern of the initial~111!A InAs surface with (232)v
reconstruction, azimuth@112#. Ep511 keV.

79Galitsyn et al.



FIG. 2. RHEED pattern of the (232)a . Ep510a adsorption phase. a!—azimuth@1̄12#, b!—azimuth@110#.
obtained by depositing indium on the vacancy phase from an
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external source up to complete filling (u51) in the tempera-
ture range from room temperature down to 200 °C. Dur
such deposition the (1/20) reflection disappears. In our o
ion, the formation of the (131) adsorption phase is con
nected with the annihilation reaction of the In cation vacan
with the In adatom. This reaction leads to reverse rehyb
ization of the bonds of the surface atoms so that they re
to sp3-hybridization. On each indium surface atom the
again appears a half-filled dangling bond. Of course, suc
surface will be unstable to saturation of dangling bonds
indium adatoms, supplied either from surface clusters or
an external source. At the given temperature the densit
the lattice gas~mobile In adatoms! is governed by equilib-
rium with the condensed phase~In clusters!.

Note also that the intermediate (131) phase, as a rule
arises when preparing densely packed phases from less d

FIG. 3. ‘‘Quenching’’ of the phonon resonance parabola during the tra
tion (232)v→(232)a . The intensity of the parabola was measured at
intersection with the (11)InAs column in the@1̄12# azimuth.T525 °C.
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()3))R30°(a)→(131)→()3))R30°(b) of Pb
phases on~111! Si and Ge surfaces.1,3,8

The fundamental reflections of the two-dimension
(0.7730.77) phase, i.e., the~10! and (1̄0) reflections, show
up near the possible location of the (4/30) and (4/̄30) col-
umns for diffraction from~111!A InAs; however, exact mea
surements give

P5~10! InAs /~10! In50.7760.01,

which allows us to identify them as reflections of a ne
incommensurate phase. Besides the fundamental reflect
in this phase satellite reflections with scattering vectors

qt5gs2ga ,

are distinctly observed, wherega is the two-dimensional in-
verse lattice vector of the adsorbed In layer,gs is the two-
dimensional inverse lattice vector of the InAs substrate.

At around 350 °C the densely packed layer of In ato
melts, drops of liquid indium are formed, and the stable
cancy phase (232)v appears, with a clearly manifested res
nance. Note that the melting temperature of this phas
significantly higher than the melting temperature of cryst
line indium (Tm5157 °C). On the other hand, the temper
ture of incongruent decomposition of the~111!A InAs sur-
face is around 520 °C. This implies a strong interacti
between the adsorbate and the substrate.

By cooling the sample once again to room temperat
and holding it at this temperature for 3 h, it is possible
regain the (232)a phase and reproduce all the phase tran
tions.

DISCUSSION

The adsorption phase(232)a . The phase transition
(232)v→(232)a takes place at low temperatures and, co
sequently, the density of the lattice gas, i.e., of the mob
indium atoms on the surface is not large. On the other ha
noting that the (131) intermediate phase is formed from th
(232)v phase only foru51, we take as the existence regio

i-
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s

FIG. 4. a! RHEED pattern of the (0.7730.77) phase, azimuth@110#. b! profiles of the intensity of the reflections in the@110# azimuth. The profiles were
measured parallel to the projection of the edge of the sample on the diffractometer screen; reflections of the (0.7730.77) phase and the fundamental InA
reflections are denoted (10)In and (10)InAs , respectively.
of the (232)a adsorption phase the interval of filling densi-
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ties u,1, i.e., it is not densely packed. The stability of th
(232)a phase is low: an irreversible phase transition to
(131) phase occurs already atT590 °C. Hence it follows
that in the transition (232)v→(232)a the In adatoms, as
they diffuse over the surface, attach themselves near vac
sites, ‘‘decorating’’ the vacancy phase; however, annih
tion of the vacancy by the adatom and rehybridization
bonds does not take place.

Note that for indium on~111! surfaces with filling den-
sitiesu,0.5 the superstructure (232) is more characteristic
than ()3))R30°. For example, it is well known that in
dium on ~111! Ge with u,0.5 forms structures with large
periods of the typem32), wherem513,12,11,10~Ref. 8!.
These structures consist of several (232) subcells with an-
tiphase boundaries~boundaries 180° out of phase!. In es-
sence, indium adsorption here also decorates the (238)
reconstruction.8 We think that in the given system the a
pearance of antiphase boundaries is a consequence of p
relaxation of elastic strains in germanium created by ads
tion of indium. In InAs the elastic constants are significan
smaller than in germanium~Ref. 10!. There are no factors
contributing to the formation of antiphase boundaries si
no relaxation of elastic energy is gained here. Therefore
simple adsorption phase (232)a is realized.

The incommensurate phase(0.7730.77). As we have
already noted, for the reflections of this phase we have

P5~10!InAs /~10!In5~11!InAs /~11!In50.7760.01

this coincides exactly with the ratio 2.85 Å/3.71 Å50.77,
where 3.71 Å is the distance between the rows of atom
the ~111! InAs plane arrayed along equivalent azimut
^110&; 2.85 Å is the distance between the rows of atoms
the ~111! plane of the tetragonal crystal In (f ct), arrayed
along the four azimuths@101̄#, @1̄01#, @011#, and@01̄1̄#. Due
to tetragonal distortion of the indium crystal (c/a51.076)
the distance between the rows of atoms arrayed along
two other azimuths@110# and @1̄1̄0# is equal to 2.96 Å. For
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perimentally, however, we do not observe a difference inP
for any of the azimuths. For all of the azimuth
P50.7760.01. Consequently, the incommensurate ph
represents the~111! plane of the face-centered cubic cryst
In ( f cc). In order to ‘‘obtain the transition’’
(111)In(f ct)→(111)In(f cc) it is necessary to stretch th
bonds in the@110# direction from 3.25 to 3.29 AA and com
press them in the@1̄12# direction~normal to the@110# direc-
tion! from 3.38 to 3.29 Å~see Fig. 5!. However, in this
process the largest distance between the rows of atoms, e
to 2.85 Å and characteristic for In (f ct), is preserved.

It is interesting to compare our data with the data
indium adsorption on~111! Ge of Ref. 8. The authors of thi
paper identified the diffraction reflections produced by
dium adsorption withu.1 as reflections from the~111!
plane of the In (f ct) crystal. However, they did not provid
any proofs of tetragonal distortion of the~111! In plane.
From the diffraction patterns presented in Ref. 8, it is p
sible to determine the ratioP5~10!Ge/~10!In . We find
P50.8260.01. This value corresponds exactly to the ra
3.29 Å/4.00 Å50.82, where 3.29 Å is the interatomic dis
tance for the~111! In ( f cc) plane as determined by us~see
Fig. 5!; 4.00 Å the interatomic distance in the~111! Ge
plane. Most probably, the authors of Ref. 8 observed
~111! In ( f cc) plane. Precisely for this reason they were ab
to conclude that this plane is found in epitaxial relation w
the ~111! Ge plane, and the azimuths—in the relatio
^110&Ini^110&Ge ~Ref. 8!. If tetragonal distortion were presen
then parallel arrangement of all the azimuths would be
possible.

It is well known that tetragonal distortion of indium
crystal is a consequence of instability of thef cc structure to
splitting of the set of inverse vectors$002% ~Ref. 18!. In the
In ( f cc) structure the inverse vectorsg from the set$002% are
located close to the pointq0 , where the Fourier transform o
the pseudopotential of the indium atom as a function of

81Galitsyn et al.
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inverse vectorq passes through 0, i.e.,V(q0)50. It was
shown in Ref. 18 that a diminution of the energy band str
ture of the In (f cc) crystal takes place if some of the$002%
inverse vectors decrease somewhat and the others incr
i.e. the vectorsg ‘‘withdraw’’ from the point q0 . This then
leads to a tetragonal distortion of the indium crystal str
ture. We, however, are dealing here with the tw
dimensional~111! In plane, for which the set of inverse vec
tors $002% is absent; consequently, possible reasons
tetragonal distortion are also absent.

As noted above, besides the main reflections of
(0.7730.77) phase we also observe a number of other
flections~satellite reflections! in the diffraction pattern. It is
natural to explain the satellite reflections~as in the case o
the melting temperature of the phase! in terms of a substan
tial interaction between the incommensurate indium ph
and the substrate lattice. Under this assumption, the ato
positions of both of the lattices will be modulated by t
periodicity of the other. Since the substrate is more rigid th
the layer of adsorbate, it is mainly the atomic positions of
adsorbate that will be modulated.

If we denote the position of thej th indium adatom as
Rj , in the absence of an interaction the position of thej th
atom will be

Rj1Uj ,

whereUj is the small displacement of the adatom when ac
upon by the periodic potential of the substrate. Expand
the periodic potential in the inverse vectorsgs of the sub-
strate gives

Vs~r !5(
gs

Vgeigsr. ~1!

FIG. 5. a! Diagram of the structural transition
(111)In(f ct)→(111)In(f cc). b! Structural model of the (0.7730.77)
phase on a~111!A InAs surface.
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strate potential, we have

Uj5(
gs

UgeigsRj . ~2!

The scattering amplitude for scattering through the vectoq
is defined in the usual way:

A~q!5(
j

e2 iq~Rj 1Uj !5(
j

F je
2 iqRj~12 iqUj1 . . . !

5NF~q!F(
ga

d~qt2ga!

2 i(
ga

(
gs

qUgd~qt2~ga2gs!!G , ~3!

whereN is the number of indium adatoms taking part in t
scattering,F(q) is the scattering amplitude of the adatom
d(x) is the Dirac delta function,qt is the component of the
scattering vector parallel to the surface.

The first term of expression~3! defines the principal dif-
fraction reflections of the incommensurate (0.7730.77)
phase. The second term represents the satellite reflec
appearing forqt5ga2gs .

According to the diffraction data, the incommensura
(0.7730.77) phase is found in the following epitaxial rela
tion with the ~111!A surface: ^110&Ini^110&InAs . If we de-
crease the shortest distance between indium atoms in
phase by 2.4%, then the commensurate, densely pa
(333) indium phase will appear. On the other hand, in t
epitaxial relation^110&Ini^112&InAs to obtain the commensu
rate phase (2)32)) it would be necessary to lengthen th
In–In bonds in the (0.7730.77) phase by 11.3%. Therefor
the incommensurability is less for the epitaxial relati
^110&Ini^110&InAs and a greater relaxation of elastic energy
realized here.

Some relaxation of incommensurate elastic energy co
be achieved if the densely packed phase (0.7730.77) were
realized by domains tilted relative to the substrate by sm
anglesa satisfying the following relations:

mb15n1a11n2a2 ,

sin a5)n2/2~n1
21n2

21n1n2!1/2,

whereb1 andb2 are the vectors of the unit cell of the adso
bate,a1 and a2 are the vectors of the unit cell of the sub
strate, andm, n1 , andn2 are integers. In fact, such a tiltin
of the domains is equivalent to transformation of the inco
mensurate phase into the long-period commensurate s
ture. For example, in our case form530, n1523, n251 we
have a52.1°, and for m517, n1513, n251 we have
a54°, etc. However, we have not observed any doma
tilted by small angles in our experiments. On the other ha
when indium is adsorbed (u.0.6) on ~111! Si and Ge the
series of commensurate phases (A313A31)R69° and
(A613A61)R30°64° is formed.7,8 Here again, as we be
lieve, substantial differences in the elastic constants of In
and Si, Ge are manifested. In systems with strong bo
relaxation of the elastic strains upon adsorption of indiu
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leads to the creation of long-period domain superstructures
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either with antiphase boundaries or with tilting of the d
mains by small angles.

To summarize, we have detected for the first time a
characterized three different adsorption phases of indium
the ~111!A surface of InAs: the commensurate phas
(232)a and (131), and the incommensurate pha
(0.7730.77). On the basis of an analysis of the diffracti
data we have proposed a structural model of the incomm
surate (0.7730.77) phase as a densely packed~111! layer of
In ( f cc), existing in epitaxial relation with the substrat
^110&Ini^110&InAs . We have analyzed the reasons for the
alization of the (f cc) structure and not the usual indium
crystal structure: (f ct). We have shown that the incomme
surate phase is spatially modulated by the periodic subs
potential. At high temperatures the indium adatoms conde
into three-dimensional islands. A comparative analysis
our data on indium adsorption onto a~111! InAs surface and
the data in the literature on indium adsorption onto~111! Si,
Ge surfaces reveals the importance of relaxation of the e
tic strains in the formation of two-dimensional adsorptio
induced superstructures.

The authors thank the Russian Fund for Fundame
Research for support of this work~Grant No. 96-03-
33916-a!.
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
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Formation of InAs quantum dots in a GaAs matrix during growth on misoriented
substrates

A. F. Tsatsul’nikov, B. V. Volovik, N. N. Ledentsov, M. V. Maksimov, A. Yu. Egorov, A.
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The formation of InAs quantum dots grown by submonolayer migration-enhanced molecular-
beam epitaxy on GaAs~100! surfaces with various misorientation angles and directions
is investigated. It is shown for the deposition of 2 monolayers~ML ! of InAs that increasing the
misorientation angle above 3° along the@010#, @011̄#, and@011# directions leads to the
formation of several groups of quantum dots differing in geometric dimensions and electronic
structure. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~98!02401-6#
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Great importance has recently been attached in semi
ductor physics to structures with quantum dots~QD’s!, i.e.,
objects having bounds in all three spatial directions. T
most widely used method to obtain such objects utilizes
influence of the spontaneous transformation of a stres
~In, Ga!As layer on an~Al, Ga!As surface into an array o
homogeneous islands.1–3 The use of these QD’s as the activ
region of semiconductor injection lasers permitted the c
ation of lasers with high-temperature stability and a lo
threshold current density and the generation of laser ou
with a power of the order of 1 W in a cw regime at room
temperature.4–6 Improvement of the characteristics of Q
lasers calls for reduction of the size dispersion of the QD
which would lead to narrowing of the photoluminescen
~PL! line. There are several techniques to controllably infl
ence the dimensions of QD’s, viz., the formation of equil
rium QD’s,7 the vertically self-organized growth of QD’S,8,9

and the deposition of QD’s on misoriented surfaces.10–12

In the present work we investigated the optical prop
ties of InAs quantum dots deposited on a GaAs~100! surface
misoriented along different crystallographic directions. M
orientation of the surface leads to the appearance of terra
whose dimensions depend on the misorientation angle.
appearance of such terraces has an influence on the ene
ics of the surface, which can ensure better orientational
dering of the QD’s.13 In addition, the degree and direction o
misorientation strongly influence the lateral dimensions
the QD’s formed.10,11Our investigations demonstrate the e
istence of several metastable groups of QD’s of different s
following the deposition of an InAs layer on a misorient
GaAs surface. The formation and dimensions of such Q
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2. EXPERIMENT

The growth experiments were performed on a Riber
molecular-beam epitaxy system on vicinal substrates
semi-insulating GaAs~100! with different misorientation
angles and directions. Several samples with different mis
entation angles and directions were simultaneously pa
onto a molybdenum sample holder using indium. The grow
processes were carried out with constant rotation of
sample holder for the purpose of reducing the influence
nonuniformity of the molecular flows and the temperatu
field of the holder heating element. After removal of th
oxide layer in the growth chamber in a stream of As, a Ga
buffer layer with a thickness of 300 nm was grown at
substrate temperatureTs5630 °C. In our case this tempera
ture corresponds to the point of the (234) to (331) surface
reconstruction transition and was selected on the basi
considerations for improving the electrical and optical p
rameters of the layers.14 After the buffer layer, a superlattice
consisting of five GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As ~2 nm/2 nm! pairs of
layers was grown for the purpose of eliminating the possi
ity of the diffusion of nonequilibrium carriers into the sem
insulating substrate with a high concentration of deep-le
impurities~Cr!. Next, a GaAs layer with a thickness of 7 n
was grown, and the temperature of the sample in the str
of As was lowered toTs5470 °C@the point of the (234) to
(232) surface reconstruction transition#. The active layer
was grown in a submonolayer migration-enhanced epit
regime11 involving the cyclic deposition of In~in the absence
of a stream of As! in the amount needed for the deposition

840084-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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0.5 ML of InAs followed by holding for 2230 s in a stream
of As. The total nominal thickness of the InAs lay
amounted to 2 or 3 ML~four or six deposition cycles!. After
completion of the procedure for growing the active layer
layer of GaAs with a thickness of 7 nm was grown at t
same temperature. Then, the temperatureTs5630 °C was
established, and a layer of GaAs with a thickness of 7
was grown. Afterwards a superlattice consisting of fi
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As ~2 nm/2 nm! pairs of layers was grown
for the purpose of eliminating the possibility of recombin
tion. During the growth of the superlattices, the surface
the sample was held in a stream of As for 20 s after e
GaAs layer. The As pressure in the growth chamber w
maintained constant at the 431026 Torr level in all the ex-
periments. The values of the precalibrated flows of Ga,
and In were established such that the growth rates of Ga
AlGaAs, and InAs were equal to 0.5, 0.68, and 0.1 ML. T
growth rates were measured using a system for obser
oscillations of a reflection high-energy electron diffracti
~RHEED! specular reflection15 with a primary beam energy
equal to 10 keV.

The photoluminescence was excited by an Ar1 laser and
detected by a cooled photomultiplier. The PL investigatio
were performed in a closed-cycle liquid-helium temperat
cryostat.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the PL spectra of structures contain
an InAs layer with a thickness of 2 ML grown on an exac
oriented~100! substrate~sample 2-0! and substrates misori
ented by 5° along various crystallographic directions. As

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of structures with 2 ML of InAs dep
ited on a substrate misoriented by 5° along the crystallographic direct
indicated in the figure.
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seen from this figure, the spectra of the samples grown
substrates with misorientation along the@010#, @011̄#, and
@011# directions~below referred to as samples 2-5@010#, 2-5

@011̄#, and 2-5@011#! are different. Misorientation along th
@010# and@011̄# directions results in the appearance of thr
PL lines, which are designated in Fig. 1 asQD1, QD2, and
QD3. Under these conditions the spectrum of sam
2-5@011# displays only a single lineQD, whose position co-
incides with the band in the PL spectrum of sample 2-0
decrease in the intensity of the exciting light atT514 K
~when the heat-induced release of the carriers from the lo
ized states is basically suppressed! does not cause a signifi
cant change in the form of the PL spectrum of sam
2-5@010# ~Fig. 2!. This is evidence that linesQD1, QD2, and
QD3 are associated with recombination through different o
jects.

An increase in the effective thickness of the InAs dep
ited to 3 ML causes lineQD3 to become dominant in the PL
spectrum~Fig. 3!. Its position~at 1.24 eV! nearly coincides
with the position of lineQD3 in the spectrum of the sample
with 2 ML of InAs. We assume that bandQD3 is caused by
recombination through the equilibrium quantum dots
migration-enhanced epitaxy.7 At the same time, in the spec
trum of structure 3-0~the lower curve in Fig. 3!, which was
grown on an exactly oriented substrate, bandQD3 is weakly
expressed, and short-wavelength lineQD, which is associ-
ated with QD dots of small size, is the principal band. Th

s-
ns

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of a sample with 2 ML of InAs dep
ited on a substrate misoriented by 5° relative to the@010# direction for
various intensities of the exciting lightI ex .
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misorientation leads to an increase in the probability of eq
librium QD’s, in agreement with the data obtained usi
scanning tunneling microscopy in Ref. 12. Figure 4 sho
the PL spectra of structures 2-5@010#, 2-5@011̄#, and
2-5@011# measured at a different temperature~the short-
wavelength shift of each curve is specified by the cor

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra for structures with 3 ML of InAs dep
ited on a substrate misoriented by 5° along the crystallographic direct
indicated in the figure.
i-

s

-

seen from this figure, bandQD1 is dominant in the spectra o

samples 2-5@010# and 2-5@011̄# at low temperature. Raising
the temperature to about 70 K results in a drop in the int
sity of this band, and bandQD2 becomes the principal line
in the spectrum. A further increase in the temperature cau
line QD3 to become dominant. All the lines exhibit a long
wavelength shift of the maximum with increasing tempe
ture, which is typical of PL caused by QD’s. LineQD1 is
also dominant in the spectrum of sample 2-5@011# at low
temperatures. Increasing the temperature to about 100 K
sults in the predominance of bandQD2 in the spectrum.
Band QD3 is absent from the spectrum of this structur
Thus, the results obtained provide evidence that equilibri
QD’s did not form in sample 2-5@011# under these condi-
tions.

The positions of the maxima of linesQD1, QD2, and
QD3 for the structures investigated are listed in Table I.
we see, the positions of bandsQD1 and QD2 for samples

2-5@010# and 2-5@011̄# coincide. At the same time, lineQD3

in the spectrum of structure 2-5@011̄# is shifted to a shorter
wavelength by about 30 meV in comparison to the same
in the spectrum of structure 2-5@010#, attesting to a decreas
in the dimensions of the QD’s causing this line in sample 2

@011̄#. Sample 2-5@011# displays a short-wavelength shift o
line QD2 and a long-wavelength shift of bandQD1, which
also attest to changes in the dimensions of the QD’s w
they form on a GaAs surface of this orientation.

To investigate the nature of the appearance of linesQD1

andQD2 we studied the photoluminescence excitation sp
tra and the variation of the shape of the PL spectrum as
energy of the exciting line is varied~Fig. 5! for sample
2-5@010#. As is seen from the excitation spectrum of lin
QD2, when the excitation energy closely approximates
recording energy, a significant drop in the PL intensity o

s-
ns
FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of structures with 2 ML of InAs deposited on a substrate misoriented by 5° relative to various directions: a —@010#, b

— @01̄1#, c — @011#. The measurement temperature is indicated near the curves.
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TABLE I.
Misorientation Terrace Misorientation Position of lines in spectra

angle, deg lengthL, Å direction QD1, meV QD2, meV QD3, meV

3 60 @010# 2 1.32 2

5 35 @010# 137565 130065 122065

@011̄# 137365 1300610 125065

@011# 135565 132565 2

7 23 @010# 137665 129265 126165
curs. Such PL behavior is typical of QD’s and is due to the
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d-type density of states in QD’s. Photoluminescence app
when the energy of the exciting light is in resonance w
excited states in the QD’s. In addition, this points out t
absence of the transfer of nonequilibrium carriers betw
QD’s at low temperature. The excitation spectrum of ba
QD2 contains a maximum, which shifts in response to var
tion of the recording energy in such a manner that the ene
difference between the position of that maximum and
recording energy remains constant. It amounts to abou
meV, which corresponds to the energy of an LO phonon
InAs. Moreover, decreasing the energy of the exciting lig
to values that are smaller than the gap width of GaAs cau
line QD2 to become dominant in the spectrum. Such
behavior is probably stipulated by the phonon mechanism
carrier trapping in QD’s. If the binding energy of an electr

FIG. 5. Photoluminescence excitation spectra~upper curves! and photolu-
minescence spectra~lower curves! of sample 2-5@010# for excitation by light
with different wavelengths. The recording energies of excitation spect1
and2 coincide with the maxima of linesQD1 andQD2, respectively.
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than the energy of an LO phonon in InAs, it can lead
slower carrier trapping in such QD’s when electron-ho
pairs are excited by light with an energy greater than
GaAs band width. Upon resonant excitation electron-h
pairs are generated directly in excited states of the QD
This also causes a change in the intensity of lineQD2.

To study the influence of misorientation on the PL w
also investigated structures with different misorientati
angles, i.e., with different terrace lengths. The spectrum
the sample with 2 ML of InAs and 3° misorientation~sample
2-3@010#! contains only one line, which is shifted by abo
10 meV to a longer wavelength relative to the band of
QD’s in the sample grown on an exactly oriented substr
~Fig. 6!. Increasing the misorientation angle to 5° along t

@010# and@011̄# directions, as we have already shown abo
results in splitting of the PL line into three bands. A furth
increase in the misorientation angle to 7°~sample 2-7@010#!
does not cause any change in the spectral positions of l
QD1 and QD2 ~Fig. 7!. Thus, the dimensions of the QD’s
with which these bands are associated, apparently rema
nearly constant. At the same time, a considerable shift of
QD3 toward higher photon energies is observed. A simi
short-wavelength shift in response to an increase in the
gree of misorientation was observed for the PL lines in
spectra of the samples with 2 ML of InAs misoriented alo
the @011# direction and for the samples with 3 ML of InA

misoriented along the@011̄# and @010# directions. Table I
presents the positions of the maxima of linesQD1, QD2, and
QD3 for structures with various degrees of misorientati
and values of the terrace lengthL. It is seen from this table
that as soon as the terrace length becomes less than 60 Å
PL lines split into three bands in the case of misorientat
along the@010# direction. This can be attributed to the fa
that the terrace length becomes smaller than the length o
base of the QD’s. Increasing the degree of misorientat
leads to a considerable shift of bandQD3 to a shorter wave-
length, which is apparently attributable to alteration of t
geometric dimensions of the QD’s with which this line
associated.

Thus, it has been shown that increasing the misorien
tion angle leads to alteration of the dimensions of the QD

obtained. Misorientation along the@010# and @011̄# direc-
tions has the strongest influence. When 2 ML of InAs a
deposited on a GaAs surface misoriented along these d
tions, groups of QD’s of different size form. However, th
formation of QD’s of identical size can be controlled b
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,
FIG. 6. Photoluminescence spectra of structures with different thicknesses of the InAs layer in monolayer units: a — 2, b — 3. Themeasurement temperature
direction, and misorientation angle are indicated in the figures.
selecting the misorientation angle and direction. Since the
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QD’s formed in the case of the deposition of 2 ML of InA
are promising for employment in injection lasers,4 the results
obtained attest to the possibility of narrowing the amplific
tion spectrum of such lasers.

We wish to thank D. N. Demidov and N. P. Kornee

FIG. 7. Photoluminescence spectra of structures with 2 ML of InAs mis
ented by 7° along the@010# direction. The temperature at which the spec
were measured is indicated near the curves.
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Exciton polaritons in long-period quantum-well structures

bine
M. R. Vladimirova, E. L. Ivchenko, and A. V. Kavokin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted 29 May 1997; accepted for publication 3 June 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 101–107~January 1998!

The distribution of the normal frequencies in the complex plane for the exciton polaritons in a
finite periodic quantum-well structure is analyzed by matrix-theory methods. Relations
governing the sums of the normal frequencies for polariton modes that are even and odd relative
to the center of the structure are derived. It is shown in an anti-Bragg structure, whose
period equals a quarter of the optical wavelength at the excitonic resonance frequencyv0, that
the sets of the natural frequencies corresponding to even and odd solutions transform into
one another upon reflection relative to the vertical linev5v0. Approximate analytical expressions
are found for the natural frequencies of the ‘‘long-lived’’ and ‘‘short-lived’’ polariton
modes. The relation between the shape of the optical reflection spectrum and the set of natural
frequencies of the system is elucidated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~98!02501-0#
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to lead to the formation of mixed excitations of exciton p
laritons, which propagate to infinite distances without dam
ing when the interaction of the exciton with phonons a
static defects is ignored. The picture of the formation of e
citon polaritons in infinite periodic quantum-well structur
or superlattices differs in details, but as in homogeneous
terials, the term radiative damping is not introduced. T
concept of an exciton polariton undergoes signific
changes in a structure with a single quantum well. An ex
ton excited in an ideal quantum well in a state with a tw
dimensional wave vector ki5(kx ,ky) such that
ki,(v0 /c)nb can annihilate with the emission of light into
barrier (v0 is the resonant frequency of the exciton,c is the
speed of light in a vacuum, andnb is the refractive index in
the barrier material!. The frequency of a quasi-two
dimensional exciton is renormalized slightly when the int
action with photons is taken into account, and thus the m
result reduces to the appearance of radiative damping in
exciton. It is noteworthy that, unlike the radiative damping
excited levels of isolated atoms, to which the emission
light in a broad solid angle contributes, the radiation of
exciton in a quantum well at a frequencyv consists of two
light waves with the wave vectorsk5(kx ,ky ,6kz), where
kz5@(v/c)2nb

22kx
22ky

2#1/2, since the components of th
wave vector remain unchanged in the plane of the interfa
An exciton with ki.(v0 /c)nb induces an electromagnet
field in barriers, whose amplitude decreases with increas
distance into the bulk of the right-hand or left-hand barri
The inverse influence of this field on the exciton leads
renormalization of the resonant frequency, but does not
ate a new recombination channel. In this paper we exam
the radiative properties of an exciton in a finite period
quantum-well structure, where excitons in neighboring we
are isolated from one another sufficiently well so that
tunneling effects can be ignored. Such structures have b
studied extensively by experimental methods and can
characterized as an intermediate case between a single q
tum well and an infinite superlattice. Just as in a single w
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with the emission of a photon (kx ,ky ,6kz). However, the
radiative recombination rate and the frequency of the li
emitted depend on the re-reflection and interference of li
in the multilayer structure. In terms of quantum electrod
namics, the excitons in different quantum wells are coup
by the electromagnetic field. As in a system ofN coupled
pendulums,N natural frequencies generally appear in a s
tem of N quantum wells. Since the possibility of radiativ
recombination of an exciton is maintained, these frequen
are complex.

The optical properties of finite, long-period structur
with identical quantum wells were considered in Ref. 1 a
in a group of papers2–7 appearing thereafter. The case of
resonant Bragg structure with a periodd5p(v0nb /c)21

was analyzed in detail in Ref. 1. It was shown in this ca
that the spectrum of the natural frequenciesv i is highly de-
generate: the natural frequencies forN21 modes coincide
and are equal tov02 iG, whereG is the nonradiative damp
ing; i.e., these modes are radiation-inactive, and the
quency for one mode equalsv02 i (NG01G), whereG0 is
the radiative damping of an exciton in a single well, i.e., su
an exciton has a radiative lifetime that isN times smaller
than in a single quantum well. The real and imaginary pa
of the natural frequencies were calculated in Ref. 7 a
function of the period of a CdTe/CdZnTe structure conta
ing 10 quantum wells. The characteristic solutions of t
exciton-polariton problem in a structure with a finite numb
of equidistant quantum wells were analyzed in that pa
from the standpoint of parity. In addition, the laws governi
the relative arrangement of the natural frequencies of exc
polaritons on the complex plane were investigated, and
proximate analytical expressions for the frequencies of lo
lived and short-lived modes were derived.

Equation for the natural frequencies in the transfer-matrix
formalism

In the transfer-matrix formalism the dielectric polariz
tion is eliminated from the wave equation using the mate

900090-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tudes for the incident wave and the transmitted wave is
tablished. Let us consider a structure consisting ofN equi-
distant quantum wells arranged at a distanced from one
another. The transfer matrix through a layer of thicknesd
with a quantum well in the middle can be written in th
form1,8

T̂5
1

t F ~ t22r 2!eikd r

2r e2 ikdG , ~1!

wherer and t are, respectively, the reflection and transm
sion coefficients at the center of the well

r 5
iG0

v02v2 i ~G1G0!
, t511r . ~2!

Here and below, the difference betweennb
2 and the back-

ground dielectric constant of the well material is disregard
and normal incidence of light onto the structure is cons
ered. The eigenvalues of this matrix can be represented in
form8 l65e6 iQd, and the eigenvectors can be represente

Ĉ65F 1

a6G , a65
r

e2 ikd2te6 iQd
. ~3!

The quantityQ has the meaning of the wave vector of lig
at the frequencyv in an infinite periodic structure and sati
fies the dispersion relation9

cosQd5G~v!, G~v!5coskd2sin kd
G0

v02v2 iG
.

~4!

For a structure containing a finite numberN of quantum
wells, the spectrum of natural frequencies is found from
homogeneous boundary conditions, which signify the
sence of an external wave impinging on the structure fr
the left or the right and which are equivalent to the relat
a1eiNQd5a2e2 iNQd. After substituting the expression~3!
for the coefficientsa6 into this relation and performing sev
eral additional transformations, we obtain a transcende
equation for findingN complex natural frequencies of th
system

teikd5
UN21~G!

UN22~G!
, ~5!

where the Un(x)5(12x2)21/2 sin@(n11)arccosx# are
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind of degreen ~see,
for example, Ref. 10!, and the argumentG is defined accord-
ing to ~4!.

The amplitude optical reflection and transmission co
ficients for a system ofN quantum wells enclosed betwee
homogeneous unbounded barriers are expressed in term
a6 andQ in the following manner:

r N5
a1a2~12e2iNQd!

a2a1e2iNQd
, tN5

~a22a1!eiNQd

a22a1e2iNQd
. ~6!
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planes shifted byd/2 to the left from the center of the ex
treme left-hand well and byd/2 to the right from the cente
of the extreme right-hand well, respectively.

It follows1 from the symmetry of the system that its in
trinsic excitations are either even or odd relative to the cen
of the structurez50. In particular, the dielectric polarizatio
P ~or the electric fieldE) of a normal excitation satisfies on
of the following conditions: P(2z)56P(z) or
E(2z)56E(z). The natural frequencies for the even sol
tions are poles of the sumr N(v)1tN(v), and those for the
odd solutions are poles of the differencer N(v)2tN(v).
Hence it follows that the numerator of the fractionr N7tN

should vanish for the even and odd solutions, respectiv
and the conditions

UN21~G!56~ t/r ! ~7!

are imposed on these solutions. We note that among theN
roots of the two equations~7! only half are natural frequen
cies of the heterostructure and satisfy Eq.~5!.

Equations~5! and~7! enable us to establish the relation
between the natural frequencies for two structures with
same value ofN and with periodsd1 andd2 that satisfy the
condition

k~d11d2!5p. ~8!

The obvious equalities coskd252coskd1 and
sinkd25sinkd1 lead to the identity
G* (v,d1)52G(2v02v* ,d2). Comparing Eqs.~5! for the
two structures and taking into account the relatio
t* (v)5t(2v02v* ), exp(2ikd1)52exp(ikd2),
Un(2x)5(21)nUn(x), andUn* (x)5Un(x* ), we conclude
that the sets of natural frequencies$v i(d1)% and $v j (d2)%
can be reduced to the relation

v j~d2!52v02v i* ~d1!. ~9!

We denote the natural frequencies for the even and odd
lutions asv i

(1)(d) andv i 8
(2)(d), wherei ,i 851, . . . ,N/2 for

even N and i 51, . . . ,(N11)/2, i 851, . . . ,(N21)/2 for
odd N. Using Eqs.~7!, we rewrite relations~9! in terms of
the even and odd solutions

v j
~6 !~d2!5H 2v02v i

~6 !* ~d1! if N is odd,

2v02v i
~7 !* ~d1! if N is even. ~10!

An anti-Bragg structure withkd5p/2 is a special case. Sub
stituting the valuesd15d25p/2k into ~10!, we find for such
a structure that the sets of the frequenciesv i

(1) andv i 8
(2) for

odd N are distributed separately on the complex plane sy
metrically relative to the vertical straight linev5v0, and
that the set ofv i 8

(2) for evenN is obtained from the set o
v i

(1) as a result of reflection relative to the straight lin
v5v0. We note that Eqs.~9! and~10! were derived without
consideration of the dispersion of the wave vec
k5(v/c)nb , i.e., under the assumption tha
Nnbuv2v0ud/c!1.

Figure 1 shows the complex energies of the exciton
laritons for three structures withN510 and with periods tha
satisfy the conditionkd5p/4 ~a!, kd5p/2 ~b, an anti-Bragg
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structure!, or kd53p/4 ~c!. The even and odd solutions a
denoted by different symbols. The parameters of the het
structure selected for the calculation are characteristic of
GaAs/GaAlAs system: the excitation energy of a quasi-tw

FIG. 1. Complex eigenenergies for exciton polaritons in a structure with
quantum wells and a periodd5dA/2 ~a!, d5dA ~b!, or d53dA/2 ~c!, where
dA is the period of the anti-Bragg structure. The nonradiative dampingG of
the exciton was set equal to zero. Unfilled and filled squares — even
odd solutions, respectively; asterisk — eigenenergy of an exciton in a si
quantum well. The arrows indicate the edges of the gap in an infinite p
odic heterostructure determined according to~15!.
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dimensional exciton in a single quantum well\v051.524
eV, the radiative damping\G050.08 meV, the refractive
index in the barriernb53.64, and the difference betweennb

and the background refractive index in the well material w
ignored. For simplicity, the nonradiative damping was
equal to zero, and to take it into account, it is sufficient
shift all the points in Fig. 1 by2 iG. In accordance with~10!,
the points in Fig. 1c are obtained from Fig. 1c by reflecti
relative to the straight line at\v0 and switching the parity
symbol, and the complex energies of the polaritons in
anti-Bragg structure~Fig. 1b! are arranged symmetricall
relative to this line. The arrangement of the eigenenergies
an anti-Bragg structure with 20 wells is shown in Fig. 2.

Equation for the eigenfrequencies in the coupled-oscillator
approach

In this approach the natural frequencies are found fr
the equation

detiAlm2vd lmi50,

Alm5~v02 iG!d lm2 iG0eiku l 2mu, ~11!

which is fully equivalent to Eq.~5!. Since the trace of any
square matrix is equal to the sum of its eigenvalues,
following constraint can be imposed on this sum:

(
j 51

N

V j50, V j5v j2v01 i ~G1G0!. ~12!

According to Gerschgorin’s circle theorem,11 the eigenvalues
of a complex square matrixalm of order n lie in a closed
region of the complex planez5z81 iz9 formed by the
circles

uz2all u< (
mÞ l

ualmu.

Hence it follows that the natural frequencies of a system oN
quantum wells are localized in a circle, whose center is at
point v02 i (G1G0) and whose radius equals (N21)G0.
Taking into account the symmetry of the system, we obt

n

nd
le
i-

FIG. 2. Complex eigenenergies for exciton polaritons in an anti-Bra
structure (d5dA) with 20 quantum wells forG50. The arrows show the
edges of the gap in an infinite periodic heterostructure.
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odd solutions taken separately. For this purpose, we num
a sequence ofN quantum wells fromm52n to m5n, ex-
cluding zero for an evenN52n and including the value
m50 for an oddN52n11, and we pass from a basis o
single-well exciton statesum& to um&65(um&6u2m&)/A2
(m51, . . . ,n) if N is even or to um&6 (m51, . . . ,n),
u0&1[u0& if N is odd. In the new basis the matrixÂ trans-
forms into the quasidiagonal matrix

Â5F Â~1 ! 0

0 Â~2 !G .

The eigenvalues of the matricesÂ(6) specify the set of the
frequenciesv j

(6) for the even and odd solutions, respe
tively. The diagonal elements of these matrices can be ea
calculated:Amm

(6)5ṽ07 iG0h2m21, if N is even orA00
(1)5ṽ0

and Amm
(6)5ṽ07 iG0h2m if N is odd, where

ṽ05v02 i (G1G0) andh5eikd. Summing them separately
we obtain

(
j 51

n

V j
~1 !52(

j 51

n

V j
~2 !

52 iG0h
12h2n

12h2
for N52n, ~13!

(
j 51

n11

V j
~1 !52(

j 51

n

V j
~2 !

52 iG0h2
12h2n

12h2
for N52n11.

Relations~20! from Ref. 1 enable us to find the frequenci
V j

(6) for N5124:

V1
~1 !50 ~N51!; V1

~6 !57 iG0h ~N52!;

V1,2
~1 !52

i

2
G0h~h6Ah218!, V1

~2 !5 iG0h2~N53!;

V1,2
~1 !~h!5V1,2

~2 !~2h!52
i

2
G0h@11h2

6A~11h2!214~112h!] ~N54!.

It is easy to see that these frequencies satisfy identities~12!
and ~13!.

Approximate expressions for the natural frequencies

An analysis of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that several polari
modes have a small radiative damping, while there are in
vidual polariton states characterized by increased radia
activity. Approximate analytical expressions for the natu
frequencies can be derived for these two types of exc
polaritons in quantum-well structures.

We, first of all, note that, according to~4!, in an infinite
periodic quantum-well heterostructure the dispersion of n
mal light waves has the form
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v5v02 iG1
sin kd

cosQd2coskd
G0 . ~14!

WhenG50, the spectrum has a gap lying between the val

v5v02G0 tan~kd/2! for Q5p/2 and

v5v01G0 cot~kd/2! for Q50. ~15!

The arrows in Figs. 1 and 2 show the edges of the gap
exciton polaritons, which are assigned by the expressi
v01(16A2)G0 in a structure with a period equal to 1/4 o
the optical wavelength,v06G0 in an anti-Bragg structure
and v01(6A221)G0 if the period is equal to 3/4 of a
wavelength.

In a structure with a finite number of quantum wells t
permissible values of the productQd, which is defined ac-
cording to~4!, are assigned by Eq.~5! which can be repre-
sented with consideration of~14! in either of the equivalent
forms

sin NQd

sin~N21!Qd
5

i sin kd

12exp~2 ikd!cosQd

or

tan NQd52 i
sin kd sin Qd

12coskd cosQd
. ~16!

For a large number of quantum wells,N@1, there are solu-
tions of this equation withuQud!1 or p2uQud!1 which
allow expansion in powers ofN21:

Qd'p
j

NS 12
i

N
cot

kd

2 D for
j

N
!Usin

kd

2 U, ~17!

Qd'pS j

N
2 i

N2 j

N2
tan

kd

2 D for
N2 j

N
!Ucos

kd

2 U,
where j 51, . . . ,N. In Fig. 3 the circles and triangles sho
the eigenvalues of the energy for exciton polaritons in
anti-Bragg structure with ten wells, which were calculat
from the exact formula~5! and from formulas~14! and~17!.

FIG. 3. Complex natural frequencies for exciton polaritons in an anti-Bra
structure (d5dA) with ten quantum wells:1 — exact calculation, which is
also presented in Fig. 1~b!; 2 — calculation based on Eqs.~14! and ~17!;
3 — calculation based on the approximate equation~18!.
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.
FIG. 4. Optical reflection spectra of a system of ten quantum wells with a periodd5dA/2 ~a! or d5dA ~b!, wheredA is the period of the anti-Bragg structure
Solid curves — calculation without allowance for the nonradiative damping, dashed lines — for\G50.01 meV, dot-dashed lines — for\G5\G050.08
meV. The arrows show the real energies of the polariton modes that satisfy Eq.~5!.
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It is seen that the difference between the exact and approxi-
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mate values is insignificant for at least four solutions.
We introduce the notation d for the ratio

G0 /(v02v2 iG). According to~4!, for solutions which sat-
isfy the conditionudu!1 we haveQd'kd1d, and when
usinkdu@udu, the equation for the natural frequencies can
written in the form

cot N~kd1d!5 i S 11
d2

2 sin2 kd
D . ~18!

In the limit N→`, the imaginary part of the natural fre
quency of an exciton polariton that has increased radia
activity tends to the value2G2G0(N/p), wherep satisfies
the equationpep52usinkduN. The squares in Fig. 3 show th
radiation-active solutions calculated from the approxim
formula ~18!.

Reflection spectra

Figure 4 presents the reflection spectraR(v)5ur N(v)u2

calculated for a structure withN510 and (v0 /c)A«bd5p/4
~a! andp/2 ~b!. To facilitate the analysis, the calculation w
performed with allowance for the real nonradiative damp
of the exciton and forG50. It is seen that within the ban
gap the reflection coefficient for an infinite heterostructu
with ten wells is close to 100% whenG50. The fine struc-
ture outside of this spectral region is consistent with the r
values of the natural frequencies for weakly damped po
iton modes. Consideration of the nonradiative damping ob
erates the fine structure of the reflection spectrum, and
information regarding the distribution of the natural freque
cies is lost.

In conclusion, we note that periodic structures w
quantum wells offer a unique possibility for regulating t
radiative characteristics of excitons, without altering t
95 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
e
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tween them. A single, optically active mode with a sho
lifetime ~a Bragg structure! can be generated orN nondegen-
erate polariton modes with different frequencies and li
times can be obtained. We have shown that, regardless o
value of N, only a restricted number of these modes ha
radiative damping exceeding the radiative damping of an
citon in a single well, while the remaining modes are lon
lived.
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Interimpurity light absorption in thin wires of III–V-type semiconductors

ial
A. P. Dzhotyan, É. M. Kazaryan, A. S. Chirkinyan

Erevan State University, 375049 Erevan, Armenia
~Submitted May 20, 1996; accepted for publication June 2, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 108–110~January 1998!

A study has been performed of interimpurity light absorption in weakly doped thin wires of
III–V type semiconductors with Kane charge-carrier dispersion law with the one–dimensional
random distribution of the impurities taken into account. The dependence of the absorption
curve is analyzed: the location of the absorption maxima corresponding to transitions from the
acceptor ground level to the ground level and first excited level of the donor as well as
their edges and half-widths are found. It is shown that the nonparabolicity of the charge-carrier
dispersion law leading to transitions between the impurity ground states causes an abrupt
detachment of this absorption line from the remaining lines. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00712-6#
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perconductor wires was investigated earlier in Ref. 1 with
concrete band structure of the semiconductor taken into
count. This study also considered transitions of the elec
from the valence band to the discrete donor levels. Fur
study of impurity absorption in wires requires a consid
ation of the contribution of transitions between the discr
impurity levels, i.e., the discrete levels of the acceptors
donors. In the solution of this problem in the present pa
we restrict the treatment to a weakly doped semicondu
with acceptor concentrationnA!nD ~nD is the donor concen
tration!, where the nearest-neighbor approximation hold2

Here we approximate the wire potential~with circular cross
section of radiusR! by an infinite two-dimensional potentia
well, and along thez axis we assume that the on
dimensional band structure is preserved. As in Ref. 1,
adopt the Kane charge-carrier dispersion law3 and employ
the two-band approximation~mc5mv5m, mc is the electron
mass,mv is the hole mass!, in which this law is completely
analogous to the relativistic law.4

To consider interimpurity transitions in a thin wire, it
necessary to determine the wave functions and energy s
trum of the bound states of the hydrogen-like impurity. A
suming that the Bohr radiusa of the bound impurity state in
a massive sample~a5\2x/mZe2, whereZ is the charge of
the impurity center, andx is the dielectric constant of th
crystal! is greater thanR, the Wannier equation of the impu
rity problem decomposes into two equations: the first
scribes the motion of a noninteracting electron and hole
the quantum-well plane, and the second describes the mo
of the Coulomb-bound electron–hole pair with Kane disp
sion law of the charge carriers along thez axis. In an account
of correlation of these motions, the true interaction poten
of the electron–hole pair is obtained by averaging the tra
verse Coulomb motion over the wave functions. Note t
taking this correlation into account is of fundamental imp
tance for wires with a quadratic dispersion law5 since it
eliminates difficulties associated with the instability of t
ground state of the one-dimensional hydrogen-like atom.
the same time, for III–V wires it is not necessary: the re
tivistic derivation of the dispersion law ensures the existe
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V(z)52e /xuzu ~Ref. 4!.
In this treatment of the problem, the total wave functio

describing the ground state (n50) and the excited state
(n51,2,3 . . . ) of anelectron localized on a singly ionize
donor @with its center at the point (r,z) in cylindrical coor-
dinates with thez axis along the axis of the wire, the cent
of the acceptor is located at the point~r2r0 , z2z0!#, have
the form

CD05F2bi
umu

aa G1/2 1

AS

Jumu~l i
umur/R!

Jumu11~l i
umu!

3exp~ imw!expS 2
bi

umuz

aa DUc~z!, ~1!

CDn5F 2~bi
umu!3

a3n3~n11!2G1/2 1

AS

Jumu~l i
umur/R!

Jumu11~l i
umu!

3exp~ imw!z expS 2
bi

umuz

na DLn
1S 2bi umuz

na DUc~z!,

~2!

En,i
umu5Fm2s41\2s2~l i

umu!2/R2

11a2/~n1t !2 G , ~3!

wherel i
umu is the i th root of themth Bessel functionJumu ; s

is the nonparabolicity parameter governing the ‘‘interactio
of the bands~Eg52mns2, wheremn is the electron mass a
the bottom of the conduction band, andEg is the width of the
band gap!. The quantitya5e2/x\s plays the role of the
effective fine-structure constant~for InSb s'108 cm/s,
a.0.2!, and the quantityls5aa5\/ms entering into ex-
pression~1! for the ground-state wave function is the anal
of the Compton wavelengthl5\/m0c in the case of a Kane
semiconductor4!. As can be seen from Eq.~1!, the localiza-
tion radius of an electron bound to a hydrogen-like impur
center in a thin wire in the ground state is narrower thanls

by the factorbi
umu5@m2s41(\2s2/R2)(l i

umu)2#1/2ms2. This is
because of the boundedness of transverse motion of ch
carriers with Kane dispersion law in a wire:S is the cross-

960096-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



sectional area of the wire,Ln
1(x) is the Laguerre polynomial
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of order n, Uc(z) is the Bloch amplitude, and
t5(1/2)6(1/2)(124a2)1/2 ~Refs. 1 and 4!.

The coefficient of interband light absorption is calc
lated by the standard technique6 invoking Eqs.~1!–~3! and
smallness of the quantityq'R, whereq' is the photon mo-
mentum in the plane perpendicular to thez axis ~for InSb
with R.1026 cm q'R.0.1!.

Thus, for the optical matrix element of the transition
an electron between impurity ground states ‘‘suspende
from wire subbands with identical numbersi 5 i 8, m5m8
~the contribution of the remaining terms is negligible since
is proportional to the square of the small parameterq'R,
Ref. 7! neark50, using Eq.~1!, we find

PDA5
2eA0

m0c
pcv~z0!cosb

bi
uzuz0

aa
expS 2

bi
umuz0

aa D , ~4!

where

pcv~z0!5
i\

V0
E

V0

Uc~z!Uv~z2z0!dz,

V0 is the volume of the one-dimensional unit cell,A0 is the
amplitude of the vector potentialA of the incident light
wave, andb is the angle betweenA and thez axis.

For transitions of the electron between the ground sta
of the donor and acceptor with energies

E i52Eg1uEA 0,i
umu u2e2/xz0 , E f52uED 0,i

umu u

~measured from the bottom of the conduction band! we ob-
tain the following expression for the absorption:

a0~v,z0!5
16p2e2 cos2 b

m0
2ncva2a2 (

i ,m
upcv~z0!u2~bi

umu!2z0
2

3expS 2
2bi

umuz0

aa D dS e2

xz0
2

e2

xz1
D , ~5!

wherez15e2/x(\v2Ẽg), andẼg5Eg2uED 0,i
umu u2uEA 0,i

m u.
The above expression fora0(v,z0) must be averaged

over the random impurity distribution in the semiconduct
It is not hard to find the probability of finding the neare
acceptor to the given donor within the intervalz0 , z01dz0 .
In the nearest-neighbor approximation this probability h
the form of the one-dimensional Poisson distribution

W~z0!dz05SnAe2SnAz0dz0 . ~6!

Averaginga0(v,z0) over distribution~6! and multiply-
ing by the donor concentration, we finally obtain the expr
sion for the absorption coefficient:

a0~v!5
16p2bAbDx cos2 b

m0
2ncva2S (

i ,m
upcv~z1!u2~bi

umu!2

3S vD

v2V0,i
umu D 4

expF2
bAvD

v2V0,i
umu 2

2bi
umuvD

a~v2V0,i
umu!G ,

~7!

where vD5e2/xa\, V0,i
umu5Ẽg /\, bA5nASa, and

bD5nDSa .
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excited donor level, using expressions~1!–~3! and ~6!, we
obtain the following expression for the absorption:

a1~v!5
16p2bAbDxa cos2 b

m0
2ncvS (

i ,m
upcv~z2!u2ubi

umuu2

3S vD

v2V1,i
umu D 4

expF2
bAvD

v2V1,i
umu 2

2bi
umuvD

~v2V1,i
umu!G , ~8!

where V1,i
umu5@Eg2uED1,i

umu u2uEA0,i
umu u#/\, and z25avD /

(v2V1,i
umu).

1. DISCUSSION

Interimpurity light absorption in a thin semiconducto
wire begins from transitions of the electron between
ground (n50) hydrogen-like levels of the infinitely sepa
rated acceptor–donor pair associated with the lowest w
subbands~i 5 i 851, m5m850! of the corresponding bands
These transitions, as follows from Eq.~7!, correspond to the
main impurity peak with absorption edge at the frequenc

V0,1
0 5@Eg2uED0,1

0 u2uEA0,1
0 u#/\,

whereED0,1
0 and EA0,1

0 are the ground-state energies of t
donor and acceptor, respectively.

Note that the very existence of this peak in a thin sem
conductor wire is due to the nonparabolicity of the charg
carrier dispersion law, which eliminates the instability of t
ground state of the one-dimensional Coulomb problem,
analogy with the relativistic problem.4 For InSb with
Eg50.23 eV,V0,1

0 '1014s21.
As a result of the random distribution of the donor

acceptor pairs, this peak has finite width, and its maximu
as follows from Eq.~7!, is reached at the frequency

v0,1
0 5V0,1

0 1vD/2a1bAvD/4. ~9!

The second term in expression~9! describes the frequenc
shift of the main absorption peak due to overlap of the wa
functions of the donor and acceptor ground states. This o
lap is substantial in our case forz0 valuesa21 times smaller
than in the two-dimensional (2D) ~Ref. 8! and three-
dimensional (3D) case and, correspondingly, for larger va
ues of the quasimomenta. The concentration shift of the p
described by the third term in expression~9! is proportional
to the parameterbA and for values ofbA;0.1 is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the shift described by the sec
term in expression ~9!. The half-width of the peak
dv'vD/2a.

The total absorption coefficienta0(v), as can be seen
from expression~7!, takes the form of several separate pea
due to transitions of the electron between the discrete le
of the hydrogen-like impurity formed below the bottom
each quantization subband in the wire.

The peaks of the curvea0(v) following after the main
one, with absorption edgesV0,i

umu shifted toward shorter wave
lengths, arise as a result of transitions of the electron
tween the impurity ground states suspended under the
bands with indicesi and m in the wire. To estimate the
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quantitiesV0,i
umu it is convenient to use the asymptotic expan-
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V1,1
0 5@Eg2uED1,1

0 u2uEA0,1
0 u#/\,
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sion of the energies of the impurity ground statesED0,i and
EA0,i

umu ~3! for small values ofa, which gives

V0,i
umu'2aAm2s41

\2s2~l i
umu!2

R2 .

The peaks ofa0(v) are arranged in the order of th
roots of the Bessel functions9 V0,1

0 ,V0,1
1 ,V0,1

2 ,V0,2
0

,V0,1
3 ,V0,2

1 , which reflect the specific character of quan
zation of the charge-carrier spectrum in a thin wire with c
cular cross section. Their maxima are reached at the freq
cies

v0,i
umu5V0,i

umu1vD/2a1bAvD/4,

and their half-widths are equal to the half-width of the ma
peak.

For a wire with radiusR.1026 cm the distance betwee
two neighboring maxima for InSb is equal roughly tovD

(vD.1012 s21!, and the intensity of the peaks falls asv21.
The transitions of the electron from the acceptor grou

state ~n50, i 51, m50! to the first excited donor stat
(n51, i 51, m50! correspond to the peak with absorptio
edge at the frequency
98 Semiconductors 32 (1), January 1998
-
n-

d

which is substantially shifted away fromV0,1
0 toward shorter

wavelengths. For the above-indicated parameter va
V1,1

0 '331014 s21.
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Characterization of GaAs/ In xGa12xAs quantum-dot heterostructures by electrical and

her
optical methods
V. Ya. Aleshkin, D. M. Gaponova, S. A. Gusev, V. M. Danil’tsev, Z. F. Krasil’nik,
A. V. Murel, L. V. Paramonov, D. G. Revin, O. I. Khrykin, and V. I. Shashkin

Institute for Microstructure Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
~Submitted March 3, 1997; accepted for publication June 7, 1997!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.32, 111–116~January 1998!

Results of electrical and optical studies of GaAs/InxGa12xAs heterostructures are reported. The
aim of these studies was to identify the quantum dots and develop a technology of their
growth by spontaneous transformation of an InxGa12xAs layer. The surface charge at the depth
of the quantum dots and their surface density as a function of the deposition time of this
narrow-band material are estimated byC2V profiling. A photoluminescence study of the quantum
dots revealed peculiarities of the filling of their electron states at various excitation levels.
The influence of Coulomb interactions on the optical properties of the quantum dots is discussed.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~97!00912-5#

A number of studies have been dedicated in recent yearsmismatch of the heterolayers. This promotes normal rat
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to the study of strained GaAs/InxGa12xAs heterostructures
Of especial interest is the possibility of fabricating hig
quality quantum layers and quantum dots based on th
The formation of quantum dots as a result of se
organization in strained heterostructures is a possible a
native to lithographic methods of creating such objects. T
first studies of quantum-dot heterolasers based on Ga
InxGa12xAs structures confirm this possibility.1,2 Once an
understanding of self-organization processes is formed,
tors are found facilitating the attainment of homogeneo
size and shape of the quantum dots and their ordered
rangement in the layer~s!. In this paper we report the resul
of optical and capacitance studies of arrays of quantum
in GaAs/InxGa12xAs heterostructures grown by metallo
organic chemical vapor deposition~MOCVD!.

1. TECHNOLOGY

GaAs/InxGa12xAs heterostructures were grown epitax
ally in the gaseous medium H2-Ga~CH3)3–In~CH3)3–AsH3

in an atmospheric-pressure vertical reactor with induct
heating of the substrate. We used both semi-insulating
low-resistance GaAs substrates disoriented 2° relative to
@100# plane in the~110! direction. The growth temperatur
was varied in the range 450–600 °C for InGaAs and 55
650 °C for GaAs.

It was found that for small rates of growth usin
MOCVD, v,40 nm/min, surface diffusion of the adatom
was substantial, which favors layered growth. Growth ra
in the rangev;15– 40 nm/min turned out to be optimal fo
growth of quantum-dot structures. For growth rates in
range 70 nm/min,v,100 nm/min the surface of the laye
turns out to be nonplanar. In layers grown at higher rates
growth v.100 nm/min, three-dimensional islands of th
solid solution InxGa12xAs are formed, observed on a JEM
2000 electron microscope on platinum–carbon replicas.
x.0.4 even at low rates of growth, regardless of the stat
the GaAs surface, such islands form due to strong lat
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than layered growth.
The examined structures were epitaxialn-GaAs layers of

thickness 0.5mm with electron concentrations in the rang
(1.5– 3)31017 cm23. An InxGa12xAs layer was built into
these layers at a distance of 0.15mm from the surface, whose
parameters were controlled by the duration and rate of de
sition. Table I lists the parameters of samples grown un
different conditions, whose electrical and optical characte
tics are discussed below.

2. C2V PROFILING

Measurements of the capacitance–voltage characteri
of the Schottky barrier to the heterostructure allows one
determine the surface charges for the populated electron
states in the solid solution InxGa12xAs. For the investigated
capacitance–voltage characteristics a diode with a Scho
barrier 500mm in diameter was formed on the surface of t
structure by thermal sputtering of aluminum through a me
mask. The capacitance–voltage characteristics were m
sured at frequencies of 1 MHz, 10 kHz, and 1 kHz with
E7-12 admittance meter and an E7-14 admittance meter.
measurements were performed at 300, 80, and 4.2 K.

The GaAs layers had the following electrical charact
istics. The electron mobility for a dopant impurity conce
tration of 231017 cm23 was 4500 cm2/(V•s). The concen-
tration of deep levels, estimated from measurements at
and 80 K of the C2V profiles, did not exceed
(122)31016 cm23.

The built-in InxGa12xAs depletes the adjacent regions
carriers. A plateau was observed in the capacitance–vol
characteristics which is characteristic of structures w
quantum wells or dots,1! where the capacitance remain
nearly constant, which has to do with overstepping of
edge of the depleted region by the quantum layer.3 Typical
C2V characteristics are shown in the inset in Fig. 1, wh
shows the dependence 1/C2(V) for sample H153, measure
at a frequency of 1 MHz at temperatures of 300, 80, a
4.2 K. Lowering the temperature leads to a sharper defini
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e,
of the characteristic segments of the capacitance–vol
characteristic because of the decrease in the smearing
ciated with the Debye screening length. The calculated c
centration profile ~without allowance for the quantum
mechanical peculiarities of nanostructures! is shown in Fig.
1. The electron concentration peak falls into the region of
potential well and the depleted layers are located near
peak. Below we will discuss the relative variation of the
quantities as functions of the InAs deposition time.

The InAs deposition time InAstdep in the examined se
ries of samples was varied from 2 s to 96 s. For the obta
able sensitivity of finding the density of electronic states
the solid solution, where the latter is determined by the c
rier concentration in the GaAs epitaxial layer, the minimu
deposition time at which the concentration peak could

Layer thickness Growth rate Growth
Sample Mole InxGa12xAs, InxGa12xAs, time,
number fractionx nm nm/min s

H128 0.15 5 30.5
H135 0.38 5 26
H138 0.66 2.5 36
H149 1 5 2
H150 1 5 4
H151 1 5 8
H152 1 5 16
H153 1 5 32
H155 1 5 12
H156 1 5 64
H158 1 5 96

FIG. 1. Concentration profileNCV(d), calculated from theC2V character-
istics for sample H 153,d is the depth from the surface of the structur
T5300 (j), 77 (d), 4.2 K (m).
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of the NCV peak is equal to 0.1310 cm at 80 K.
It is possible to determines in the region of the InAs

layer from the magnitude of the nearly constant capacita
step in theC2V characteristic~see inset in Fig. 1!3 or by
integrating the peakNCV(x). The value ofs can be used to
estimate the surface densityNs of the InAs quantum dots
~the following sections present experimental confirmat
that quantum dots are indeed formed in the examined se
of samples! by noting thats52eNsb, whereb<1 is the
quantum states filling factor.

3. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS

Optical diagnostics of the heterostructures were obtai
by photoluminescence~PL!, photoconductivity~PC!, and in-
terband absorption. For photoluminescence, a continu
He–Ne laser or pulsed LTI-404 laser operating at 532
was used as the excitation source. The excitation power
10 W/cm2 in the continuous regime and was varied from 13

to 106 W/cm2 in the pulsed regime. The photoluminescen
signal was passed through an MDR-23 monochromator
detected by an FE´ U-62 liquid-nitrogen cooled photomulti
plier. In the pulsed regime the output signal of the photom
tiplier was passed through a strobe-integrator and avera
Interband absorption was measured on a BOMEM DA-
Fourier spectrometer. The photoconductivity was inve
gated in the transverse-current-flow geometry. In this case
the tunable source we used radiation from a quartz halo
lamp passed through a monochromator. A nickel layer, se
transparent to the probe light and forming a Schottky barr
was deposited on the surface of the sample. The second
tact was the low-resistancen1-GaAs substrate. To make th
InxGa12xAs layers fall within the depleted region, revers
bias was applied to the sample. The measurements w
made at 77 and 4.2 K.

The objective was to identify the quantum-well an
quantum-dot structures from peculiarities of their optic
properties, based on the substantial differences in their d
sity of states. Photoluminescence measurements of sa
H128 ~width of the layer of solid solution 5 nm! demon-
strated the high quality of the quantum-well structures. T
half-width of the photoluminescence peak did not exce
6 meV at 77 K~Fig. 2! and 2.8 meV at 4.2 K. In some of th
runs, to decrease the effect of inhomogeneity of the reg
from which photoluminescence was observed, we decrea
the size of the laser spot from 50 to 20mm, which caused the
half-width of the photoluminescence peak of sample H128
decrease to 3.8 meV at 77 K. This figure shows the interb
absorption spectrum in which the narrow exciton absorpt
line associated with the quantum well is clearly visible.

The nature of the photoluminescence from the quant
well at high pump levels reflects filling of the upper levels
the quantum well by photoexcitation carriers.6 With increase
of the excitation power, the main photoluminescence l
from the quantum well broadens toward higher energies;
minescence corresponding to transitions between subseq
quantum-well levels then appears. As the quantum wel
filled by photocarriers, the GaAs photoluminescence p
also begins to grow. Figure 3 shows photoluminesce
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1

138
spectra for a series of power levels of the exciting laser
the photoconductivity spectrum of sample H135 with
In0.38Ga0.62As quantum well of width 5 nm. According to
theoretical calculations, the two plateaus~1.3–1.36 eV and
1.39–1.46 eV! in the photoconductivity spectrum correspo
to transitions between the first electron quantum-well le
and first hole quantum-well level and between the sec
hole level and the conductivity band, respectively. Featu
in the photoluminescence and photoconductivity spectra
well aligned in energy.

FIG. 2. Transmittance and photoluminescence spectra for sample H12

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence and photoconductivity spectra for sample H
for different levels of excitation, W/cm2: 1 — 103, 2 — 104, 3 — 105, 4 —
106.
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As was noted in Sec. 1, at high growth rates or values
x.0.4 nanometer-sized islands were observed on the sur
of the solid solution in an electron microscope. These isla
are imbedded predominantly on the steps separating
terraces.2! These formations were identified as InxGa12xAs
quantum dots arising as a result of strong lattice mismatc
GaAs and the solid solution. In the photoluminescence sp
tra of such objects the peaks were observed to be sh
toward higher energies in comparison with the calcula
position determined from the conditions of fabrication. Thu
for example, based on the growth regimes of sample H1
the width of the In0.66Ga0.34As solid solution can be esti
mated to be 2.5 nm under conditions of layered grow
which corresponds to the position of the photoluminesce
peak at 1.16 eV. The measurements gave a different valu
1.25 eV ~spectrum1 in Fig. 4!. Similarly to how we pro-
ceeded with the quantum wells, we inferred filling levels
the electronic states in the quantum dots at high excita
levels ~samples withx.0.4) from the photoluminescenc
spectra. Figure 4 shows typical photoluminescence spe
for the quantum dots for a series of pump levels overlaid
the photoconductivity spectrum. At all excitation power le
els the line shape consists of a superposition
d-function–like lines of radiative recombination betwee
states in the dots7,8 so that the uplift~to the point of trans-
formation into a plateau! of a short-wavelength shoulder a
high excitation levels characteristic of quantum wells is a
sent. The plateau corresponding to the two-dimensional d
sity of states in the photoconductivity spectrum is also
sent. As the excitation power is increased, t
photoluminescence line corresponding to luminescence f
the quantum dots (;1.25 eV! broadens somewhat and a ne
maximum appears at higher energies (;1.35 eV!. The shape

35

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence and photoconductivity spectra for sample H
for different levels of excitation, W/cm2: 1 — 103, 2 — 104, 3 — 105,
4 — 106.
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of the lines remains nearly symmetrical. At higher excitation
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levels excited states in the quantum dots~in addition to their
ground states! probably also begin to luminesce, and al
smaller-size dots. The symmetry of shape also testifies to
zero-dimensional density of states of the luminescing
jects. For filling of almost all the states in the quantum d
by photo-excited carriers, starting at a pump power
105 W/cm2 luminescence appears from the GaAs layers. T
significant width of the photoluminescence peak may be
to dispersion of the size of the quantum dots or to inhom
geneity of composition of the solid solution. The abov
described peculiarities in the photoluminescence spectra
low us to conclude that we have observ
photoluminescence of quantum dots.

4. DISCUSSION

The transformation of an InAs quantum layer into qua
tum dots was studied by observing differences in the pho
luminescence of samples with different growth time of t
pure InAs~H149–H158!. In this series of samples photolu
minescence was observed if the deposition time excee
8 s. As the deposition time was increased, the line co
sponding to photoluminescence of InAs shifted towa
longer wavelengths~this was also observed in Ref. 9!. To
analyze the photoluminescence spectra, it is convenien
express the amount of deposited InAs in units of nomi
monolayersnimag as if layered growth had taken place. O
the basis of the data on the growth of the wetting layer
relatively short deposition times (tdep,16 s! nimag'tdep/8 s.
Figure 5a plots the dependence of the position of the ph
luminescence peak for this series of samples and its h
width as functions ofnimag under the assumption of extend
ing the relation betweennimag and tdep to the entire range o
growth times. It can be readily seen from this figure th
there exist two regions of characteristic dependen
nimag,4, when growth of the wetting layer takes place, a
nimag.4, when InAs objects with dimensionality lower tha
that of a quantum well~quantum dots! are formed. This con-
clusion is supported, in particular, by the conclusions
other studies on breakdown of layered growth of InAs
such high quantities of deposited material due to elastic
formation effects.10 At larger values ofnimag these objects
become larger, accompanied by an increase in the sprea
their size, which leads to a broadening and further shift of
photoluminescence peak.

As one goes from the layered mechanism of growth
three-dimensional formation of islands, the estimate ofnimag

can become inexact since the rate of InAs deposition fr
the gas phase will change. To explain this circumstance,
will compare the photoluminescence andC2V profiling
data. From theC2V profiling results we can estimate th
surface charge accumulated in the two-dimensional layer
tdep<16 s, ornimag<2 ~Fig. 5b!, and also the position of the
Fermi levelEF in it. The estimates show the Fermi level
lie 40 meV below the bottom of the GaAs conduction ba
at the layer boundary and noticeably higher than the elec
ground-state energy in the layer~with which, strictly speak-
ing, is also connected charge redistribution in the structu!.
For tdep532 s (nimag54) quantum dots are formed on th
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surface of the two-dimensional wetting layer. From the p
sition of the photoluminescence line, based on the mode
pyramidal shape of the dots,11 we can estimate their size an
the electron ground-state energy, which also turns out to
below the Fermi level and is consequently filled. This allo
us to set the filling factor of the quantum dots,b, equal to
unity and find their surface concentration from theC2V
measurements. In turn, knowing the surface concentra
and physical volume of a single dot, it is not hard to sho
that astdep is increased from 16 s to 32 s, the quantity
deposited InAs grows by 30%, not 100%. Such a chang

FIG. 5. Position of the maximum (Emax) and the peak half-width (DE) of
photoluminescence~a! and surface density of statesNs ~b! as functions of
the amount of deposited InAs~in nominal monolayersnimag). T5300 (j),
77 (d), 4.2 K (m).
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the rate of growth indicates a shift in the growth mechanism
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from layered to island-forming. The validity of this assertio
is tied up, of course, with the applicability of the model
pyramidal shape of the quantum dots.

With further increase oftdep, the quantum dots increas
in size. A second quantum-well level appears, with the filli
of which Ns should double, as is observed for the structu
with tdep564 s. Continued deposition of InAs should lead
overlap of the quantum dots and formation of a quasiconti
ous layer. The growth on it of a GaAs finishing~cap! layer
should be accompanied by the formation of a layer with
increased content of dislocations and structural defects. E
trochemicalC2V profiling, sensitive to imperfections in th
crystal structure of semiconductors,12 shows that the GaAs
cap layer for structures H156 and H158~deposition times
64 s and 96 s, respectively! differs from the underlying ma-
trix. This is seen first in the fact that a GaAs cap layer
thickness 0.1mm undergoes electrochemical etching witho
illumination and for zero bias, which is not usually observ
for n-GaAs. Second, electrochemicalC2V profiling gives
p-type conductivity for the cap layer of sample H158, whi
is indicative of a high concentration of deep levels of acc
tor type. Such a phenomenon was observed earlier in
damagedn-GaAs layers.13

5. CONCLUSIONS

Identification of zero-dimensional nano-objects based
GaAs/InxGa12xAs heterostructures has proved to be poss
because of the combined use of optical methods ofC2V
profiling and electron microscopy. This in turn has made
possible to develop the MOCVD technology of quantum-d
formation during spontaneous transformation of the wett
layer of the solid solution. The technology of growing qua
tum dots in GaAs/InxGa12xAs heterostructures with mode
compositionx close to unity has shown itself to be mo
advanced, but the regularities of formation of islands
structures withx;0.4 are less pronounced and require fu
ther study.

The most reliable information about the presence
quantum dots in a heterostructure can be operationally
tained by the photoluminescence method with repeated m
surements at different intensities of the exciting radiati
Such measurements are based on thed-function–like nature
of the density of states in a quantum dot. Here it is import
to distinguish other objects with similar properties of t
density of states—excitons, point defects. These studies
central to the present work and were carried out in conju
tion with other optical and electrical methods in comparis
with similar measurements of low-dimensional objects
GaAs/InxGa12xAs quantum-dot heterostructures.

In conclusion, we may discuss the possibilities of a
other, apparently effective method of observing quant
dots ~absorption spectroscopy!. It is well known that spatial
localization of electron motion increases their Coulomb
teraction energy. In quantum dots, where the motion of
electrons is localized in three directions, Coulomb inter
tion leads to a number of phenomena which are absen
quantum wells and quantum wires. Because of the str
Coulomb interaction, the number of electron and hole sta
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tially on the number of electrons and holes present in
Analogous phenomena are characteristic of simple and m
ticharged centers in semiconductors. The dependence o
energy spectrum of a quantum dot on its filling by char
carriers leads to peculiarities in the Burstein–Moss effec

Let us consider two cases: 1! the Coulomb interaction
energy of two electronsEee exceeds the ionization energy o
the ground state of the electronE1e in the quantum dot, and
2! the opposite caseE1e.Eee. In the first case, only one
electron can be found in the quantum dot in the absence
photohole. Upon the absorption of a photon~here and in
what follows we are dealing with interband transitions b
tween quantum-well levels! a hole with energyE1h and an
electron with energy E1e with interaction energy
Eeh(Eeh.0) are generated in the quantum dot. Interba
absorption in the initially ‘‘empty’’ quantum dot is possibl
with a precisely fixed photon energyE05Eg2E1e2E1h

2Eeh (Eg is the width of the band gap of a wideband ma
rial!. In this case the photo-induced electron and hole can
in either of two spin states. If in the initial state of the qua
tum dot an electron is already found in it, then the energy
the absorbed photon will vary by the interaction energy
this electron with the generated electron–hole p
(E0)85E02Eeh1Eee. The generated photoelectron can o
cupy only one free spin state. Therefore, the probability
absorption of the photon by a charged dot should be half
for absorption by a neutral dot. IfEee.E1e2Eeh , then the
initially charged quantum dot is not able to absorb a phot
Thus, interband absorption by a charged quantum dot an
a neutral quantum dot differs in intensity and frequency.

In the second case, more than one electron may
placed in the discrete levels of the quantum dot. If there
only one quantum-well level, which is occupied by two ele
trons in the quantum dot, then absorption at the frequenc
the interband transition between their ground states is imp
sible. In the remaining variants it is possible to invoke t
foregoing arguments.
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1!These quantum objects are difficult to distinguish on the basis of theC2V
profiles.4,5 Corresponding conclusions based on the optical measurem
are made in the following section.

2!By appropriate selection of the GaAs growth regime the width of th
terraces can be varied from 8.1 to 60 nm with the height of the st
varying correspondingly from 0.28 to 2.1 nm.
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